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Abstract
There appears to be an increasing acceptance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) across society. As people
become more comfortable with AI’s use in advertising, basic services and other areas of day-to-day life,
the question arises will students also be willing to accept AI in learning situations. Furthermore, what
are the impacts on both the student learning and acceptance as well as the effect on the instructor or
professor. This paper presents the initial findings of the use of AI in grading students’ discussion boards.
It presents an initial model of student expectations, discusses potential benefits and drawbacks of AI
and presents initial findings from a limited number of classes using AI grading.
Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Discussion boards, Pedagogy, Asynchronous learning, Online learning
1. INTRODUCTION
During the first year of COVID-19 pandemic,
many traditional pedagogical tools and methods
were stressed as classes were often shifted from
face-to-face (F2F) to asynchronous, online
(Kafka, 2020). During the early phases of the
pandemic in 2020, many students went home for
spring break only to not return to the physical
classroom until fall semester 2021. This required
rapid redesign of learning methods to continue
courses and not disrupt students’ paths toward
graduation (Sanders, 2020).
These rapid changes often forced faculty to
incorporate new learning methods to meet the
asynchronous nature of these classes. For
example, the traditional classroom discussion was
not possible unless an online audio-visual
conferencing platform was used (e.g., Zoom, MS

Teams, WebEx, etc.). If an online platform was
either unavailable or not used, the discussion
portion of the class would suffer without an
alternative. Most faculty are aware and have
often used traditional learning management
systems (LMS) (e.g., Blackboard, Desire2Learn,
etc.) discussion boards as a means to an end in
online classes. Furthermore, even by 2010,
approximately 85% of universities were using
some form of LMS (Chen et al, 2010). Therefore,
it was a natural alternative to classroom
discussion while adopting to the COVID
environment. However, the likely stresses of
moving
multiple
classes
from
F2F
to
asynchronous meant that faculty’s time was
pressed.
Many
faculty
members
were
overwhelmed early in spring 2020 semester
trying to convert content, include all learning
activities, operate in a new environment, and
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maintain academic standards. These challenges
highlighted the opportunities for companies to
both reduce manual grading and increase student
learning through various new or modified
teaching tools.
The use of discussion boards represents one
opportunity to improve from traditional uses to an
enhanced version. In spite of large amounts of
literature supporting the benefits of discussion
boards, many faculty members are reluctant to
use discussion boards for a variety of reasons.
First, they are often concerned that the
conversation will not be as “rich or inactive” as
F2F or in-class conversations (Smidt et al, 2014).
Another issue might be that discussion boards are
often not voluntary (i.e., a required number of
posts) which will impact the learning (Frey and
Wojnar, 2004; Gill 2006). Finally, there is a
concern on the difficulty of balancing the
interaction between the faculty member and
students to enhance learning without dominating
the discussion (Dennen, 2005). Each of these
valid concerns are in addition to the increased
amount of faculty time to read all discussion posts
and accurately assess them.
Given these challenges and facing the COVID
environment, many faculty members were forced
to adopt discussion boards into their classes
without significant planning, testing or time
beginning in the spring of 2020 to substitute for
F2F discussions. Even though there were
significant benefits to discussion boards, the
challenges forced instructors to seek better
processes for their benefit and outcomes to
ensure improved student learning.
The purpose of this article is to highlight a specific
pedagogical tool that appears to improve learning
while simultaneously reducing faculty workload
by using AI to help in evaluating student
responses on a discussion board. Following this
section, the literature review will highlight both
use of discussion boards and the specific use of
AI in grading students. This will help to develop a
theoretical model and research propositions for
further testing. Next, an early set of student
responses will be presented. Finally, the
conclusions and impact of this initial study will
help develop the future examination of this
subject.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The Literature Review is divided into two broad
subsections. The first is to review the wellestablished research of the value of discussion
boards in academia and highlight one of the key
challenges of evaluating student responses. The
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second subsection is to identify the less
developed, but growing, body of works on the
application in AI in academia with a focus on the
few recent articles involving discussion boards.
The goal of these subsections is to identify the
gaps in the literature that require further
examination.
Discussion Boards and Evaluation
As mentioned briefly in the Introduction, there is
a significant amount of literature about the
benefits and disadvantages of using discussion
boards in various academic settings. It would be
beyond any paper to cover all of that research.
Therefore, a brief synopsis of those is included. A
detailed review of the more relevant literature
revolves around the subject of discussion board
evaluation and/or grading.
Since this article previously identified some of the
challenges of discussion boards, it was reasonable
to also present some of the benefits of using them
in various educational situations. Hinton and
Bradshaw (2004) did some initial examination of
the perceptions of Autonomous Online Discussion
(AOD). They found that it was difficult to evaluate
the effectiveness. However, they did identify AOD
as a “Core element” of online learning and course
design. Furthermore, Hew et al (2008) further
confirmed that AOD was
becoming an
“Increasingly common means to facilitate
dialogue between instructors and students.”
They also provided an in-depth history of the
overall online literature with a specific focus of
challenges and studies applying each potential
solution which is discussed later.
The benefits of AOD are numerous and have been
thoroughly examined over the last twenty years.
First, the unique nature of AOD allows students
some flexibility on the timing of posts and time to
reflect before replying (Murphy and Coleman,
2004). Another benefit identified by researchers
is the actual act of writing, as opposed to verbal
response, often helps students to increase
learning (Newman et al, 1997; Vonderwell,
2003). Tracy et al (2020) also identified that
when performed properly, AOD can increase
student engagement and improve learning.
Finally, one recent study compared the use of
AOD with Zoom and found that students using
AODs had increased performance in the class.
This implies that properly applied AOD may
actually work better than traditional discussion
format in the classroom or in a online, real time
learning environment (Ackerman and Gross,
2021). All of these studies highlighted some of
the key benefits to using AOD as part of an online
learning experience. Furthermore, the purpose of
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this subsection was not to state the shift to online
courses due to COVID was a better overall
learning experience, but rather, to identify the
positive aspects of AOD. Each of the articles
highlight a positive aspect that can be used
regardless of F2F or asynchronous learning
courses.
Unfortunately, there are a number of negative
aspects to using AOD. Using Hew et al’s (2008)
synthesis of the overall literature, they identified
three specific areas or dilemmas that faculty face
using AOD: use of grades, number of posting
guidelines, and instructor-facilitation. While all
three of these areas are of interest to most
modern educators, the first is key to this research
(Hew et al, 2008). While there are a host of other
issues, the key element of student evaluation
remains a challenge even post COVID. For
example, Dennen (2005) found that if there are
not clear expectations given by the faculty
member, students’ interests and efforts will
wane. In other words, the students are not willing
to put forth efforts if it did not result in better
individual grades. Furthermore, Dennen (2005)
found the students benefited when post
guidelines were specified (i.e., format, style,
length, etc.). Also, faculty grading was a key
component to student participation in AOD. The
greater the weight of the grade, the more
involvement by the student (Cifuentes et al,
1997). Finally, Murphy and Coleman (2004) also
found that when students were required to post,
the responses often devolved to “Me too” or “I
agree” types of general comments. The net effect
was that AOD grading created benefits and
challenges to the overall learning.
However, the Murphy and Coleman (2004)
articles raised a significant point that applies to
the faculty member. The increased number of
posts requires that every comment must be read,
reviewed, contemplated and assigned a grade of
some sort. This amount of time to incorporate a
systematic process to fairly assigned grades to an
AOD can be significant. Furthermore, it can feel
somewhat arbitrary to the students. Therefore,
one finding to many faculty members that have
not used AOD prior to COVID may have been the
significant increase in time to move from a F2F
discussion evaluation of student comments to an
AOD evaluation of much larger amounts of
material. A fair amount of literature has been
developed about the grading of discussion
boards. Pecka et al (2014) states that “Rubrics
are often used to facilitate and evaluate student’s
discussion board postings.” In addition to the use
of rubrics, they found that the use of AOD help to
increase higher order learning in general for the
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students. Finally, one of their key findings was the
inclusion of rubrics further increased the level of
higher order learning with AOD. Phillippi et al
(2015) also applied national and international
competencies within their field to grade
discussion. From those competencies, they
developed a rubric to apply to each discussion
post. The result was clearer guidelines for
students and faculty to follow improving the use
of AOD. Finally, Hew et al (2008) also stated that
the use of rubrics for specific categories of
contribution could help students’ efforts. The
overall result is that there are numerous studies
and examples of how to standardize grading
through the use of rubrics and the potential
benefit for both faculty members and students.
Artificial Intelligence or Auto Grading
While the literature addresses the rubric process,
the main benefit is to normalize the grades for the
students, but it does not significantly reduce the
workload on the faculty member. The challenges
of grading an open-ended student work can be
time consuming (Tsai, 2012). Furthermore, some
faculty are likely to avoid giving open-ended
assignments due to the time required to grade
them (Tsai, 2012). A possible solution to this is
the use of automatic or AI grading. But, some
faculty were also reluctant to use any form of
automation due to their belief that computers
were not sophisticated enough to replace human
judgement in grading (Bridgeman and Quinlan,
2009). Yeh et al (2007) also found that
automated grading systems did not do an
adequate job of dealing with higher level and/or
critical thinking. This is an interesting finding and
may be due to the level of computer
sophistication or the lack of common use of AI in
society in 2009. However, the initial literature
search for AI or automated grading even in 2021
created an interesting result. The top 100 papers
gathered by the library search engine, Galileo,
had less than ten papers that involved academic
applications of grading. Rather, the medical use
of AI of grading various symptoms, diagnosis or
treatments accounted for over 75% of the results.
The implication that widespread use of AI may be
much more advanced in the medical community
versus academia. Furthermore, the majority of
the academic literature trends toward specific
computer
tools,
languages,
engineering
approaches and applications to improve the
process rather than the impact on students and
faculty members.
Regardless of the amount of AI usage in academic
literature, automatic grading offers a number of
potential benefits to both faculty members and
students. Tsai et al (2012) did find that while not
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perfect, AI grading did offer the following
potential benefits: consistency between students,
rapid grading, never gets tired, and provides
immediate feedback. To address some of the
specific shortcomings of AI grading, Kyrilov and
Noelle (2014) identified a theoretical framework
to improve AI grading using the case-based
reasoning (CBR) approach. Figure 1 – CBR
Methodology presents the learning process for
computer grading. The goal of their process was
to develop the AI’s ability to improve its grading.
Finally, they stated that CBR was not widely
adopted within the educational community, but
CBR had the ability to assist instructors with
grading of open-ended student works. It should
also be noted that they foresaw the use of CBR in
the medical community nearly ten years ago.
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AI boards for input into the grading system. While
their study differed from traditional use of AOD,
it did highlight the potential for creative uses for
AI. Furthermore, they were one the few studies
that specifically stated that the use of AI could be
“Fun” for the student if creatively applied.
It is clear that the literature presents a solid
overview of the challenges and benefits of the use
of AOD. Additionally, there appears to be a
growing use of AI in various aspects of the
educational
community.
The
increasing
sophistication of AI grading has helped to
alleviate some of the drudgery and inconsistency
of AOD. However, most of the literature was
focused on the pros/cons, methods, technical
aspects, applications and outcomes of using AI.
Very little focused on the reaction from students
as well as their learning.
3. THEORETICAL MODEL AND RESEARCH
PROPOSITIONS

Figure 1 – CBR Learning Framework
Not surprisingly, in the nearly ten years since
Kyrlov and Noelle’s work, advances have been
made in grading open-ended responses by AI.
Liu et al (2021) identified the tedious nature of
grading these types of answers and applied an
automated grading method using multiway
attention networks. Their experiments
demonstrated superior results compared to six
other grading methods. The overall results
highlight the ever-increasing power and
accuracy of the AI grading systems available to
faculty members.
Delgado et al (2020) further identified the
advantages of modern AI embedded within a LMS
(Pearson MyEnglishLab) to provide specific and
tailored feedback to students. In their paper, they
demonstrated how the AI’s comments were
specific and designed to help students identify
and improve weak areas of their answers.
As the use of AI grading progresses, current
studies are exploring the use beyond simple
responses in AOD. Rather, can a different form of
input into the AOD be analyzed by the AI.
Ghoneim and Elghotmy (2020) studied the use of

Based on the previous research of the concept of
AI grading, there are numerous potential impacts
on student discussion quality, quantity, and
learning. The traditional interaction between
faculty members and students in an AOD are
limited by the asynchronous nature of the
process. Figure 2 represents a typical student and
instructor interaction process.

Figure 2 – Traditional AOD Interaction
between Faculty and Student(s)
Note: a full size figure in the appendix
The figure highlights the typical pedagogical
process on the part of the faculty member. Once
the instructor chooses to incorporate an AOD, he
or she creates some sort of assignment followed
by an initial post containing instructions or
questions to beginning the discussion. The
instructor then would typically read some posts
and may provide feedback at various times
through the process. Finally, he or she would
grade the students’ individual posts and assign a
grade. This would be followed by the likely
questions from various students concerning
grading. Most of the process is linear and involves
limited interaction with the student. A key
constraint is the faculty member’s time to provide
timely feedback to the students. Also, the
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students’ post must be published to the board
before the faculty member can provide feedback.
These limitations force the student to either
accept their initial posts without change or to
create more posts that need to be evaluated yet
again by the faculty member. This creates even
more work and further limits faculty time to
evaluate posts.
From the student side, the figure demonstrates
the process from their view. It is also linear from
receiving the assignment, to making initial
post(s), reviewing other students’ submissions,
possibly receiving feedback, and then, making a
final post(s). This is also followed by receiving
their grade for the assignment which may trigger
a question to faculty member about that grade. A
key point is the limited interaction between
student and instructor. There may be feedback,
but it always lags from the initial post. Often, it
may be days until the professor is able to catch
up to the numerous posts in the discussion board.
Therefore, a student is often left with little to no
feedback during the traditional process.
Based upon Kyrilov and Noelle’s framework
(2014, Figure 3), rapidly received feedback could
improve the students’ posts, the level of
discussion and overall quality of the AOD. Figure
3 presents an adapted version of their model to
integrate into the traditional AOD interaction
model (Figure 2).
The adapted process assumes that immediate
feedback is available to the student through the
use of AI grading. The student prepares an initial
draft of his or her post. The AI grading would
provide either instantaneous or immediate
feedback during the draft process. The student
then likely revises and improves the post a
number of times until he or she is ready to submit
it as their submitted post. The net result is likely
a vastly improved overall product that has
encouraged and motivated the student to think
more deeply about the subject and increase
overall learning. This occurs with all students’
posts nearly simultaneously with little to no
faculty interaction.

Figure 3 – Adapted Immediate Feedback
Model
By integrating the adapted immediate feedback
model into the traditional AOD interaction model,
an improved AI grading model is displayed in
Figure 4 – Incorporating AI Grading into AOD.
This model presents the changes in the
interaction between the instructor and students
by including the AI feedback into the process.
First, it demonstrates the timelier feedback from
the AI grading. Furthermore, the adapted
immediate feedback model interacts with both
the faculty member and students’ tracks. By
providing immediate feedback, the AI acts as a
surrogate for the faculty member. It also relieves
some of the pressure on the faculty member to
try and provide timely feedback. The AI grading
becomes a linking feature between the students
and the faculty member.

Figure 4 – AI Feedback Modified AOD
Process Model
Note: a full size figure in the appendix
Based upon the adapted model using AI feedback
or grading, there are a number of research
questions that are designed to fill the gaps in the
literature. Each of the propositions identifies key
issues beyond the software mechanics of AI
grading, but rather focuses more on the potential
impacts and benefits for both the students and
faculty members.
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P1: Students benefit from immediate or realtime AI generated feedback.
P2: AI grading and feedback is adequate to
replace faculty member inputs during the
discussion board posting cycle.
P3: AI grading and feedback encourage
students to think more deeply about the
topic.
P4: Students will prefer the AI grade to the
instructor’s grading process.
These first four propositions focus on the potential
pedagogical benefits of using AI grading and/or
feedback. The assumption is that student learning
benefits from any type of immediate feedback.
The challenge is that in a real-world setting it is
unlikely that faculty members are able to provide
real-time or near instantaneous feedback.
Furthermore, with the ever-increasing AI
sophistication, the current state of AI feedback
and grading is adequate to replace instructor
comments at least during the discussion board
process. However, this is not to imply that AI
grading is fully able to provide final grades at this
point. Finally, near simultaneous feedback
encourages the students to review, revise and
resubmit their initial and follow on posts which
should encourage deeper thoughts on the topic
and an increased learning level for the material.
P5: Artificial constraints in the AI system
reduce the students’ perceived benefits of
using AI graded AOD (e.g. word limits,
requirements to post a question vs
statement to begin, lack of discussion board
structure, etc.)
P6: Immediate feedback will reduce stress
on the students throughout the posting
process.
P7: An outside vendor (i.e., not university
integrated LMS) will create issues for the
students – cost, technical issues, ease of
use.
P8: An outside vendor’s desire to attract
customers will create hidden benefits to the
student.
The second group of propositions focus more on
the mechanics of an AI grading/feedback system.
The AI system is likely to have some limitations
due to the programming. These may include, but
are not limited to, word counts, required
formatting or use of questions, various discussion
board structure, etc. Furthermore, the large LMS
that universities are using do not incorporate AI
at this point. This necessitates additional steps,
time, effort, and cost to the students and faculty
member to employ the AI grading system.
Therefore, both faculty member and students
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have to weigh the tradeoffs of using the system.
Also, since a third party vendor is providing the
AI solution, there is an implied belief that the
company will constantly work to improve the
product due to competition in the marketplace
which may reduce disadvantages to the students
and faculty members that exist at the time of this
study. The net result of the second group of
propositions is that the improved AI product
should benefit the students and faculty member
to include the pedagogical propositions (P1-P4).
4. METHODOLOGY
To conduct an initial examination, an AI system
was chosen and applied with a student sample.
Georgia College and State University used
Packback across three traditional asynchronous,
online, graduate classes during the spring 2021
semester. The classes were all part of a single
Master program. Two different faculty members
were the instructors of record. Also, the three
classes were three different courses across two
differing cohorts of students. All three classes had
been taught before using traditional discussion
boards; so, the switch to an AI grading/feedback
board was a minimal change to each of the
existing courses. In other words, the test classes
were not part of the reaction to COVID nor
involved other significant pedagogical changes.
Finally, all of the students were in their second or
fifth semester of the five semester program and
had used a traditional discussion board as a part
of the integrated LMS in a previous class(es). The
faculty members believed this group of students
would provide a fairly wide cross section of views
and experiences. Also, with the students’
experiences with traditional discussion boards,
they would be excellent judges of the benefits and
disadvantages of use the Packback AI system
throughout the semester. Finally, since this was
an exploratory study, a simple 29 question survey
was offered to the students for a small amount of
extra credit at the very end of the semester. The
majority of questions were five point Likert scale
responses about the Packback system. The
responses were anonymous, but the students’
identification numbers were collected in a
separate file to apply credit for completing the
survey.
5. PACKBACK
Packback is an online discussion board platform.
It
was
chosen
based
upon
an
initial
recommendation from faculty that were using it
with
undergraduate
students
at
another
university. On the Packback website home page,
they state that use of their AOD product will
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“Inspire self-motivated, critical thinkers through
inquiry-driven discussion.” They even provide
comments that their system will improve the
learning and grading outcomes for students,
create a more rigorous discussion and reduce the
workload on faculty members (Packback, 2021).
A goal of the Packback system is to improve both
students’ discussion and easy faculty workloads.
These are two of the critical issues identified in
previous studies as advantages. However, the
question arises of how does Packback work and
how effective is it AI grading system.
One key difference between a traditional
discussion board and Packback’s system is the
use of an AI grading process. The first of the two
major parts of the AI grading in Packback was
when the students are drafting their post.
Packback provides a number of helpful items to
encourage them to be more complete with their
answers. Figure 5 – Student New Post Screen
provides an example of what a student would see
while drafting a post. The Instant Feedback
column on the right side of the students’ screen
helps to guide the students’ responses. A key
item is the student is assigned a “Curiosity Score”
during this process. While it is in draft mode, the
score is displayed as a range. For example, the
example post below is low with a 31-70 potential
score. In two of the classes, an 80 was required
to have the post count as a valid post. Also, the
system helps the students to not focus only on
the curiosity score, but encourages them to fix
grammatical errors, add links to relevant
material, include videos/pictures/charts and
checks for plagiarism both inside the Packback
program and outside. Finally, as soon as the
students finishes the post, he or she will receive
their curiosity score.
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This score is provided entirely by Packback and
does not involve the faculty member at this point.
The score is derived by a Packback algorithm
based on a combination of the students’
presentation, creditability and effort/depth of the
individual post. Without having an entire
discussion of the AI process, the score can be
summarized as applying an algorithm that
correlates high activity, highly curiosity of highly
driven member posts. The scores are valuated
against other students’ posts not only within their
class’s discussion board, but compared to all
other students using Packback. Finally, the
algorithm checks for credibility of the post based
on relevant and reliable sources that are used to
defend the students’ main points. This process
helps to address some the common concerns
about AI grading reliability.
To continue with the example, one of the faculty
members in the test classes required a minimum
curiosity score of 80 for the post to count as one
of the three required postings for the weekly
discussion. The score itself was not used as the
sole grade for the students’ discussion board
results throughout these test classes. However,
due to the nature of graduate students, the
faculty members observed some “friendly
competition” among the students to continuously
improve their discussion posts’ curiosity scores.
Figure 6 – Student Post on Discussion Board
shows what students viewed after posting their
work.

Figure 6 – Student Post on Discussion
Board
Note: a full size figure in the appendix

Figure 5 – Student Post Screen
Note: a full size figure in the appendix

This example was taken from an actual reply from
one of the classes. It was chosen as an example
for a number of reasons. First, since it was fairly
long (four full paragraphs), Packback abbreviated
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it and had a “View Post” to see the complete post.
This allowed the shorter version to be screenshot
more easily and demonstrate a number of key
points in one figure. First, you can see the student
was replying to another student’s post. Also, on
the bottom row, the student’s final curiosity score
was a 100. A key point about the system was the
ability for students to edit and re-edit their posts.
Assume that the example draft post example
ended up scoring a 70. The student could then go
back, re-edit it and repost immediately. The new
score may be an 85 or 90. If satisfied, the student
could leave it as his or her post, or if unsatisfied,
he/she could re-edit again in an attempt to
increase the score. The resulting iterative cycle
created many very highly scored posts. The real
benefit was not the high curiosity scores, but
rather, students reviewing and revising their work
to create better posts which helped in the learning
process.
Finally, looking at the top right corner there is a
star and a lightbulb. A star was if the faculty
member featured this as a significant post in the
discussion, and the lightbulb, or “sparks,”
represent posts that the faculty member or other
students “sparked” their curiosity. These little
items added a different type of feedback and
provided a useful tool to ensure especially good
posts were read by the entire class.
There were some significant drawbacks to using
Packback. First, there is an additional cost to the
students to purchase use. The pricing model
continues to change, but it was approximately
$20 per class during the test semester. Also,
Packback is not fully integrated into the various
LMS. Therefore, faculty have to transfer grades
between the systems. Packback did provide a
very good tool to download scores into Excel
spreadsheets with numerous options. A unique
challenge with Packback was the inability to
subdivide the course discussions into modules.
The entire semester had to be performed on the
same discussion board (there were a number of
tricks to minimize this: post naming conventions,
feature postings, etc.). Finally, Packback was
another system that students and faculty
members had to learn and operate beyond the
university’s LMS.
The overall result was that Packback is not a
revolutionary new system. However, it is clearly
an evolutionary step in applying AI to the grading
and feedback portions of discussion boards. The
faculty were encouraged enough by the anecdotal
successes during the semester to use it again in
the fall 2021 semester with the same program’s
students.
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6. FINDINGS
The initial survey resulted in 72 useable
responses. Table 1 presents the demographic
results for gender, class, etc. It should be noted
that 100% of the students were in the Master of
Logistics and Supply Chain Management program
in this study. The demographics are fairly
representative of a group of graduate students in
the field. It leans a little towards the male side of
respondents. Two of the three classes were more
represented, but that also aligns some to the
class sizes. Since the students are graduate
business majors, it is also reasonable that the PCs
were much more common that Macs in the
sample. Next, the grade distribution is reasonable
given both the graduate level and split between
first- and second-year students and the likelihood
of higher achieving students being a little more
likely to provide feedback. Finally, the response
by 72 students out of a total population of 95
resulted in a 75.8% response rate. It should be
noted that a small number of students could have
been in two courses simultaneously but were
limited to responding in only one class.

Table 1 – Summary Demographics
The use of Likert scale survey questions
attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Packback AI towards the students. One of the key
differences between this work and previous
studies was to collect student feedback about the
use of AI grading and/or feedback. A series of
specific questions asked questions based upon
the research propositions. For example, questions
regarding the value of the immediate scoring and
other areas addressing the pedological impact
were included in the survey. These questions
were aimed at the first four propositions. Also,
there were numerous questions about the specific
process to include strengths and weakness of the
system to examine the second group of research
propositions. Finally, there were some duplicate
questions to check student response consistency.
A summary of the key results is included here;
however, providing all of the questions here
would be redundant and too lengthy.
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To begin with the pedagogical impacts of AI
grading, the first key question was “Did the
students like the ability to receive immediate
feedback?” The response was an overwhelming
yes. Over 97% of the respondents answered that
they either strongly agreed or somewhat agreed
(70 of 72). Only two students were neutral or
opposed. When asked specifically about AI
grading portion, the students were still very
positive. Figure 7 – I Liked the AI Grading
presents the students’ responses to this question
(5-Strongly Agree to 1-Strongly Disagree).
Although the result was not as strong as the
immediate feedback question, 83.3% of the
respondents had a positive view and only 9.7%
were opposed. The combination of the immediate
feedback and AI grading were supported by the
vast majority of the students across all classes,
both genders and regardless of GPA.

Figure 7 – I Liked the AI Grading
To continue to examine the pedagogical impacts,
the students were asked to evaluate their view of
AI grading compared to the faculty members’
grading system. Here, there was a cross section
of answers. The students did not have a strong
opinion on which, if either, was better. Figure 8
highlights this finding. It is interesting that the
students were not willing to completely trust the
AI system. However, clearly some students
preferred the AI compared to the faculty
members’ grading processes. There are many
possible causes for this finding and they could be
a subject to an entire paper in itself. However,
some of the main comments included a lack of
clear understanding of how the AI system worked
and how the professors would incorporate the
grading into their classes. It should also be noted
that the faculty members used the results from
the AI grading differently in their individual
classes. Finally, some of the variation is clearly
due to the belief that a minimum score on the AI
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or curiosity score would earn the student full
credit for the assignment which was not the case.

Figure 8 – I Prefer Instructor verse AI
Grading
One of the key goals of the use of AI was to
encourage deeper thought and learning in the
AOD. Figure 9 demonstrates that 55.6% of the
students reported a positive impact. It should be
noted that the wording of the question did not
include that the use of the AI could have had a
negative impact. Therefore, the fact that a
majority of the students responded that it
increased their learning experience by using the
AI system. This is a tremendous benefit to the
overall class. Furthermore, there are a number of
second order effects that may have not been
obvious to the students. First, if over half were
improving their posts and learning, then the
remaining students were reading more welldeveloped submissions and by default would have
an increased learning experience. Also, even if a
student did not feel his or her learning was better,
the level of competition within the course likely
encouraged them to improve their work and
hence their individual learning. Finally, the impact
on learning was likely the most significant on the
students in the middle of the grade distribution.
The very high and low achieving students may not
have gained as much due to their already being
on the extreme ends of the spectrum. These are
additional areas for future research. However, the
initial finding was strong enough for the faculty to
continue to use AI.
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Figure 9 – The AI Encouraged Me to have
Deeper Thoughts
In terms of the next group of research
propositions, there were a number of questions
about the mechanics. A summary table
condenses these findings due to space
limitations. Table 2 – Process Results for Using
Packback highlights most of the key findings. It
should be noted that since the specific Packback
program was used, the findings may or may not
apply to other AI AOD programs. The table is
organized with a shortened version of each
question followed by the students’ responses. The
responses are organized by positive, then neutral,
and finally negative based on the questions. For
example, the first question was “Is the use of
Packback more difficult since it was not
incorporated into the LMS?” The majority of the
students did not think it was more difficult; so,
the “No” finding is a positive for this question.
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For all of the specific, mechanical types of
questions, the majority of the students had a
positive response. There were virtually no
technical problems with the AOD. The two
students that did have issues both were using
VPNs to block their identities which when turned
off, the Packback website worked fine. A concern
with any AI grading system is the students will
game the process for a better score. For example,
Packback allows you to put a link into your
response which will help your curiosity score.
However, the link could be very much off topic
and the student still gets the points. Therefore, it
was interesting to see that almost 20% of the
students did game their posts at some time
during the semester. This both highlights that AI
is not perfect at this point and faculty member
involvement is still needed. Next, the students
enjoyed using the AI system. While not an
extremely important point, a positive experience
using the system will likely encourage additional
use when compared to a negative experience.
One of the faculty members’ key concerns was
cost. Students already pay for a LMS and have
premium pricing in the program. The majority of
students did think Packback was worth the
additional cost. However, the written comments
did state that since the costs was outside the
university, some students’ employers would not
reimburse it which led to their dislike. Finally, the
summary question of overall satisfaction was very
high at 83% of the students. These findings
coupled with the pedagogical results highlight
that the AI grading and feedback had a successful
proof of principle test in the spring semester.
7. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,
AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
As previously stated, this was an initial test of the
Packback. AI grading and feedback systems were
considered a qualified success based on both the
faulty members’ and students’ feedback. The
majority of the propositions were supported with
summary data. The students reported they
learned more, applied more effort and were
satisfied with the AI system. Faculty members
were also pleased in general with the clear
improvement with student work but were not as
positive due some of the technical items due to
the stand-alone nature of the AOD, content
organization abilities, and cost. However, as
stated before, the overall positive aspects were
more than enough to adopt the Packback AOD
again in the upcoming fall semester.

Table 2 – Process Results for Using
Packback

Based on the use of Packback for the first time,
there were a few clear learning points that will be
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applied before the next iteration. These items are
shared as recommendations for any faculty
member planning use either Packback or another
AI grading system. First, both the syllabus and
faculty member should clearly articulate exactly
how the AI scores will be incorporated into the
overall grading scheme. The key is not whether
the grade is all AI based, a hybrid or all faculty
member derived, but rather which will be used.
That will help to clarify the students’
expectations. The authors recommend a hybrid
that is given to the students at the beginning of
the class (i.e., 50-50% faculty-AI scores based
upon …) Next, the benefits and challenges of
using the AI should be stated at the beginning of
the semester. For example, one of the challenges
of Packback is the lack of modules or submodules
to separate different discussions. This will likely
be addressed in future updates of Packback. In
the spring classes we developed a numbering
system that aligned LMS module numbers and
specific posts were to include the number in the
title. Again, it was a simple item, but helped to
provide
clarity.
Finally,
faculty
member
expectations should be restrained. There was a
minor reduction in workload; however, each
student post still needed to be read and
evaluated. The primary benefits were improved
student posts and more timing flexibility of when
to review the postings. The asynchronous portion
of the board and that the AI will fill in for the
instructor should be communicated at the
beginning. The instructor should clearly indicate
that he or she will be reading all the posts to
ensure that students are not trying to game the
system with unnecessary photos, videos, links,
etc.
Also, due to the introductory nature of this paper,
there are a number of findings that should be
more rigorously tested. For example, the sample
size was not large enough to do specific
demographic tests beyond a cursory evaluation.
Another area for future examination is the impact
on undergraduate students and use in a F2F class.
It is likely that the findings would remain the
same; however, the differing nature of these
groups and class settings might have significant
impacts on the results. Another key point is that
the AI software continues to evolve. A future
examination of the ability of students to game the
system when less faculty review is conducted
would help instructors to moderate their time and
effort in grading.
The last point about improving nature of the
software is a key closing point. As more
companies enter the field and traditional LMS
recognize the benefits of AI grading, it is likely the
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quality and options for AI grading both inside AOD
and in other areas will improve dramatically over
the next ten years. Faculty members should begin
to realize the potential pedagogical and workload
benefits. Just as PowerPoint changed classrooms
20+ years ago, and real-time media is reshaping
them today, AI will change the learning
experience over the next few years. The same
question arises of how should a faculty member
apply this new technology to maximize it benefits
while minimizing its weakness for both students
and instructors.
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Appendix:

Figure 2 – Traditional AOD Interaction between Faculty and Student(s)

Figure 4 – AI Feedback Modified AOD Process Model
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Figure 5 – Student Post Screen

Figure 6 – Student Post on Discussion Board
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Abstract
The autonomy and flexibility that online learning contents provide students in a traditional face-to-face
course require them to pick up newer strategies for regulating their learning process. This study focuses
on identifying how students’ self-reported traits of self-regulated learning may relate to the task value
of the learning contents of an introductory programming course. This study explores the distribution of
self-regulated learning and task value components reported by students. A moderately positive
correlation is seen between the task value and perceived self-regulated learning traits of students. The
findings of this study demonstrate how some of the online learning components and facilitation methods
that students value the most could be incorporated into a traditional face-to-face course to promote
self-regulated learning skills.
Keywords: Task-Value, Self-Regulated Learning, Computer-Programming, Self-Evaluation, Interest,
Help-Seeking
1. INTRODUCTION
Although students today display increasing
familiarity with online tools and communication
technologies, many are unfamiliar with online
learning methods (Gillett-Swan, 2017). The
flexibility and autonomy that online learning
afford to learners in an online/blended-online
environment also necessitate a commitment to
effectively completing course-related tasks. To
maintain a high responsibility for the learning
tasks, students need to perceive a high task
value, which is how the course meets the
learner's interests and future goals. Task value,
which is a motivational construct, increases
engagement and promotes course completion
and academic success (Jung & Lee, 2018;
Vanslambrouck, 2018; Zhang & Liu, 2019).
Studies report that students with a high task
value employ more profound cognitive and
metacognitive strategies (McWhaw & Abrami,
2001). The flexibility and autonomy of online

learning also require students to develop critical
self-regulated learning (SRL) skills and strategies
(Azevedo, 2007; Barnard et al., 2009; Lee & Choi,
2011; Rasheed et al., 2020). This paper explores
the distribution of task value and the selfregulated learning skills reported by students who
complete
an
undergraduate
computer
programming course with significant online
learning content.
The concept of task value, which derives from
expectancy-value theory, is operationalized by
measuring the learners' perspective of the task's
interest, usefulness, and importance (Eccles &
Wigfield, 2002). In their model, Eccles and
Wigfield define task values with respect to the
qualities of different tasks and how those qualities
influence the individual’s desire to do the task.
Interest in a task refers to the intrinsic value of
enjoyment or inherent motivation for the task.
The term usefulness stands for the student's
perception that the task will be helpful to meet
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some future goals. The term importance stands
for the attainment value or the value of doing well
on the task.
Self-regulated learning indicates the ability of
learners
to
regulate
their
motivation,
metacognition, cognition, and behavior to meet
their learning goals. Self-regulated learning takes
place through an active, constructive process.
Learners plan and set goals before learning,
monitor their progress, and then self-evaluate
their performance after learning (Pintrich, 1999;
Zimmerman, 2008). Studies have also shown
that SRL skills regulate students' cognition and
motivational factors such as task-value (Butler &
Cartier, 2005; Pintrich, 2004). Prior studies have
investigated the role of SRL in computer
programming courses for a campus-based
delivery format (Ramirez et al., 2018; Kumar et
al., 2005; Castellanos et al., 2017).
This study intends to explore the distribution of
students' perception of the online learning
contents' task value and investigate how task
value is associated with perceptions of selfregulated learning. This study takes place in a
blended online class of an undergraduate level
introductory computer programming course at a
public university.
The motivation for this study is to explore student
perceptions
after
having
redesigned
an
introductory programming course to meet the
learning needs of students during the COVID-19
pandemic. The redesign is characterized by
blending online learning with instructor support,
either via in-person or zoom sessions during
regular class hours due to the COVID-19
pandemic. During the two semesters under this
study, the pandemic situation inhibited students
from attending in-person sessions. Redesigning
the course became crucial to motivating students
and supporting their self-regulated learning skills
throughout the uncertain conditions caused by
the pandemic. This study will help instructors
identify how students value the course and its
learning tasks and what kind of support they
might require in improving their self-regulated
learning skills.
2. THE STUDY
This study investigates the distribution of task
value perceived by students who attended an
undergraduate-level introductory programming
course with online learning contents. While online
learning activities afford autonomy and flexibility,
they also require students to employ selfregulated learning skills. Hence, this study
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investigates if there exists an association
between students' perceptions of their selfregulated learning skills and the task value of the
course. This study attempts to answer the
following questions:
•
•
•

How do students perceive the task value of
the introductory programming course and its
online learning contents?
How do students who attend an introductory
programming course perceive their selfregulated learning?
What kind of association exists between the
task value and the perceived self-regulated
learning traits reported by students in an
introductory
programming
course
that
contains online learning components?

Context
This study takes place during two semesters of an
undergraduate introductory Java-programming
course. The course contains a significant online
component that includes a series of short video
lectures, detailed code demonstrations of
programming solutions, self-assessment quizzes,
graded quizzes, graded online assignments,
structured feedback, and a discussion forum. In
addition, students access all the learning
materials for the course from the Learning
Management System (LMS).
Students regularly complete auto-graded practice
quizzes that follow every lecture video. The
lecture videos that introduce key concepts are
short and do not exceed fifteen minutes. The
practice exercise also includes a series of coding
assignments that require students to design and
implement programs in Java using Eclipse- an
integrated development environment (IDE) used
throughout the course. The coding assignments
are more significant projects for which students
obtain feedback from the instructor to improve
their solutions. Students communicate to the
instructor via the online discussion board, emails,
and office hours set up through Zoom. The
assignment submission drop box in the LMS
affords ways to provide written and video
feedback for the submissions.
Apart from the asynchronous online components,
the course supported a bi-weekly instructional
session during regular class hours during both
semesters. During the first semester under the
study, due to the COVID-19 pandemic situation,
the instructional sessions were conducted using
Zoom. It became possible to achieve in-person
sessions during the following semester through
in-person classes. However, the pandemic
situation still made it impossible for a few
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students to attend all the in-person sessions due
to their need to quarantine. In addition, since all
the learning materials and recordings were
available online, students could flexibly learn
from home and get caught up on the course
materials if they could not attend any of the faceto-face sessions.
Each face-to-face session covered a quick recap
of the concepts covered in the video lectures,
followed by problem-solving sessions that
discussed several types of problems typical to the
programming topic. In addition, the instructor
used the face-to-face sessions to address
common errors encountered by students. The
assignments for a topic contained multiple
questions, and they could be completed by
students flexibly and submitted before a hard
deadline. Students were allowed to submit their
assignments for the instructor's feedback. They
were allowed to use the feedback to correct or
improve their solution and resubmit the problem
before the hard deadline. The video lectures and
the associated online quizzes made it possible for
students to complete a self-assessment of their
knowledge and re-watch the videos if needed to
clarify any misconceptions. Students must do
prior planning, independently write the programs,
obtain feedback, or help if needed, and reiterate
the solutions to meet the programming
assignments' problem-solving requirements fully.
The videos, quizzes, and assignments contained
mechanisms that support students' skills to apply
self-regulated learning cycles.
The students in this class, who are also the study
participants, are regular campus students. The
introductory Java Programming course is a
required pre-requisite for several higher-level
Computer
Information
Systems
courses.
However, this is also a general education course
that enrolls students who are non-majors.
The LMS has features that allow the instructor to
set up deadlines and control access to submission
drop boxes, quizzes, and assignments. The
calendar system in LMS also provides submission
reminders on the course page. In addition,
students visit the course pages several times a
week to keep track of the tasks and due dates.
Finally, the online discussion boards allow
students to interact with the rest of the class.
Survey Instruments
Seventeen students from the first semester and
fourteen students from the following semester
participated in an anonymous, end-of-the-course
survey. In the instructor's absence, the survey
was administered to all students concurrently
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during class time using an online survey tool.
Table 1 summarizes the three main parts of the
study implemented. The end of the course survey
includes an SRL section, a task value section, and
a ranking of course-related tasks section.
Survey type Scale

SRL

Measurement

1–5
Likert
Scale

OSLQ with Goal Setting,
six subEnvironment
scales
Restructuring,
Task
Strategies,
Time
Management,
Help Seeking,
Self-Evaluation
capabilities of
students
Task
1-7
MSLQ Interest,
Value
Likert
task value Usefulness,
Scale
sub-scale Importance of
(only)
the course.
Ranking
1-5
Developed Ranking of
Questions Rank
by the
reasons that
Order
author A makes the
of set of course
three
important,
ranking
interesting, and
questions, useful to
each with students
5 choices.
Table 1. Summary of survey instruments
The survey instrument includes an Online
Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (OSLQ), a
pre-validated
24-item
questionnaire
that
evaluates students' SRL skills in an online
learning environment (Barnard et al., 2009). The
OSLQ consists of goal setting, environment
restructuring, task strategies, time management,
help-seeking, and self-evaluation subscales. The
subscales of OSLQ map into Zimmerman's SRL
model (Zimmerman, 1998), consisting of
forethought, performance, and self-reflection
phases. The goal setting and environment
restructuring
phase
correspond
to
the
forethought phase of Zimmerman's SRL model.
The
subscales
of
task
strategies,
time
management, and help-seeking correspond to the
performance phase of the SRL model. As the
name suggests, the self-evaluation subscale
measures
the
self-evaluation
phase
of
Zimmerman's SRL model. The OSLQ asks
students to rate their responses on a scale of 1
('not-at-all-like-me") to 5 ("very-much-like-me").
Appendix A shows the subscales and items in the
OSLQ used in this study. The internal reliability of
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OSLQ, as indicated by Cronbach's alpha value, is
between 0.85 and 0.92 for the subscales
(Barnard, Paton & Lan, 2008).
In addition to the items from the OSLQ
questionnaire, the survey instrument contains six
questions that measure the perceived task value
of course contents. These questions are part of a
Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire
(MSLQ) (Pintrich et al., 1993). Appendix B shows
the task value subscale of the MSLQ. In addition
to the task value scale, the survey also includes a
series of ranking questions created by the author
to discover how various critical features of the
course content shape students' perceived
importance, usefulness, and interest. Students
rank the answer choices on a scale of 1 (most
important/useful/interesting)
to
7
(least
important/useful/interesting).
This
survey
component helped the instructor pinpoint the
course design's important aspects of the
perceived task value.
The task value components of the MSLQ survey
can only be used to collect a general perception
of students about the importance, interest, and
usefulness of a course. To learn how students
value various course features, the author of this
paper created a set of ranking questions to know
what some of the course-related features were
useful, important, and interesting to students.
Appendix C shows three ranking questions, each
with five choices. Students respond to these
questions by ordering the choices on a scale of
1(high value) to 5 (low value). The electronic
survey tool ensured that no choice in a set had
the same rank.
3. RESULTS
Before analyzing the survey results, the author of
this paper inspected the data to find and remove
any incomplete attempts. The online survey tool
had features that could control the ranking
questions' irregularities, such as using the same
rank value for two different answer choices.
Altogether, 31 students had fully completed the
survey.
Measuring SRL
Cronbach's alpha value provides the reliability of
the 24-item survey instrument on online learning
strategies. In the current study involving OSLQ
and consisting of 31 (complete) responses, the
Cronbach's coefficient value of the subscales is
sufficient with an alpha value between 0.88- 0.66
for the sub-scales, as shown in Table 2. A high
alpha value indicates a high internal consistency
of the items in each subscale and the overall SRL
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scale. Shapiro-Wilk test performed on data from
each subscale revealed that only three out of the
six subscales indicated a normal distribution.
Therefore, median values are used as the
descriptor for each subscale.

SRL Sub-Scale

Median
Score

Goal Setting (GS)

0.72

3.9

Environment
Restructuring (ER)

0.88

3.4

Task Strategy (TS)
Time Management
(TM)

0.78

3.6

0.86

3.1

Help Seeking (HS)

0.66

3.4

Self Evaluation (SE)

0.68

3.5

3.5
SRL total
0.85
Table 2. Aggregate scores of the online SRL
subscales
Appendix A shows the items for every subscale of
the OSLQ questionnaire. As described in the
previous section, students' responses to the SRL
questionnaire are scored on a scale of 1 (”not-atall-like-me") to 5 ("very-much-like-me"). Table 2
indicates the median value of the weighted
average scores of each of the subscales of the
SRL questionnaire. All the components appear
symmetrically distributed from the histogram
shown in Figure 1, except for environment
restructuring skewed to the left. The scores used
to construct the bar chart uses the median value
of the survey responses for each of the
components of the SRL survey.
Task Values
The survey measures the task value of the course
on a scale of 1 (that stands for most
important/useful/interesting)
to
7
(least
important/useful/interesting), using the task
value subscale of the MSLQ questionnaire.
Appendix B shows the items and the task value
subscale. Shapiro-Wilk test was used to check the
normal distribution of the responses for the task
value subscales that were found to be nonparametric.
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Figure 1. SRL Components Histogram

Figure 2. Task Value Components Histogram

Table 3 shows the median scores for importance,
utility, and interest. The median overall task
value score is 6.5, which indicates a high value.
Through the task value survey responses,
students express how much they felt the course
to be important, useful, and interesting by
answering a series of ranking questions on a scale
of 1(most important/useful/interesting) – 7 (least
important/useful/interesting).

Correlation between Task Value and SRL
Data collected from the survey reveals a
moderately positive correlation between some
SRL and the task value components. Table 4
shows the correlation matrix with the values of
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients, r, and
the significance value p. For correlating the
aggregate SRL and task value scores, values of
‘SRL Total Score’ and ‘Task Value Total Score’ are
calculated for every student by using the
weighted average of all SRL and Task Value
responses, respectively.

Task Value
Sub-Scale

Cron
bach- Median
Alpha Score

Importance

0.91

7

Utility

0.76

6.7

Interest

0.85

6.5

The correlation matrix in Table 4 indicates a
medium positive correlation between task value
components and the SRL components of task
strategy, help-seeking, and self-evaluation.

Task Value Total
0.91
6.5
Table 3. Aggregate Task Value Scores
The components of the task value scores are
depicted in a bar chart in Figure 2. The bar chart
has seven bins corresponding to the task value
scale of 1 to 7. The scores are used to construct
the histogram using the median value of the task
value survey responses from each student for
each task value component. As a result, the bar
chart displays a skewed distribution of the three
task value components.

SRL Total
Score
Goal
Setting
Env.
Restruct
Task
Strategy

Task
Value
Total
Score

Task
ValueInterest

Task
ValueUseful

Task ValueImportance

r=0.41
p=0.02
r=0.33
p=0.06
r=0.13
p= 0.4

r=0.39
p =0.02
r =0.28
p =0.1
r=0.1
p =0.5

r=0.51
p =0.03
r= 0.44
p =0.01
r=0.16
p=0.3

r=0.39
p = 0.02
r=0.37
p=0.03
r=0.17
p=0.35

r=0.46 r= 0.38 r= 0.46
p =0.008 p =0.03 p= 0.009

Time
r=0.29
Manageme
p=0.1
nt
Help
r=0.49
Seeking
p=0.004
Self
Evaluation

r=0.16
p=0.3

r=0.38
p=0.03

r=0.52
p=0.002
r=0.48,
p=0.005

r=0.4,
r=0.45
r=0.48,
p=0.02 p=0.009
p=0.05
r=0.52 r= 0.49
r=0.5
r=0.58
p=0.002 p=0.005 p <0.001 p < 0.001

Table 4. SRL – Task Value Correlations
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All the grey-colored cells in the correlation matrix
in Table 4 show the significant correlations whose
p-values are less than 0.05. There was no
significant correlation between task value and the
SRL components of environment restructuring
and time management. Perception of goal setting
and time management is moderately correlated
with the usefulness and interest in the course. A
medium positive correlation between the SRL and
task value indicates that students who perceive
high task value may not always report high SRL.
Conversely, students who have low scores of SRL
may still perceive a high task value. students
Cluster analysis is used to visualize how students
could be separated into distinct clusters based on
the association between their task value and SRL
scores. A K-Means cluster analysis using the
standardized aggregate scores of SRL and task
values shows the presence of three discernable
clusters, as shown in Figure 3. The three-cluster
model, created using the K-Means cluster
analysis method, is shown in Figure 3. This threecluster model explains 66.08% of the variance, a
within-group error-sum-of-squares (SSE) of
20.35, and a between-group SSE of 39.7. Among
the three clusters, Cluster 0 is the largest one that
has 13 students who report moderately high task
value and medium to low SRL skills. Cluster 1 is
the next large cluster with 9 students, indicating
high perceptions of task value and higher SRL
score. Finally, Cluster 2 has 9 students who report
low perceptions of task value and lower scores of
SRL. A sizeable number of students under Cluster
0 supports the lack of a strong correlation
between task value and SRL scores, as indicated
in Table 6.
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Ranking the Factors that Make the Course
Valuable
Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the ranking of various
features of the course to learn the order in which
these features contribute to the perceptions of
task value. The ranking questions require the
survey respondents to order the choices such that
a response of 1 stands for the most ranked-choice
and a response of 5 stands for the least ranked
one. However, the responses to the ranking
questions, as shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7, elicit
the course design features that students find
most, or least important, interesting, and useful.
For each ranking question, students were asked
to order the choices on a scale of 1 to 5. The
median score values in Tables 5, 6, and 7 show
the ranking scores' median values based on
student responses. The column called 'Final Rank'
is by ordering the calculated median scores of
each choice.
Please rank each of the choices on a scale
of 1 - 5 on why this course is important to
you. On the 1-5 scale, 1 stand for (most
important) and 5 stands for (least
important).
Median Final
Score
Rank
of
Ranks
It is a required course
4
3
It allows me to learn how to 2
1
write computer programs
It improves the chances of
getting a job

2

1

It
allows
me
to
understand how
a
programming
solution
is constructed using logical
elements
It makes me successful in
future classes

3

2

4

3

Table 5: Ranking question on why the course
is important.

Figure 3. Cluster Analysis SRL and Task
Value

When asked why the course is important to
students, the median scores of the item with the
highest and the lowest ranks varied by 2 points
on the Likert scale. The most important feature of
the course was that it helps students learn how to
write computer programs and helps them get
jobs. Even though the introductory programming
course is a pre-requisite for many other upperlevel courses in the CIS program, it is also a
general education course that enrolls non-majors.
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Non-majors may not require introductory
programming for their future studies. However,
many non-majors attend this class to view
programming as an essential job skill. Therefore,
future course design iteration could leverage this
motivational aspect and show how professionals
in different careers use computer programming in
day-to-day jobs.
Table 6 shows the ranking for items that ask
students about the usefulness of the course.
Again, the variation between the minimum and
maximum scores was 2 points on the Likert scale.
Furthermore, it seems as if students focus on the
usefulness of the course based on problemsolving and programming skills they have picked
up.
Please rank each of the choices on a scale
of 1 - 5 on why this course is useful to you.
On
the
1-5
scale,
1
stands
for
(most useful), and 5 stands for (least
useful).
Median Final
Score
Rank
of
Ranks
I learnt how to write and 3
2
test Java programs using
Eclipse (IDE)
I improved my problem- 2
1
solving skills by writing
programs
I can apply what was learnt in 3
2
this class in future courses
I have developed skills to 4
3
evaluate the correctness of
my programs
I have gained skills on how to 3
2
translate the requirements
in the problem to develop
programming solutions
Table 6. Ranking questions on why the
course is useful.
Student perceptions on the utility of the course
could have been influenced by the fact that heavy
emphasis was placed on problem-solving
methods. For example, the code-demonstrations
video breaks down a typical programming process
into identifying the givens in the problems,
looking for similar problems from the worked-out
examples, identifying the required outputs, and
configuring the programming constructs. In
addition, the class discussions usually centered
around
problem-solving
methods.
The
assignment feedback also contained pointers on
how students could improve their self-evaluation
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skills and programming skills. Therefore, a sizable
portion of the online videos and class discussions
afforded instruction on developing problemsolving and programming skills, supporting
student SRL.
Students would spend most of their learning time
writing and iterating their programming solution
using Eclipse IDE equipped with 'intelli-sense' to
guide students through their code. However,
most novice students struggle with selfevaluating their code's correctness and require
help and feedback from the instructor. That could
have been why students gave lower rank to the
usefulness of the course in helping them learn
how to evaluate the correctness of their program
by themselves.
Table 7 shows the ranking for items that ask
students why the course is interesting. In Table
5, ranks 1 and 2 pertain to the design of the
course. The hands-on, active learning and
facilitation
methods
involved
learning
components that made the class enjoyable.
Please rank each of the choices on a scale
of 1 - 5 on why this course is interesting to
you. On the 1-5 scale, 1 stands for (most
interesting) and 5 stands for (least
interesting).
Median Final
Score
Rank
of
Ranks
I liked the way the course
2
1
was facilitated (e.g.: code
demos,
videos, self-assessment
quizzes, and multiple
submissions for assignment)
I found it interesting to learn 3
3
programming by completing
the
module
assignment
questions.
I
enjoyed
the
hands-on 2.5
2
learning process
I enjoy learning how the basic 3
3
programming constructs such
as the decision structures,
loops, and objects are used in
real-world applications
I enjoyed working with Eclipse

4

Table 7. Ranking questions on why the
course is interesting
The lower final ranks pertain to the steps required
to complete a coding assignment, including using
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Eclipse IDE to complete programs. Future course
design could investigate more user-friendly IDEs
suitable for beginner learners.

coming weeks. Therefore, a significant part of
instruction and feedback provided ways to involve
students in self-regulated learning.

4. DISCUSSION

The clusters in Figure 3 reveal an association
between low-task value and lower perceived SRL.
Therefore, students in this cluster could be
motivated by making the course more exciting
and engaging that they feel motivated to develop
their SRL skills by engaging in the course. On the
other hand, students from the central cluster that
reported medium to high task value and low SRL
skills could benefit from encouraging feedback
that explains how completing the task has
improved or could improve their SRL skills.
Therefore, another approach will be to adapt the
learning contents that will enhance task value and
perceptions of SRL among students depending on
their current perceptions.

This study investigates students’ perceptions of
the task value of an introductory programming
course. This study also presents the distribution
of various SRL skills reported by the students.
While the task value items of the survey pertain
to the course-specific features, SRL questions
pertain to a student’s learning skill that may not
pertain specifically to the programming course.
Their past and current learning experiences may
influence a student’s self-reported SRL skills. The
distribution of the SRL components shows a
mostly symmetrical distribution, but the reported
task value components are all are skewed onto
the higher task values in the 1 (high task value)7 (low task value) scale.
The study results cannot ascertain if perceptions
of task value would have contributed to the
reported SRL scores or vice versa. However, the
study discovers a moderately positive correlation
between various components of task value and
the SRL. In addition, the presence of student
clusters has implications on how the course
design could have catered to the learning needs
of students from each group.
The ranking questions for the three components
of the task value, as depicted in Tables 5, 6, and
7, show that the course design and facilitation of
an active learning process play an essential role
in generating interest in learning. The course
facilitation methods and active learning that
students found enjoyable require them to apply
higher levels of SRL while working on the various
online components. For example, completing the
assignment is a multi-week process that requires
cycles of planning, learning the materials, writing
the programming solutions, obtaining feedback,
and fixing the solution. Every assignment
package also requires students to plan out their
learning process by deciding when and how to
complete the self-assessment quizzes, watch or
re-watch the videos and get help. The instant
feedback from the quizzes allows students to
revisit the concepts presented in the videos. The
debugging methods demonstrated through the
videos show how to check the code before
submitting the program. Multiple submissions of
an assignment allow students to obtain feedback
and guidance from the instructor and a chance to
improve the final version. The feedback and the
grades from the formative assessments could
help students strategize their learning for the

This study took place in two small classes, and
only 31 students participated in the survey. A
small sample size limits the generalizability of the
findings. Despite its limitations, this study has
developed a method to study the relationship
between online learning strategies and task value
using
well-known
and
validated
survey
instruments that can apply across multiple
contexts and online course delivery methods.
Future studies could compare the self-reported
SRL skills with the observed SRL by collecting
course-related data logs. What students reports,
however biased they might be, are nevertheless
significant as it could determine the perceptions
of self-efficacy, which is a crucial motivating
factor for students to continue to engage in future
programming courses.
Both self-efficacy and SRL are perceptions that
could be influenced by factors unrelated to the
course alone. However, task value is an important
motivating factor that shows the situational
interest of the student. Knowing what students
value in a course can help instructors figure out
ways to improve student SRL. Such a studentcentric approach to course design will help
students take advantage of the flexibility and
autonomy
provided
by
online
learning
components to achieve academic success.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This study elicits student perceptions of their SRL
skills and task value for an undergraduate
introductory programming course with significant
online learning content. Course-specific factors
that influence the perceived task value regarding
importance, utility, and interest could guide the
future redesign of the online learning experience.
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Student responses rank a well-facilitated, handson learning experience essential for making the
course interesting. Students found the course to
be necessary for their long-term career
prospects. Additionally, due to the focus on
problem-solving methods, students felt the
course helped improve their problem-solving
skills.
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The Internet and Higher Education, 12(1), 1–
6.
Barnard, L., Paton, V. O., & Lan, W. Y. (2008).
Online self-regulatory learning behaviors as a
mediator in the relationship between online
course perceptions with achievement. The
International Review of Research in Open and
Distance Learning, 9(2).

Correlation studies and cluster analysis indicated
an association between task value and perceived
SRL reported by students. The clusters did
suggest that students who express high task
value also tend to perceive higher SRL skills. It is
also observed that students who perceive a low
SRL for themselves tend to report a lower task
value. Most of the students do not fall under
either extreme, reporting a medium to low SRL
with medium to high task values. Students in the
low and medium score clusters that form a sizable
portion of the class could benefit from instruction,
activities, and feedback to improve their actual
SRL and how they perceive their SRL skills. Future
studies could use student data to infer selfregulated learning behavior and compare the
findings with the SRL that students report
through surveys.

Butler, D. L., & Cartier, S. C. (2005, April).
Multiple
complementary
methods
for
understanding self-regulated learning as
situated in context. Paper presented at the
2005 Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Montréal,
Canada.

Online learning continues to challenge ways in
which students employ self-regulated learning.
Students' lack of face-to-face interaction and
increased autonomy and responsibility requires
them to develop newer SRL strategies in an online
learning environment. Therefore, developing
strategies to improve the course content's task
value could motivate students to build better
online learning strategies.

Gillett-Swan, J.K. (2017). The challenges of
online learning: Supporting and engaging the
isolated learner.
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Appendix A
This set of questions requires you to self-assess your competency
in various aspects of self-regulated learning. Please note that the use of the term "online" in
some of the questions are synonymous with "blended-online". Please provide responses to the
following questions on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 stands for " Not at all like me" and 5 stands for
"Very much like me"
Goal Setting
5- Very
much like
me

4

3

2

1- Not at
all
like me

I set standards for my assignments in online/blended
courses.
I set short-term (daily or weekly) goals as well as
long-term goals (monthly or for the semester).
I keep a high standard for my learning in my
courses
I set goals to help me manage studying time for my
online/blended-online courses.
I don't compromise the quality of my work
because it is online
Environment Restructuring
I choose the location where I study to avoid too
much distraction.
I find a comfortable place to study.
I know where I can study most efficiently
for online/blended-online courses.
I choose a time with few distractions for studying for
my online/blended online courses.
Task Strategies
I try to take more thorough notes for my
online/blended online courses because notes are even
more important for learning online than in a regular
classroom.
I read aloud instructional materials posted online to
fight against distractions.
I prepare my questions before joining in discussions.
I work extra problems in my online/blended-online
courses in addition to the assigned ones to master the
course content.
Time Management
I allocate extra studying time for my online/blendedonline courses
because I know it is time-demanding
I try to schedule the same time everyday or every
week to study for my online/blended-online courses,
and I observe the schedule.
Although we don't have to attend daily (in-person)
classes,I still try to distribute my studying time evenly
across days.
Help Seeking
I find someone who is knowledgeable in course content
so that I can consult with him or her when I need help.
I share my problems with my classmates online so we
know what we are struggling with and how to solve our
problems.
If needed, I try to meet my classmates face-to-face.
I am persistent in getting help from the instructor
through e-mail and regular class-sessions.
Self Evalutaion
I summarize my learning in online/blended-online
courses to examine
my understanding of what I have learned.
I ask myself a lot of questions about the course
material when studying for an online/blended-online
course.
I communicate with my classmates to find out how
I am doing in my online/blended-online classes.
I communicate with my classmates to find out what I
am learning that is different from what they are
learning.

OSLQ questionnaire and responses were used to rate various SRL skills. The term “online” in the
original survey was modified to “online/blended-online” to be consistent with the names of the
learning modality that is familiar to students. All the changes made to the original survey instruments
are shown as italicized words in the items listed above.
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APPENDIX B
Please answer this question on a scale of 1-7 where 1 stands for "Strongly disagree"
and 7 stands for "Strongly agree".
7Strongly
Agree
6

5

4

3

2

1Strongl
y
Disagre
e

Importance
It is important for me to learn the course material
in this class.
Understanding the subject matter of this course is very
important to me.
Utility
I think I will be able to use what I learn in this course
in other courses.
I think the course material in this class is useful
for me to learn.
Interest
I am very interested in the content area of this course.
I like the subject matter of this course.

Task Value subscale of MSLQ questionnaire and survey results
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APPENDIX C
Please rank each of the choices on a scale of 1 - 5 on why this course is important
to you. On the 1-5 scale, 1 stand for (most important) and 5 stands for (least
important).
Rank Order
It is a required course
It allows me to learn how to write computer programs
It improves the chances of getting a job
It allows me to understand how a programming solution is constructed
using logical elements
It makes me successful in future classes
Please rank each of the choices on a scale of 1 - 5 on why this course is useful to
you. On the 1-5 scale, 1 stands for (most useful), and 5 stands for (least useful).
Rank Order
I learnt how to write and test Java programs using Eclipse (IDE)
I improved my problem-solving skills by writing programs
I can apply what was learnt in this class in future courses
I have developed skills to evaluate the correctness of my programs
I have gained skills on how to translate
in the problem to develop programming solutions

the

requirements

Please rank each of the choices on a scale of 1 - 5 on why this course is interesting
to you. On the 1-5 scale, 1 stands for (most interesting) and 5 stands for (least
interesting).
Rank Order
I liked the way the course was facilitated (e.g.: code demos,
videos, self-assessment quizzes, and multiple submissions for
assignment)
I found it interesting to learn programming by completing the module
assignment questions.
I enjoyed the hands-on learning process
I enjoy learning how the basic programming constructs such as the
decision structures, loops, and objects are used in real-world applications
I enjoyed working with Eclipse

Ranking Question for why the course (and its tasks) were interesting, important, and useful
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Abstract
This paper examines responses to questions about job satisfaction and inclusion from professionals in
the information technology field. Responses from over 10,000 professionals were analyzed to determine
if there were differences in response to these questions based on gender of respondent. This information,
along with previous research on inclusion of women in higher education and industry, are discussed to
determine similarities with previous research. Results from the study are used to suggest ways that
educators can use the responses to improve recruitment and retention of females in technology majors
and minors.
Keywords: Women in technology, recruitment, retention, job satisfaction, inclusion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Jobs in information technology (IT) continue to
grow in the United States and new jobs are
predicted
to
increase
by
11%,
adding
approximately half a million new jobs by 2029
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2021). In 2015, only
25% of computing jobs in the United States were
occupied by women which declined sharply since
the 1990’s but has been holding steady in recent
years (Ashcraft, McLain, & Eger, 2016). In rapidly
growing fields within IT such as information
security analysis, jobs are projected to grow at a
staggering rate of 31% over the next 10 years
with only 16.8% of jobs in the area held by
women (Women’s Bureau, n.d.). Retention of
female employees in IT related fields is dismal
with more than 50% of women leaving the field

(Hewlett, Luca, Servon, Serbin, Shiller, Sosnovich
& Sumberg, 2008). There are many factors
leading to this underrepresentation, starting with
fewer women choosing information technology
careers in college and large numbers leaving the
field for various reasons.
In order to increase participation by women in the
technology field, it is important to understand
why women choose or do not choose to major in
information technology related fields in college
and why they choose to leave their careers in
large numbers. Understanding these factors may
help educators recruit and prepare female
students for IT careers and aid employers in
retaining employees.
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The purpose of this study is to look at various
aspects of job satisfaction and inclusion for
professionals in IT careers and determine if there
are differences in these beliefs between genders.
This study will compare responses to male
counterparts whereas many previous studies on
women in the workplace are studied as a
standalone population. Comparing the two
populations will provide insight into whether
certain factors are considered differently across
gender or if there are factors of job dissatisfaction
that are shared by both males and females.
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Fewer Women Entering the Field
In 2019, more 18-24 year old females were
enrolled in colleges and universities than males
with 57% compared to 43%, respectively
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2021a).
This trend has held steady since 2010 and
graduation rates show similar differences with
66% of female students earning a baccalaureate
degree within 6 years of enrollment compared
with 60% of male students (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2021c). However, in IT
related fields these numbers vary greatly. At the
associate’s degree level in computer and
information sciences, 80% of the degrees were
awarded to male students. In 2018 and 2019,
63,703 bachelor’s degrees in computer and
information science were awarded to male
students and 15,894 awarded to female students
during the same time period. Even though female
populations in four-year schools continue to
exceed those of males, degrees awarded in
computer related fields are significantly skewed
towards males (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2021b).
Reasons why females are underrepresented in
baccalaureate programs have been studied by
many researchers over the years with hopes of
mitigating the problem. Serapiglia & Lenox
(2010) discussed a complex decision-making
process
for
women
pursuing
computer
information systems degrees. They found that
male role models, positive introduction to
computers and technology, the opportunity for
earnings, and natural talent at problem solving
were some factors that lead women to choose CIS
as a major. Lack of female role models in IT,
media perceptions, parental guidance as well as
previous
programming
experience
also
potentially play a role in selection of computer
related majors (Jung, Clark, Patterson & Pence,
2017). In countries where females are more
represented in technology fields like Malaysia,
lack of female role models is not a problem as it
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is for students in the United States and Europe
(Othman & Latih, 2006).
Socialization and early education have also been
studied as possible reasons women do not pursue
careers in STEM fields and computer science, in
particular. An increasing lack of confidence and
fear of failure in technical fields as female
students progress through their education has
been cited by many researchers as a deterrent for
choosing computer related fields as a career
(Jung, et al., 2017; McGee, 2018; Serapiglia &
Lenox, 2010). Lack of female role models and
stereotypes of “geeks only” mindsets have also
been cited as reasons female students do not
enroll in technology related degree programs
(Serapiglia & Lenox, 2010). Preconceptions
deterring women from studying computer science
indicate that many believe computer science is a
male dominated field and that women who work
or study computers have low self-worth, are
unattractive, and are different or atypical (Berg,
Sharpe, & Aitkin, 2018).
Fewer Women Remaining or Advancing in
Field
Once women decide to pursue educational
opportunities in computer related fields, they face
many barriers in the workplace that lead to
problems with retention. In 2008, technology
fields had the highest rate of abandonment of the
STEM fields with over 50% of women leaving the
field and at a higher rate than their male
counterparts (DuBow, & Gonzalez, 2020).
Research has shown that five areas of concern are
responsible for many women leaving the field.
Bias, isolation, supervisory issues, promotion
opportunity and process, and other external life
issues are the often cited reasons for women
leaving technology (Hewlett, et.al, 2008).
While many women remain in technology careers,
those that leave discuss multiple factors
influencing their decision. Mentioned in their
report on brain drain in STEM fields, Hewlett and
colleagues (2008) found a significant number of
women who quit in their thirties due to lack of
support at their job and challenges with work/life
balance. In addition to these, women also
mentioned male-dominant attitudes, isolation,
undefined career paths, and reward systems
based on risk-taking as barriers confronted in the
technology
workplace.
In
focus
groups
investigating workplace barriers and voluntary
turnover, Allen, et al., (2006) found that women
left their jobs due to problems with flexibility in
scheduling, family issues, stress, and workplace
policy issues.
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Once in field, many women report feelings of
career “stall”, where they feel they are no longer
getting ahead at work. In 2014, approximately
33% of Asian, Hispanic, and Caucasian women
reported feelings of career “stall” and a
staggering 48% of African American women felt
that their careers had stalled (Hewlett, Sherbin,
Dieudonné, Fargnoli, & Fredman, 2014).
Advancement opportunities for women in
technology fields have also lagged behind
opportunities for men. In 2016, only 20% of the
Chief Information Officer positions in Fortune 100
companies were held by women (Shein, 2018).
While some attribute this to the relative numbers
of women in the field, other researchers have
proposed other barriers for women. In her article
on the influence of gender and race of
advancement in IT, McGee (2018) reviewed a
large body of literature that found women’s views
towards IT culture were not favorable. Common
themes throughout the research presented,
described the field as “predominately male and
white, anti-social, individualistic, competitive,
hostile toward women, misogynistic, and sexist.”
Roldan, Soe, and Yakura (2004) believe that this
masculine environment is not conducive to career
advancement for women and results in high
turnover, in general, for female employees.
Although women receive similar job performance
ratings in IT, evidence suggests that the effect of
job performance ratings on advancement is
skewed in favor of men (Igbaria & Baroudi,
1995). Women also cite lack of respect, ageism,
stress, and scheduling flexibility as barriers to
advancement in their careers (Allen, et al., 2006).
Other researchers have investigated structural
barriers around formal and informal networking
as well as lack of mentors as another impediment
to women advancing in technology careers
(Armstrong & Reimenschneider, 2014; Roldan,
Soe, & Yakura, 2004). Many of the interventions
by major tech companies wishing to increase
retention of diverse work forces center on support
structures and networks (Barker, Mancha, &
Ashcroft.,
2014).
The
importance
and
improvement of professional networking for
women in IT has been studied in depth and has
been shown to be an important part in retention
and advancement of women in IT (Bapna & Funk,
2021; Ahuja, 2002; Kleinbaum, Stuart, &
Tushman, 2013).
Importance
of
Gender
Diversity
in
Workforce
There are social as well as economic reasons that
businesses and society at large should be
interested in increasing diversity in the IT
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workplace. From a social aspect, women should
be encouraged to find employment in a field that
offers significant opportunity in terms of salary as
well as impact of work. In 2020, the average
annual salary of $91,250 for computer related
careers more than doubled the national average
salary of $41,950 (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2021). Salaries and job security are still attractive
incentives for women in the workforce, even
though the pay gap in technology related fields is
wider than other sectors (Chamberlain, 2016).
In their research review of the importance of
diversity in the tech workplace, Barker, Mancha &
Ashcraft (2014) found that companies perform
better when women hold leadership positions.
They found superior team dynamics and
increased productivity. Research from the report
indicates that diverse teams are more likely to
stay on schedule and on budget. Collaboration is
improved when teams represent both genders
(Bear & Wooley, 2011).
Because innovation is critical in many areas of IT,
impact of diverse working groups should be of
interest to businesses. When groups are diverse,
there is an increased level of experimentation and
efficiency (Lehman Brothers Centre for Women in
Business, 2007).
From an economic standpoint, companies should
consider diversity in terms of coming, costly labor
shortages. With the expected demand for
computer related talent discussed in the
introduction, industry should be grooming and
recruiting talented labor from all walks of life and
should work at avoiding the costly brain drain on
their workforce as women continue to leave the
field and retention efforts flounder.
3. METHODOLOGY
Anonymized data were used from an online
developer survey conducted by Stack Overflow
under their Open Database License program.
Stack Overflow is a website dedicated to question
and answer communities covering a wide range
of information technology topics. The survey was
completed by over 65,000 participants worldwide
in February 2019. Data that were submitted
where participants spent less than three minutes
on the survey were omitted. Participants were
recruited by Stack Overflow through its various
online sites and the survey methodology indicates
that there is a potential bias of participation from
users who are highly engaged in Stack Overflow
online properties (Stack Overflow, 2020).
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For the purposes of this study, a subset of
responses from participants were filtered to
include only respondents in the United States and
those that indicated a binary gender (male or
female). Participants that indicated non-binary or
selected more than one gender were excluded but
warrant further study in future analysis. Data
were further filtered to only include responses
from currently employed respondents. Both part
time and full-time respondents were included and
student and hobbyist respondents were excluded.
The final number of responses collected totaled
10,148 but all respondents did not respond to all
of the selected questions.
Because the survey covers a wide range of topics,
questions that related to work environment,
participation, and job satisfaction were selected
for the purposes of this study. Likert questions
were combined into one construct for analysis
around the idea of job satisfaction and
participation. Additional questions that required
participants to select one or more items from a
list were analyzed separately. Questions used for
analysis are presented in the appendix. In a few
instances, such as computer major and education
level, responses were grouped to create a subset
that was of interest to the study.
Data were imported into SPSS for analysis of
selected criteria related to job satisfaction,
participation, and inclusion.
4. RESULTS
Education and Computer Related Majors
Women responding to the survey were more
likely to have a college degree than their male
counterparts with 86% of women reporting
degree completion compared to 79% of male
respondents. However, when looking at field of
study in degrees, 67% of male respondents had
an information technology related degree
compared to female respondents who reported in
field degrees at 51%.
When asked about the importance of formal
education, such as a degree in computer science,
there was no statistical difference in how men and
women responded. Most of the responses for the
question indicated that both genders indicated it
to be somewhat important with very few
respondents believing that it was either critically
or not important at all.
Job Satisfaction and Participation
A series of Likert scale questions were analyzed
to determine differences in attitudes towards job
satisfaction and participation. Questions used a
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range from 1 to 5 with five representing a more
positive response to the question. Results
indicate that women and men do have statistically
different attitudes towards their current job as
well as their roles and participation in professional
activities, t(1187)=-9.38, p<.001.
Reasons to Initiate a Job Search
When asked to select from a list of issues that
might cause respondents to search for a new job,
there were many shared reasons and some
significant differences between men and women.
Both were as likely to job hunt out of curiosity, a
desire to share accomplishments, leadership
issues, or for no reason at all. Men were more
likely to select compensation issues, t(1038)=4.05, p<.001, and desire to work with new
technologies, t(1060)=-4.40, p<.001, as reasons
to consider switching jobs.
Women were more likely to job hunt after having
a bad day, t(1033)=4.20, p<.001, relocation
t(1039)=3.09, p=.002, trouble with manager,
t(1024)=4.93, p<.001, trouble with teammates,
t(991)=6.22, p<.001, and issues with work/life
balance, t(1060)=2.04, p=.041. Women were
also more likely to select interest in growth
opportunities as a reason to initiate a job search,
t(1076)=2.84, p=.004.
Problem Solving in the Workplace
When asked how respondents reacted to getting
“stuck on a problem”, there were many shared
strategies among women and men. Both genders
were equally likely to consult online communities
like Stack Overflow, watch help videos, or do
other distracting activities such as meditate or
walk. Men were more likely to indicate they would
play games while working through a problem,
t(1391)=-2.47, p=.013. Women were more likely
to indicate that they would ask a coworker for
help, t(1347)=3.66, p<.001, focus on other work
as a distraction, , t(1399)=6.29, p<.001, or
panic, t(1229)=8.63, p<.001.
Criteria for Job Search
When asked which three factors were important
when deciding between two theoretical jobs with
similar pay, benefits, and location, there were
some factors that were selected equally by both
genders and some that were significant to a
respective gender. Selecting factors such as
ability
to
work
remotely,
professional
development, department or team, flex time, and
family friendliness were as likely to be selected as
one of the three most important factors in a job
search by both sexes.
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Men were more likely to indicate that the
following three factors were most important to
consider: financial performance of a company,
t(1421)=-5.51, p<.001, impact of contributions,
t(1304)=-2.79,
p=.005,
industry,
and
technologies used, t(1296)=-9.06, p<.001.
Women were more likely to select office
environment/company culture, t(1269)=2.63,
p<.001, and company diversity, t(1486)=10.86,
p<.001, as reasons to distinguish between two
jobs.
Other factors that were not selected at significant
levels between men and women include remote
work options, professional development, specific
department or team assignment, flexible
schedules and family friendliness.
5. DISCUSSION
Overall, results from the survey were similar to
findings from previous studies (Allen, et al.,
2006; Berg, Sharpe, & Aitkin, 2018), and support
the idea that women are less satisfied and
participate less in their IT jobs than their male
counterparts. Looking at reasons that might
cause employees to look for other jobs or criteria
used in selecting jobs provides further insight into
why some of these differences may exist.
From a general standpoint, the importance of
interpersonal relationships appeared to have
more importance in women’s responses than
men. Company culture, diversity, problems in the
workplace regarding team members and
managers were more likely to be cited as reasons
to search for a new job by women, whereas more
concrete issues of salary and new technologies
tended to be more likely to be cited by men. While
both men and women turned to colleagues for
help when stuck on a problem, women were more
likely to rely on other people for help than men.
What was surprising, however, was that issues
that have appeared to carry importance in other
research were not present in this study. Issues
such as flexible schedules, remote work
schedules, and family friendliness were of similar
importance to both men and women respondents.
Additional data about family status and current
work environments weren’t available in this study
but could provide additional insights about the
results. Additionally, this survey was conducted in
February of 2020, right before the pandemic
shutdowns began, which significantly changed
work environments in all industries.
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degree than male respondents given the general
statistics about female vs. male enrollment in US
colleges and universities. Of the respondents that
did have a bachelor’s degree, men were more
likely to have majored in a computer related field
with almost half of the respondents coming from
other areas of study. This also mirrors the
findings reported by the National Center for
Education Statistics (2021b).
So, what, as educators, can we take away from
this snapshot of men and women in the
workplace? Can we do something to increase
diversity recruitment and retention of female
technologists?
There are a few areas from
previous research that are supported by this
research as well.
Recruitment of Female Students in IT
Careers
As shown by many other studies, there are many
reasons women do not choose IT as a major and
there are as many studies trying to change that.
Perhaps the answer does not lie in recruiting
women to the IT field but in bringing IT to their
chosen fields. Almost 50% of women tech
professionals responding to the survey had
college degrees in areas other than IT. They
eventually discover, either through interest or
necessity or other life circumstances, that they
can be interested and successful in the IT field.
Departments that are looking to increase gender
diversity in their classrooms might consider
minors or certificate programs in conjunction with
other majors in the university. This exposes more
students to information technology education and
potentially opens the door of opportunity for more
women to choose careers in IT.
If circumstances and resources allow, creating
cohort groups in introductory computing classes
that require students from all majors to explore
how technology is used specifically in their chosen
field of study could be helpful. Not only will this
benefit students in that field but potentially will
spark an interest in students that might not have
considered a career in information technology.
Doing so may allow many women to receive the
technical training and confidence in their skills
that might transition them to an IT career, sooner
than later. Presenting different problems across
multiple disciplines could help disperse the
“geeky” stereotypes of computer nerds writing
code only to solve science problems and broaden
horizons to include how technology plays an
important role in all fields from business to the
arts and humanities.

From an education perspective, it is not surprising
that women were more likely to have a bachelor’s
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Retention of Female Students in IT
Programs
Because issues like panic in the face of a problem,
as well as dissatisfaction or issues with
interpersonal relationships at work were
significant concerns of female respondents, a
strong support system for women in IT should be
instituted at the educational as well as
professional level. Participation in student groups
and professional memberships should be strongly
encouraged for all students, and women in
particular. Participation in these activities will
allow them to practice their networking skills,
both formal and informal, that can help mitigate
advancement issues they may encounter in the
workplace.
In addition, there are case studies supporting the
formulation of women specific professional
organizations to make selection of IT as a career
more appealing (Wang, Goldgof, & Christensen,
2019; Heistand-Tupper, Leitherer, Sorkin, & Gore
2010). Encouraging female participation in
student or professional groups for women allows
students to find mentors and build networks that
will help them in their future career. If there
aren’t that many or any female faculty in a
department, consider teaming up with other
STEM related departments on campus or
encourage participation in local or national
organizations intended to promote women in
computer
related
fields.
Also
consider
encouraging female students to participate more
in online communities like Stackflow or other
industry specific communities at an early stage to
normalize this behavior and open networking and
help opportunities that may benefit them in the
workplace.
Interpersonal Skills
While interpersonal skills rarely appear in the
curriculum, there are ways to consider preparing
our students, both male and female, how to be
successful in the workplace and this carries on
beyond pure technical skills. Many programs
emphasize concepts such as group work, written
ability, and public speaking. When considering
these soft skills, also consider some of the issues
presented in this study. When assigning group
projects, try to create diverse groups when
possible. If assigning roles within the group, give
female students a chance to lead her male
colleagues and give male students the chance to
interact in meaningful ways with their female
colleagues. If recruitment efforts in higher
education are successful and women choose
computer related majors with more frequency,
the ability to interact and become familiar with
colleagues of all genders, races, and backgrounds
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should mitigate some of the issues currently faced
by women in the technology field.
Future Studies
While this study is just a snapshot of some
opinions held by professionals in the workplace, it
gives us a glimpse of some of the issues that
affect a woman’s satisfaction and success in her
career. A broader, more nuanced look at some of
these issues would provide even more
information on how the industry is changing and
can reveal other steps that can be made to
improve women’s place in IT.
This study did not examine any aspect beyond
gender. Other factors such as women of color
help increase the diversity of our field, yet they
are even rarer participants than the scope of this
study.
While
women
are
chronically
underrepresented in this field, other groups such
as African-American women make a small fraction
of the technology workforce and tend to leave at
greater rates. These issues, along with gender
should also be studied to increase participation
and diversity.
Another aspect that limits this study is the
concept of gender, in general. This study looked
at binary genders only for ease and clarity of
results. Respondents that indicated non-binary or
multiple gender affiliations were not included.
With the increase and acceptance of gender
fluidity of younger generations, the research done
in this field to this point could see major shifts as
younger people reconceptualize the concept of
gender overall.
6. CONCLUSION
As mentioned before, this study gives a snapshot
of women’s feelings about their jobs in IT fields,
but it is just that, a snapshot. It gives us ideas of
where problems might lurk and where
opportunity exists. This study supports findings
from many previous areas of research but also
provides some surprising divergence. Issues that
many times are considered “women’s issues”
such as family support and flexible work
schedules, really are employee concerns across
all genders. With a growing demand for technical
talent, higher education and the tech industry
should focus on encouraging and including
women to increase participation in areas of
technical expertise. Researchers should continue
to identify strategies to recruit women to the field
and retention strategies to retain and advance
women to make IT a richer, more inclusive
industry.
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Appendix A
Survey Questions (Stack Overflow, 2020)
1. Which of the following best describes the highest level of formal education that you’ve
completed?
I never completed any formal education; Primary/elementary school; Secondary school (e.g.
American high school, German Realschule or Gymnasium, etc.); Some college/university
study without earning a degree; Associate degree (A.A., A.S., etc.); Bachelor’s degree (B.A.,
B.S., B.Eng., etc.); Master’s degree (M.A., M.S., M.Eng., MBA, etc.); Professional degree (JD,
MD, etc.) Other doctoral degree (Ph.D., Ed.D., etc.); Other (please specify):
2. What was your primary field of study?
Computer science, computer engineering, or software engineering; *Web development or web
design; *Information systems, information technology, or system administration; Mathematics
or statistics; Another engineering discipline (such as civil, electrical, mechanical, etc.); A
business discipline (such as accounting, finance, marketing, etc.); A health science (such as
nursing, pharmacy, radiology, etc.); A humanities discipline (such as literature, history,
philosophy, etc.); A natural science (such as biology, chemistry, physics, etc.); A social
science (such as anthropology, psychology, political science, etc.); Fine arts or performing arts
(such as graphic design, music, studio art, etc.); I never declared a major
3. How important is a formal education, such as a university degree in computer science, to your
career?
4. Which of the following best describes your current employment status?
Employed full-time; Employed part-time; Independent contractor, freelancer, or selfemployed; Not employed, but looking for work; Not employed, and not looking for work;
Student; Retired;I prefer not to say
5. Imagine that you are deciding between two job offers with the same compensation, benefits,
and location. Of the following factors, which 3 are MOST important to you?
Remote work options, Office environment or company culture, Financial performance or
funding status of the company or organization, Opportunities for professional development,
Diversity of the company or organization, How widely used or impactful my work output would
be, Industry that I’d be working in, Specific department or team I’d be working on, Flex time
or a flexible schedule, Languages, frameworks, and other technologies I’d be working with,
Family friendliness
6. In general, what drives you to look for a new job? Select all that apply.
Curious about other opportunities, Better compensation, Having a bad day (or week or month)
at work, Wanting to share accomplishments with a wider network, Looking to relocate, Just
because, Trouble with my direct manager, Better work/life balance, Wanting to work with new
technologies, Growth or leadership opportunities, Trouble with my teammates, Trouble with
leadership at my company
7. What do you do when you get stuck on a problem? Select all that apply
Visit Stack Overflow, Call a coworker or friend, Play games, Meditate, Go for a walk or other
physical activity, Watch help / tutorial videos, Do other work and come back later, Panic, Visit
another developer community (please name)
Likert Scale Questions with Response Ranges from 1-5 with 5 being positive
response
8. How satisfied are you with your current job? (If you work multiple jobs, answer for the one
you spend the most hours on.)
9. How often do you work overtime or beyond the formal time expectation of your job?
10. What level of influence do you, personally, have over new technology purchases at your
organization?
11. Do you consider yourself a member of the Stack Overflow community?
12. How frequently would you say you participate in Q&A on Stack Overflow? By participate we
mean ask, answer, vote for, or comment on questions.

13.

Compared to last year, how welcome do you feel on Stack Overflow?
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Appendix B
Statistical Results
Descriptive Statistics of Satisfaction Construct
Gender
Male
Female

N
8033
926

Mean
2.7682
2.6043

Std. Deviation
.49902
.53842

Std. Error Mean
.01640
.00601

Independent Samples Test of Satisfaction Construct (Equal Variances not Assumed)
t

df

Sig.
OneSided

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig.
Mean
Std. Error
TwoDifference Difference
Sided

9.384

1187.456

<.001

<.001

-.1737

.02141
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Question: Imagine that you are deciding between two job offers with the same compensation,
benefits, and location. Of the following factors, which 3 are MOST important to you?
Option
Remote work options
Office environment or
company culture
Financial performance or
funding status of the
company or organization
Opportunities for
professional
development
Diversity of the company
or organization
How widely used or
impactful my work
output would be
Industry that I’d be
working in
Specific department or
team I’d be working on
Flex time or a flexible
schedule
Languages, frameworks,
and other technologies
I’d be working with
Family friendliness

Gender

N

Mean

SD

F

1014

0.38

0.4867443

M

8410

0.37

0.4828106

F

1014

0.52

0.4999314

M

8410

0.47

0.4993573

F

1014

0.08

0.2697086

M

8410

0.13

0.3360223

F

1014

0.33

0.4705801

M

8410

0.34

0.4725417

F

1014

0.28

0.4473046

M

8410

0.06

0.2440799

F

1014

0.20

0.4010827

M

8410

0.24

0.4262803

F

1014

0.14

0.3471992

M

8410

0.17

0.3712402

F

1014

0.15

0.36003

M

8410

0.16

0.3667822

F

1014

0.43

0.4957269

M

8410

0.41

0.4919038

F

1014

0.35

0.4766114

M

8410

0.49

0.4999718

F

1014

0.11

0.3160458

M

8410

0.13

0.3356287

Diff(F-M)

t

df

p

0.0146986

0.91

1265

0.363

0.043673

2.63

1269

0.008*

-0.0508311

-5.51

1421

<.001*

-0.0061294

-0.39

1272

0.695

0.2125194

14.86

1086

<.001*

-0.037461

-2.79

1304

0.005*

-0.0250022

-2.15

1308

0.031*

-0.0073065

-0.61

1279

0.542

0.0227129

1.38

1265

0.168

-0.1442638

-9.06

1296

<.001*

-0.0169438

-1.60

1304

0.109
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Question: In general, what drives you to look for a new job? Select all that apply.
Option
Curious about other
opportunities
Better compensation
Having a bad day (or week or
month) at work
Wanting to share
accomplishments with a wider
network
Looking to relocate
Just because
Trouble with my direct
manager
Better work/life balance
Wanting to work with new
technologies
Growth or leadership
opportunities
Trouble with my teammates
Trouble with leadership at my
company

Gender

N

Mean

SD

F

860

0.60

0.4904191

M

7521

0.59

0.4911038

F

860

0.67

0.4709888

M

7521

0.74

0.4403616

F

860

0.31

0.4629533

M

7521

0.24

0.4276736

F

860

0.06

0.2341433

M

7521

0.07

0.2559534

F

860

0.29

0.4527234

M

7521

0.24

0.4253957

F

860

0.13

0.3405503

M

7521

0.14

0.3493483

F

860

0.29

0.4554139

M

7521

0.21

0.4094574

F

860

0.45

0.4976649

M

7521

0.41

0.4922835

F

860

0.49

0.5002247

M

7521

0.57

0.4948606

F

860

0.65

0.4783308

M

7521

0.60

0.4904289

F

860

0.22

0.41433

M

7521

0.13

0.3348968

F

860

0.38

0.4851463

M

7521

.35

0.4758853
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Diff (M-F)

t

df

p

0.0047673

0.27

1065

0.787

0.0682654

4.05

1038

<.001*

0.0695397

4.20

1033

<.001*

0.0123298

1.45

1107

0.147

0.0500068

3.09

1039

0.002*

0.0085474

0.70

1076

0.486

0.0800197

4.93

1024

<.001*

0.036525

2.04

1060

0.041*

-0.079872

4.44

1060

<.001*

0.0489847

2.84

1076

0.004*

0.0910612

6.22

991

<.001*

0.0314105

1.80

1056

0.071
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Question: What do you do when you get stuck on a problem? Select all that apply.
Option
Visit Stack Overflow

Call a coworker or friend

Play games

Meditate
Go for a walk or other
physical activity
Watch help / tutorial videos
Do other work and come back
later
Panic
Visit another developer
community (please name)

Gender

N

Mean

SD

F

1077

0.90

0.2942281

M

9064

0.90

0.3008386

F

1077

0.55

0.4977574

M

9064

0.49

0.4999457

F

1077

0.13

0.34149

M

9064

0.16

0.3685351

F

1077

0.11

0.3147985

M

9064

0.12

0.3289774

F

1077

0.60

0.4909058

M

9064

0.57

0.4947454

F

1077

0.53

0.4990179

M

9064

0.50

0.50001

F

1077

0.75

0.4325414

M

9064

0.66

0.4728414

F

1077

0.23

0.4229732

M

9064

0.12

0.3226844

F

1077

0.13

0.3323153

M

9064

0.10

0.3053266
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Diff (M-F)

t

df

p

0.0049818

0.52

1357

0.600

0.0587218

3.66

1347

<.001*

0.0274365

2.47

1391

0.013*

0.0120348

1.18

1370

0.238

0.0236157

1.49

1349

0.136

0.0306265

1.90

1345

0.057

0.0885393

6.29

1399

<.001*

0.1150054

8.63

1229

<.001*

0.0222387

2.09

1301

0.036*
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of the assessment program for the Computer Science program at
a regional university in the Southwest. Assessment has become a major component in higher education.
It is both a requirement for funding and accreditation, a signal of the quality of education provided, and
a tool for improvement. Starting with an assessment program consisting of a single measurement at
the end of the program, we have developed an assessment program that monitors student learning
continuously throughout the curriculum. The new program allows for faster and more accurate
identification of potential for improvement. The process of assessment program conversion and results
from the first year are discussed in this paper.
Keywords: learning outcome assessment,
education, program outcomes, accreditation.

learning

1. INTRODUCTION
At the national level, outcomes assessment has
gained attention through the “No Child Left
Behind” (Boehner, 2002) and “Race to the Top”
(U.S. Department of Education, 2016) programs.
This movement has expanded to higher education
(American Association of University Professors,
2015), where regional accrediting agencies,
school accreditation agencies, and program
accreditation agencies alike have instituted
assessment as one of the core accreditation
requirements. So far, only university-wide
accreditation is a requirement to receive federal
funding, whereas school accreditation and
program accreditation are still voluntary.
University accreditation may be the minimum
standard, but assessment is a required
component of all levels of accreditation.

outcomes,

outcome-based

Despite diverting attention from teaching and
research, assessment is an opportunity for faculty
to develop new models of assessment and
analyze and use its results in a way that results
for implementing meaningful change. This
compares to formal definitions of assessment,
which clearly include “closing the loop." The
following definitions of assessment clearly include
action at the end of the cycle. Osters (2003)
defines assessment as “a systematic and ongoing
process of collecting, interpreting, and acting on
information relating to the goals and outcomes
developed to support the mission and purpose of
an institution.” Likewise, Suskie (2018) describes
assessment as “a cyclical, outcome-oriented
process where faculty develop clearly written,
measurable, and achievable program outcomes
which are then systematically measured and
evaluated with the results driving student
learning and program improvement.” It is the
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latter
activities
that
make
assessment
meaningful, but also the most difficult (Blaich &
Wise, 2011; Fulcher et al., 2014).

accrediting bodies such as the regional NEASC
and HLC, school-level ACBSP, and ABET for
programs and majors.

In the United States, students in four-year
programs typically spend the first two years in
General Education (Gen Ed) courses, and
complete major/minor specific courses in the
junior and senior years. Assessment is important
at both levels, and they can intersect. Outcome
assessments for general education are embedded
in Gen Ed courses, and occasionally in
major/minor
courses.
For
instance,
communication can be measured in COMM 1113
Fundamentals of Oral Communication, but also in
the capstone presentation of CS 4233
Professional Development in Computer Science
(CS capstone). University-wide committees are
responsible for assessment at the General
Education level, whereas department-level
committees
conduct
the
program-specific
assessment.

The United States has six regional accreditation
agencies (Figure 1). The Higher Learning
Commission is a regional accreditation agency is
one them (New England Commission of Higher
Education,
2021).
It
accredits
granting
institutions of higher education based in the 19state North Central region. Members are
evaluated against five criteria (Higher Learning
Commission, 2021):
1. Mission
2. Integrity: ethical and responsible conduct
3. Teaching and learning: quality, resources,
and support
4. Teaching and learning: evaluation and
improvement
5. Resources,
planning,
and
institutional
effectiveness.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss relevant literature. In section
3, we discuss the development of our assessment
program. Results of the first year’s data collection
are discussed in section 4. We end with
conclusions and recommendations.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Assessment takes place at multiple levels. In this
paper we describe assessment in one specific
academic program, Computer Science. There are
broader implications for our work that extend
beyond assessment in one department.
Our university’s assessment plan, last updated in
2017, is grounded in the university mission and
vision. It aligns to the institutional priorities and
strategic goals as articulated in the strategic plan.
At this level, Degrees of Excellence (DOE) serve
as foundation for assessment at the institutional
level. They include intellectual skills, integrative
knowledge, specialized knowledge in the major,
integration of knowledge in the major with degree
expectations, and citizenship. The degrees build
upon
the
Lumina
Foundation’s
Degree
Qualification Profile (Lumina Foundation, 2021)
and the Essential Learning Outcomes of the
Association of American Colleges and Universities
(Association of American Colleges & Universities,
2020).
Types of accreditation
Accreditation takes place in six regional
accreditation agencies at the university, school,
and program levels.
These agencies include

Figure 1: Regional Accreditation Agencies.
Source:chea.org
Program level assessment falls under the fourth
criterium.
Program assessment is also required by the
state’s Regents for Higher Education. Regents
expect assessment in four categories:
• Entry
level
to
determine
academic
preparation and course placement
• General education assessment
• Academic program learning outcomes
assessment
• Student engagement and satisfaction.
Notice that again, assessment is required at the
program level but not at the course level within
the programs.
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Since
accreditation
demands
sometimes
significant effort and expense, it must be done in
a way to maximize benefit. Most literature
mentions indirect benefits, like stakeholder
confidence, which cannot be directly measured.
However, accreditation makes a program not only
more attractive to potential students but can help
with certifying excellence at a measurable level.
At a more ordinary level, a direct benefit is that
accreditation enables obtaining federal funds like
student aid (Eaton, 2015). Financial Aid in all
forms continues to climb from year to year
(Educationdata.org, 2021), a trend higher
education experts hope will remain (Washington
Post, 2021). The Federal Government in return,
pressured accreditation agencies to adopt an
outcomes-based approach (Banta, 2001).
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“student learning outcomes”,
outcomes statements.”

Mission

or

“learning

Objectives

Outcomes
Institution /School /
Program level

Performance Criteria

Assessment

These benefits do not come without a price.
Institutions face financial costs to the accrediting
agency, burdens on staff and faculty, and
potential threats to academic freedom (uPlanner,
2016). Faculty are frequently concerned about
the impact of assessment on their workload
(Hogan et al., 2002). At the program level, faculty
may not have much support for accreditation
either. Hilton et al. (2004) found the
understanding
of
potential
benefits
of
accreditation to be quite low among program
administrators. Finally, accreditation can cause a
loss of flexibility for program improvement. For
example, ACBSP accreditation in another college,
our College of Business, requires a common set
of business courses for all BS degrees for a total
of 42 hours, which limits the number of courses
Information Systems (IS) students can take
within their major. Overall though, the benefits of
accreditation outweigh the limitations (Babb &
Abdullat, 2014) and accreditation requirements
are applicable to all programs dedicated to
continuously delivering a quality curriculum,
whether they are accredited or not (Challa et al.,
2004).
Course vs. program outcomes assessment
In higher education, we can distinguish three
levels of learning outcomes: course outcomes,
program outcomes, and institutional outcomes.
Occasionally, assessment at the school level is
mentioned (Al-Mubaid et al., 2011). Course level
outcomes are formal statements that describe
what students are expected to learn in a course.
They refer to specific knowledge, practical skills,
areas of professional development, attitudes,
higher-order thinking skills, etc. that faculty
members expect students to develop, learn, or
master during a course (Suskie, 2018). They can
also be referred to as “learning outcomes”,

Interpretation
Accreditation /course committee level

The relationship between learning outcomes and
the assessment process is discussed by Al-Mubaid
et al. (2011). It consists of three components:
guidance components (mission, objectives, and
outcomes), evaluation components (performance
criteria, performance of assessment processes,
and interpretation of results), and feedback
(Figure 2).
Whereas course level outcomes are narrow in
scope (students achieve the outcomes as they
complete a single course), program level
outcomes are broad in scope (students achieve
them as they complete the program at time of
graduation). Lending et al. (2019) mention
commitment to continuous assessment as one of
the five essential ingredients of high-quality
majors. For both course and program level
assessment, it is important to use verbs that
describe accurately what students will be able to
do. Traditionally, higher education uses action
verbs to indicate the level of performance
(Anderson et al., 2001; Bloom, 1956).
The Institutional Effectiveness Plan (Figure 3)
shows the relationship between the different
types of outcomes.
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embedded assessment is the high level of student
motivation and the reduced burden on faculty to
collect and analyze data. Course grades and test
scores are not appropriate measurements,
because grades give specific students feedback
about performance, and assessment measures
performance for all students as a group. Specific
test questions or parts of larger work products
can be used if they directly affect a Program
Learning Outcome (PLO).

Figure 3: Outcome alignments
Outcomes measurement
Useful outcomes must be specific and measurable
(Spady and Marshall 1994).
Program learning outcomes specify what students
will know or be able to do at completion of the
program. They need to meet the S.P.A.M criteria:
• Specific – start with a verb and target a single
key competency
• Purposeful – relevant to students and the
program
• Attainable – can be completed within a
reasonable time
• Measurable – either direct or indirect
measurement.
Course grades are not good measure of meeting
goals because letter grades or scores do not
closely correlate with strengths and weaknesses
of individual learning outcomes. Rubrics, on the
other hand, can combine the individual elements
of multiple outcomes to a single score.
Types of measurement
Depending
on
the
learning
outcome,
measurements can take multiple forms. We will
briefly cover measures relevant to our program.
Measurements can use student work directly or
indirectly. Direct measures use actual student
work to produce evidence of student performance
in the learning outcomes.
Examples include
performance assessments, capstone projects,
senior theses, exhibits or performances, and
standardized exams. Indirect measures use
secondary information that do not rely on actual
student work. Examples include satisfaction
surveys, exit interviews, and focus groups. DFIW
rates (proportion of D, F, Incomplete, Withdrawn
grades) can serve to identify potential barriers to
student success (Suskie, 2018).
Direct measures can be embedded in single
courses or used across courses. The advantage of

Capstone projects are good examples of crosscourse measures. Projects combine the skills
learned in multiple courses. A working program
may be evidence of programming skills, and the
documentation
may
be
evidence
of
communication skills.
Indirect measures are harder to use and
potentially more problematic. Employer surveys
are only useful if respondents have first-hand
knowledge of student work. Focus groups
represent a limited number of opinions. Exit
interviews with graduating students may not
produce honest responses while still studying,
and collection of data is harder after graduation.
Perhaps the greatest use is not an assessment of
how the program meets current students’ needs,
but to provide guidance about the desired level of
performance after graduation.
Summative vs. formative assessment
Finally, the timing of assessment is relevant.
Assessment can take place at the end of a single
course or major program, but also during.
Formative assessment takes place during the
learning activity and benefits current students
because there is still time for corrections. At the
course level, an example might be a draft of a
paper. At the program level, assignments in
programming classes identify strengths and
weaknesses in programming skills. Summative
assessment takes place at the end when current
students can no longer benefit but future students
can. It evaluates courses and programs as a
whole. For instance, capstone projects can be
used to measure a wide variety of program
objectives (Murray et al., 2008). In the examples
above, the finished paper and capstone project
can be used for summative assessment (Suskie,
2018, p. 157). For the health of a program,
formative and summative assessments are
equally important.
3. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the development of the
current assessment plan for the Computer
Science program.
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Old assessment program
At the time of the last Higher Learning
Commission accreditation visit in 2011, the CS
program assessment was based on an exit exam
from Educational Testing Services (2021) in
paper and pencil form. Over time, we considered
that the typical questions on the exam did not
always reflect our program and attempted to
devise a homegrown exit exam with typical
questions from constituent courses in the
program.
Faculty
members
selected
representative multiple-choice questions from
core courses in the major, and after some
discussion the final selection of questions was
made.
Both tests suffered from two shortcomings, that
of timing and relevance. Since they were
administered one time only at the end of the last
semester, had no consequences for nonparticipation and poor performance, and reflected
material from courses taken in the past, the
performance on these tests was low. Moreover, it
was impossible to draw any conclusions that
might lead to actionable results. Changes in the
curriculum were the result of discussions among
faculty, and not based on measurement of
student learning.
New program
In 2017, the new university assessment plan was
initiated. The plan defines steps in the learning
outcomes assessment process as follows:
1. Articulate program mission and vision
2. Establish program learning outcomes
3. Develop outcome measures
4. Align program PLOs, outcome measures, and
curriculum
5. Engage learners
6. Gather and analyze data
7. Share and report data
8. Close the loop by making evidence-based
decisions
With this framework in mind, the process of
preparing the assessment function for the next
Higher Learning Commission accreditation visit
started.
Computer Science program mission
First, we discussed our mission and vision
statements in department meetings and made
some slight revisions. The new mission statement
became “The Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science at (our university) will offer
mathematics and computer science courses of the
highest quality to both majors and non-majors
through the faculty’s dedication to excellence in
teaching, commitment to scholarship, and
determination to bring new knowledge into the
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classroom so that each student will be prepared
for advancement in his or her own field of study.”
Assessment plan template
The assessment plan template went through
minor revisions at the administrative level. In the
Spring of 2019, the current assessment plan
template was introduced by the Executive
Director of Planning and Assessment. At the
program level, it includes the mission statement,
PLOs, a curriculum map that connects the PLOs
with program courses and experiences, an
assessment map that connects the PLOs with
assessment measures and their performance
targets, and a sample plan to increase
consistency between programs.
Program Learning Outcomes
Prior to the start of the Fall 2019 semester,
faculty and staff attended a keynote presentation
by an experienced assessment speaker, and
spent the rest of the day collaborating and
discussing program goals and assessment
instruments. Program Learning Outcomes were
reviewed and revised to make them more
specific, specifically to make them more
measurable. Table 1 compares the old and new
program outcomes. In general, we replaced the
verb “demonstrate” with a Bloom’s action verb
appropriate for the performance level we wished
to pursue. We also included algorithms as one of
the major components of computer science, to be
measured at two different levels considering their
importance.
Outcome measures
In developing our new assessment program, we
moved away from one-time measurement to
measuring student learning throughout the
program. Program level outcomes must be
addressed throughout the curriculum, and
students need to have at least two courses where
they can work towards these goals (Suskie, 2018,
p. 55). The new assessment template reflected
this distributed measurement. Over the course of
the curriculum, students progress to the PLO in
different stages. When the PLO is introduced (I),
students acquire basic disciplinary knowledge and
skills. Course activities help them to remember
and/or understand. When the PLO is reinforced
(R), students integrate skills with increasing
complexity. Course activities give them the
opportunity to apply and/or analyze. Finally,
when the PLO is mastered (M), knowledge and
skills are applied to address complex disciplinary
questions and problems. Course activities focus
on the advanced ability to evaluate and create.
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Old
Program
Outcomes
Demonstrate
competency
in
multiple
modern
programming
languages
Demonstrate
knowledge
and
understanding of the
theory in core areas of
Computer Science
Demonstrate critical
thinking and problemsolving skills through
the
application
of
software development
process
Demonstrate
the
ability to design and
implement
a
computer
system
project
Demonstrate
the
ability to use current
techniques, skills, and
tools necessary in the
computing practice
Demonstrate
the
ability to learn new
programming
languages and acquire
new
skills
independently
Demonstrate effective
written
and
oral
communication skills
Demonstrate
the
ability to collaborate
effectively
as
a
member of a team
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New
Program
Outcomes
Program in two or
more
computer
languages

programs (Association of Computing Machinery,
2020). Some of the courses in the program are
pulled from other majors where they are more
appropriately taught, such as Technical Writing,
which is taught in the English department. Table
2 presents a list of required and elective courses.

Explain core elements
of computer science
theory

CS General Education Requirements
ENGL 1113
English Composition I
ENGL 1213
English Composition II
MATH 1513
College Algebra
MATH 3023
Discrete Mathematics
CS Major Courses (31 hours)
CS 2014
Computer Science I
CS 2163
Computer Science II
CS 3033
Object Oriented Programming
CS 3173
Basic Computer Architecture
CS 3343
Computer Operating Systems
CS3403
Data Structures
CS 4343
Database Management Systems
ENGL3083
Professional & Technical Writing
CS 4203
Software Engineering
CS 4233
Professional Development in CS
Select CS Electives (11 hours)
CS 3023
Object
Based
Visual
Programming
CS 3100
Select Topics
CS 3203
Application Development in
C++
CS 3643
Programming for Cyber Security
CS 3663
Principles of TCP/IP
CS 4100
Advanced Select Topics
CS 4113
Computer Science Internship
CS 4143
Web Applications
CS 4223
Game Programming
CS 4253
Windows Programming
CS 4553
Parallel Programming
Table 2: CS Courses

Create software using
software engineering
principles

Solve problems by
applying the software
development process
Apply
current
techniques, skills, and
tools necessary in the
computing practice

Communicate
technical ideas both
orally and in writing
Collaborate
as
a
member of a team

Design
computer
algorithms to solve
problems
Apply
computer
algorithms to solve
problems
Table 1: Old and new program outcomes
Computer Science curriculum
Traditionally, Computer Science programs are
rooted in either Electrical Engineering or
Mathematics. Our university does not have an EE
program, and the mathematics component is
deliberately kept small so students can focus on
programming skills. This is in line with proficiency
in programming and software development,
which is especially important in most CS

Alignment with curriculum
Aligning
PLOs,
outcomes
measures
and
curriculum makes the connection between what
students will learn, how they will learn it, and how
students demonstrate that they learned it. For
instance, collaboration in a team requires team
activities, and students can either rate each other
or themselves (self-evaluation). Measuring team
collaboration with a multiple-choice or essay test
would not be appropriate. Writing software
programs is best evaluated using actual
programming assignments, and we developed a
rubric that can be used to score essential
elements of software programs (Appendix
EError! Reference source not found.).
In the process of alignment, faculty decide which
courses will be used for measuring specific
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outcomes. In Information Systems, this process
has been described by Veltri et al., (2011).
Distribution of outcomes measurement over
courses in the program is paramount. In our first
draft of the curriculum map, the capstone course
was assigned eight of nine PLOs, and three other
courses only one. Not only did this provide a
disproportionate burden on the faculty teaching
the capstone course, but the measurement was
done at a point in the program where few changes
could be made if the students did not perform as
expected. In the revised version, assessment
activities were much more evenly distributed.
Faculty needed to include no more than three
assessment measurements in a course, and the
total number of measurements was cut in half.
This does not mean that students could not
pursue learning outcomes in other courses; those
specific outcomes were just not measured for
assessment purposes. Appendix C shows the old
and new curriculum mapping.
Next came development of the assessment
measures. Since we had significant investment in
development of the departmental exit exam, we
started with its multiple-choice questions. We
assigned them to the course from which they
came, usually at the introduction level for the
appropriate outcome. This resulted in nine
outcome/course combination levels covered. We
developed
four
rubrics:
programming
assignments,
self-evaluation
of
group
participation, oral communication, and capstone
project evaluation. For the remainder of the
measurements,
we
developed
additional
multiple-choice questions. In the process, we
discovered that all relevant material was covered
in outcomes 1 and 3-9, and that outcome 2
(Apply current techniques, skills, and tools
necessary in the computing practice) was
superfluous. We decided that it could be deleted
and removed it from the program outcomes.
Appendix A lists all outcomes at different levels
for assessment. Appendix D provides a listing of
all measurement items in the Computer Science
program.
Data collection and analysis
All CS faculty are involved in collecting data in
their respective courses and reporting the results
to the Assessment Coordinator. All materials,
from assessment instruments to data files and
reports, past and present, have been stored in a
shared folder so all faculty members have access.
In addition, the Assessment Coordinator sends
copies of the instrument for specific courses,
which may contain measurements for more than
one learning outcome, to the faculty teaching the
course. This is done at the start of the semester
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and after the mid-semester break to ensure that
faculty remember to include the measurements in
their teaching and testing materials.
If an instrument does not fit the course material,
the instructor and assessment coordinator can
make changes that don’t substantively change
the items. For instance, code fragments in Data
Structures can be in C# in one course, and in
Python in another depending on the language
used.
After the semester, faculty email results to the
assessment coordinator. Results are either in
aggregate form (summary, averages) or
anonymized (names replaced by numbers) to
comply with the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) (U.S. Department of
Education, 2020). FERPA requires all student
work to be maintained in a secure system with
access limited to those involved in assessment, or
personally identifiable information should be
removed.
According to the assessment handbook, students
should also be aware that their work may be used
in assessment purposes. One way to do this is by
incorporating a statement in select or all course
syllabi. In the preparation for this article, we
noticed that this was not common practice and
reported this to Academic Affairs. As of this
writing, it is not sure if a statement may be
included in the campus-wide common syllabus
template or not. If this is not the case, CS faculty
have the option of including it in their individual
syllabi.
As discussed before, each learning objective is
measured two or three times in the program.
Since students take courses in a predictable
sequence due to prerequisites and course
rotations, we can label them as introduced,
reinforced, and mastered. The learning objectives
are labeled as introduced in the first course where
measured, mastered in the last course where
measured, and reinforced if measured in
between. This also allows us to set different
performance targets based on placement in the
sequence. Performance targets were arbitrarily
set at 60% for introduced, 70% for reinforced,
and 80% for mastered, to allow for improved
mastery throughout the program and realistic
program goal evaluation. Alternative goals, such
as the % of students achieving at least 70% on
an item (e.g Aasheim et al., 2007) do not allow
for improvement along the program.
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Reporting data
The assessment program is cyclical in nature and
cycles with the academic year (Figure: 4). Data
are collected and analyzed in Fall and Spring
semesters, the assessment report due September
1st is prepared at the end of Spring or in Summer,
and the assessment plan is revised as needed at
the start of the Fall Semester. Before submission
by September 1st, CS faculty review the results,
discuss potential changes to assessment
instruments and the CS program, and submit the
report to Academic Affairs.

Figure: 4 Assessment cycle
The annual assessment report template,
developed by the Office of Academic Affairs in
collaboration with the Office of Institutional
Effectiveness, is used across campus and includes
the outcomes measures, the performance
targets, the number of students assessed, the
results, analysis of the results, and plans for the
future (closing the loop).
4. FIRST YEAR’S RESULTS
Collecting and analyzing data for two semesters
provided excellent results with regard to the
current performance of our CS program. We will
now describe the results for the eight different
program outcomes. The specific measurement
items are listed in Appendix D. Numbers of
students and scores are listed separately for Fall
and Spring.
Student communication
Our program goal “Communicate technical ideas
both orally and in writing” was measured twice.
In the ENGL3083 Technical writing course,
students (n=5,13) scored well above the
performance target of 60% with 92.5% and
82.5%. In the capstone oral presentation (n=14,
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22) students scored initially below the
performance target of 80% with 69.4%. After
more thorough instruction in presenting skills
during the capstone course, the scores improved
to 85.5%
Computer programming
The second goal, “Program in two or more
computer languages”, was measured at three
levels. At the introductory level, students (n=15,
8) surpassed the target of 60% with 92.4% and
92.9%. At the reinforced level, the goal was
measured in three different courses in the fall (n=
11, 20, 16) and once in the spring surpassing the
70% target with 89.3%, 87.6%, 94.0%, and
96.4%. At the mastered level, with a target of
80%, students (n=18, 30) scored 89.4% and
94.6%.
Designing algorithms
The third goal, “Design computer algorithms to
solve problems”, was again measured at three
levels. At the introductory level, students in the
fall (n=17) scored 70.6% with a goal of 60% and
in two spring sections (n=17,15) 55.3% and
62.6%. At the reinforced level, students (n=
15,8) fell short of the 70% mark with 33.0% and
40.6%. At the mastered level, data was only
collected in the spring (n= 40, score = 92.0%,
target 80%).
Applying algorithms
The fourth goal, “Apply computer algorithms to
solve problems”, was measured at three levels.
At the introductory level, students (n = 15, 8)
first fell short of the 60% target and then
surpassed it with 72.5%. At the reinforced level,
data was only collected in the spring (n = 40,
score = 74.3%, target 70%). At the mastered
level again, data collection in the spring (n= 30)
fell short of the 80% target with a score of 60.7%.
Using software engineering principles
The fifth goal, “Create software using software
engineering principles”, was supposed to be
measured at three levels. At the introductory
level, students in the fall (n=17) fell short of the
60% target with 52.9% and in two spring sections
(n=17,15) results were mixed with 50.6% and
66.7%. No data was collected at the reinforced
level in either semester because the instructor in
the course neglected to collect data. At the
mastered level, the students in the fall (n=37)
surpassed the 80% target with 87.8% and fell
short in the spring (n=16) with 65.6%.
Collaboration
The sixth goal, “Collaborate as a member of a
team” was measured at two levels. At the
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introductory level, students (n=15,13) surpassed
the 60% target with 92.0% and 93.0%. At the
mastered level, using the same instrument and
an 80% target, the results were mixed with
75.0% (n=37) and 82.2% (n=16).
Core elements of CS
The seventh goal, “Explain core elements of
Computer Science”, was measured at three
levels. At the introductory level, students in the
fall (n=45) surpassed the 60% target with
86.7%. At the reinforced level, two sections
(n=23,19) had mixed results for a 70% target
with scores of 87.0% and 44.0%. In the spring
(n=19), results again fell short with 67.9%. At
the
mastered
level,
students
(n=23,25)
surpassed the 80% target with scores of 87.0%
and 92.0%.
Problem solving
The final goal, “Solve problems by applying the
software development process”, was measured at
three levels. At the introductory level, 17
students in the fall surpassed the 60% target with
64.7% and two sections in the spring (n=17,15)
surpassed the target with 68.2% and 69.3%. At
the reinforced level, students in both semesters
(n=37,16) fell short of the 70% target with
65.4% and 65.6%. At the mastered level, one
section in the fall (n=9) and three sections in the
spring (n=12,5,13) surpassed the 80% target
with 83.8%, 85.8%, 86.7%, and 85.3%.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Redesigning our program assessment for
university accreditation was an involved process,
but it has already resulted in a better
understanding of the program’s strengths and
weaknesses. Based on analysis of the data above,
we conclude that our students have very good
programming skills (goal 2), understand the core
elements of CS (goal 7), could benefit from more
work with algorithms (goals 3 and 4), and need
more practice in professional presentations (goal
1). The process of data collection has also
improved. In some instances, more data could
still be collected. Only one of two instructors in
ENGL 3083 submitted data, one CS faculty
member may not have understood the process in
the first semester and neglected to submit data
in the second semester after having been
released from the tenure track. Not all instructors
require capstone presentations yet.
Assessment is an ongoing effort, and we plan to
continue actively working within the assessment
cycle to improve the quality of the CS program.
One of the key determinants of successful
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continuing assessment efforts may be generating
institutional support for changes in program
structure and allocation of resources as identified
by the assessment process. Based on this
assessment cycle, we can already identify some
potential program changes. We could merge CS
3173 Basic Computer Architecture and CS 3343
Computer Operating Systems to a single course
to make room for an advanced programming
course. We are also considering removing ENGL
3083 Professional and Technical Writing to make
room for an advanced computer algorithms
course. The writing component could be replaced
by requiring submission of professional portfolios
on a site like GitHub. Career Services could be
included for development of resumes and
interview skills. Finally, the data suggest that we
need to come to a more consistent approach
between faculty teaching the same course,
especially in the capstone course.
Now that we have set up a basic framework for
assessment, we can use this as a framework to
address applying for program accreditation.
Based on previous publications, the transition
from one type of accreditation (institutional) to
another
(program)
may
be
relatively
straightforward, even if there are some
differences (Babb & Abdullat, 2014; Feinstein et
al., 2014; Hilton et al., 2004). Our CS program
underwent a program review last Fall. Using the
assessment results, the recommendations of the
program review, and the 2020 ACM Curriculum
for Computer Science (Association of Computing
Machinery, 2020), we hope to revise the
curriculum
in
preparation
for
program
accreditation. Results of these efforts may be
reported at a later date.
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APPENDIX A
Listing of Institutional, Program, Course Learning Outcomes
Degrees of Excellence Institutional Learning Outcomes
1. Intellectual skills emphasizing analytic inquiry, information literacy, engaging diverse perspectives,
quantitative fluency, and communication fluency.
2. Integrative knowledge emphasizing the ability to produce, independently or collaboratively, an
investigative, creative, or practical work that draws on specific theories, evidence, tools, and
methods from diverse perspectives.
3. Specialized knowledge in the major emphasizing student competency in the program outcomes of
the major field(s) of study.
4. Capstone Experience in the Baccalaureate Degree emphasizing the integration of the major with
baccalaureate degree expectations reflecting the intersection of academic and post-baccalaureate
settings.
5. Citizenship emphasizing leadership and engagement, experiential learning, cultural foundations, and
personal and career development.
General Education Learning Outcomes
1. Communicate effectively through writing, listening, speaking, and reading;
2. Recognize and analyze works in the humanities (literature, art, music, philosophy, and religion) as
expressions used to communicate perspectives on the human condition;
3. Identify and evaluate political, historical, and social forces that shape the past, present, and future;
4. Become globally-aware citizens through an understanding and appreciation of human and cultural
diversity;
5. Understand physical and biological phenomena and their importance for the welfare of society;
6. Apply methods of scientific inquiry;
7. Use quantitative symbolic systems to solve problems and interpret data;
8. Understand and apply concepts and activities that promote good health and life skills;
9. Use critical thinking to analyze and solve problems.
Computer Science Program Learning Outcomes
1. Communicate technical ideas both orally and in writing.
2. Apply current techniques, skills, and tools necessary in the computing practice (deleted).
3. Program in two or more computer languages.
4. Design computer algorithms to solve problems.
5. Apply computer algorithms to solve problems.
6. Create software using software engineering principles.
7. Collaborate as a member of a team.
8. Explain core elements of computer science theory.
9. Solve problems by applying the software development process.
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APPENDIX B
Higher Learning Commission Criterion for Evaluation and Improvement of Teaching and
Learning
Link: https://www.hlcommission.org/Policies/criteria-and-core-components.html
Criterion 4. Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement
The institution demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning
environments, and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through
processes designed to promote continuous improvement.
Core Components
4.A. The institution ensures the quality of its educational offerings.
1. The institution maintains a practice of regular program reviews and acts upon the findings.
2. The institution evaluates all the credit that it transcripts, including what it awards for experiential
learning or other forms of prior learning, or relies on the evaluation of responsible third parties.
3. The institution has policies that ensure the quality of the credit it accepts in transfer.
4. The institution maintains and exercises authority over the prerequisites for courses, rigor of courses,
expectations for student learning, access to learning resources, and faculty qualifications for all its
programs, including dual credit programs. It ensures that its dual credit courses or programs for
high school students are equivalent in learning outcomes and levels of achievement to its higher
education curriculum.
5. The institution maintains specialized accreditation for its programs as appropriate to its educational
purposes.
6. The institution evaluates the success of its graduates. The institution ensures that the credentials it
represents as preparation for advanced study or employment accomplish these purposes. For all
programs, the institution looks to indicators it deems appropriate to its mission.
4.B. The institution engages in ongoing assessment of student learning as part of its commitment to the
educational outcomes of its students.
1. The institution has effective processes for assessment of student learning and for achievement of
learning goals in academic and cocurricular offerings.
2. The institution uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning.
3. The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice,
including the substantial participation of faculty, instructional and other relevant staff members.
4.C. The institution pursues educational improvement through goals and strategies that improve
retention, persistence and completion rates in its degree and certificate programs.
1. The institution has defined goals for student retention, persistence and completion that are
ambitious, attainable, and appropriate to its mission, student populations and educational offerings.
2. The institution collects and analyzes information on student retention, persistence, and completion
of its programs.
3. The institution uses information on student retention, persistence, and completion of programs to
make improvements as warranted by the data.
4. The institution’s processes and methodologies for collecting and analyzing information on student
retention, persistence and completion of programs reflect good practice. (Institutions are not
required to use IPEDS definitions in their determination of persistence or completion rates.
Institutions are encouraged to choose measures that are suitable to their student populations, but
institutions are accountable for the validity of their measures.)
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APPENDIX C
Initial Draft and Final Version of Course Mapping
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APPENDIX D
Measurement Items
CS 2014: Computer Science I
Design computer algorithms to solve problems (introduced)
State the output for each of the following program segments. Assume that there are no syntax errors
and that the appropriate header statements are there to make it compile correctly.
for(int i=1; i< 3; i++)
{
cout << i << “ “;
}
a) 1, 2, 3
b) 1 3
c) 3
d) 1 2
1.

2.

int myarray[3];
for(int i=0; i< 3; i++)
myarray[i] = i;
for(int i=0; i< 3; i++)
cout << myarray[i] << endl;
a) 0, 1, 2
b) 0 1 2
c)0 1
2
d) 0
1
2

3. int i=1, total=0;
i total
while(i < 4)
----------------{
1 0
total=total+i;
2 1
i++;
3 3
}
4 6
cout << total << “ “ << i << endl;
a)
b)
c)
d)
4.

63
64
10
46

void dostuff(char a[], char b[]);
void main(void) {
char s1[] = "PAPOA";
char s2[] = "WEHLO";
dostuff(s1, s2);
cout << s1;
}
void dostuff(char a[], char b[]) {
a[0] = 'Y';
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a[2] = b[2];
a[4] = b[4];
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
5.

PAHAO
YAHOA
PAPOA
YAHOO

int x=5, y=-1, &rx=x, &ry=y, z;
z = rx + ry;
cout << x << ", " << ry << ", " << z;
a)
b)
c)
d)

NULL
5 -1 4
5 -1 NULL
5, -1, 4

Create software using software engineering principles (introduced)
1.Which of the following is not a nested loop?
a) for(i=0;i<10;i++)
for(j=1;j<i+2;j++)
cout << i*j << endl;
b) for(i=0;i<10;i++)
cout<<"i="<<i;
for(j=1;j<i+2;j++) cout<<"j="<<j;
c)

for(i=0;i<10;i++)
while(j%2!=0) { cout<<j<<"\t"; j++; }

d) while(j<x)
{
while(x<z)
x+=j;
}
2.How many times will the loop print "NSU"?
#include <iostream>
int x = 5;
while (x = 5)
{
cout << "NSU\n" << endl;
++x;
}
a) infinite loop
b) 4
c) 5
d) 0
3. Convert the While loop to a Do While loop
while (number <1 || number >10)
{
a)
Do
{
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cout << "enter a number between 1 and 10: ";
cin >> number;
}while (number <1 || number >10);
b) Do;
{
cout << "enter a number between 1 and 10: ";
cin >> number;
}while (number <1 || number >10)
c)

Do
{
cout << "enter a number between 1 and 10: ";
cin >> number;
}while (number <1 && number >10);

d) Do
{
cout << "enter a number between 1 and 10: ";
cin >> number;
}while (number >1 || number >10);
4. Convert the While loop to a For loop
while(counter <= 5)
{
cout << (startNumber + counter) << " squared is "
<< pow((startNumber + counter),2) << endl;
counter++;
}
a) for(int counter = 1; counter <=5; counter++)
{
cout << (startNumber + counter) << " squared is "
<< pow((startNumber + counter),2) << endl;
}
b) for(int counter = 1, counter <=5, counter++)
{
cout << (startNumber + counter) << " squared is "
<< pow((startNumber + counter),2) << endl;
}
c)

{
cout << (startNumber + counter) << " squared is "
<< pow((startNumber + counter),2) << endl;
} for(int counter = 1; counter <=5; counter++)

d) {
cout << (startNumber + counter) << " squared is "
<< pow((startNumber + counter),2) << endl;
} for(int counter = 1, counter <=5, counter++)

5. Which code will create a random roll of the die?
a) #include <cstdlib>
#include <ctime>
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……………………..
const int MIN_VALUE = 1;
const int MAX_VALUE = 6;
unsigned seed = time(0);
srand(seed);
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
int die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE - MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
cout << die << endl;
b) #include <cstdlib>
#include <ctime>
……………………..
const int MIN_VALUE = 1;
const int MAX_VALUE = 6;
unsigned seed = time(0);
srand(seed);
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
int die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE - MIN_VALUE) + MIN_VALUE;
cout << die << endl;
c)

#include <cstdlib>
#include <ctime>
……………………..
const int MIN_VALUE = 1;
const int MAX_VALUE = 6;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
int die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE - MIN_VALUE+1));
cout << die << endl;

d) #include <cstdlib>
#include <ctime>
……………………..
const int MIN_VALUE = 1;
const int MAX_VALUE = 6;
unsigned seed = time(0);
random(seed);
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
int die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE - MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
cout << die << endl;

Solve problems by applying the software development process (introduced)
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Put the steps of software development in the proper order:
Develop algorithms in pseudocode
Gathering requirements
Testing
Write programming code

a)
b)
c)
d)

b-a-d-c
a-b-c-d
c-d-a-b
d-a-c-b

2. How can we prevent the input problem in this program?
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main()
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{
int year;
char ch;
cout << "Enter the year you were born: ";
cin >> year;
cout << "Enter your middle initial: ";
ch = cin.get();
cout << ch << " was born in " << year << "\n";
return 0;
}
/* output:
Enter the year you were born: 1988
Enter your middle initial:
was born in 1988
Press any key to continue . . .
*/
a)
b)
c)
d)
3. Put
a.
b.
c.
d.
a)
b)
c)
d)

add cin.ignore() after the input line for the year
change ch = cin.get() to cin >> ch
change cin >> year to year = cin.get()
change int year to char[4] year

the steps to create an executable program in the proper order:
run the compiler to convert source code to machine instructions
run the preprocessor to convert source file directives to source code program statements
run the linker to connect hardware-specific code to machine instructions
create a source code file with a text editor
d
a
d
b

-

b-a-c
b-c-d
a-c-b
c-d-a

4. Which loop will create the following output: 20 17 14 11 8 5
a) for (int x = 20; x >= 5; x -= 3)
cout << x << " ";
b) for (int x = 20; x > 5; x -= 3)
cout << x << " ";
c)

for (int x = 20; x < 5; x -= 3)
cout << x << " ";

d) for (int x = 20; x <= 5; x -= 3)
cout << x << " ";
5. How can we BEST improve the following program?
#include <iostream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <ctime>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
const int MIN_VALUE = 1;
const int MAX_VALUE = 6;
unsigned seed = time(0);
srand(seed);
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int die;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE cout << die << endl;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE cout << die << endl;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE cout << die << endl;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE cout << die << endl;
cout << "Rolling the dice...\n";
die = (rand() % (MAX_VALUE cout << die << endl;

MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;
MIN_VALUE + 1)) + MIN_VALUE;

return 0;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

create a function
change the constants to regular integers
use global variables
add input checking
make die a constant

CS 2163: Computer Science II
Program in two or more computer languages (introduced)
Programmer(s)
_________________________________________________________________________
Program Assessment
3 = Good
2 = Average

1 = Below Average

0 = Not gradable

Criteria

Comments

Points

The program fully implements the solution to the given
problem

3

2

1

0

The solution produces the correct result

3

2

1

0

The program runs without error, has reasonable error
checking and exception handling

3

2

1

0

The user is prompted for input when required

3

2

1

0

The user is presented with appropriate feedback as to
the results of an operation

3

2

1

0

All project files and source code required to build and
execute are submitted

3

2

1

0

Code is properly indented, and adequately commented

3

2

1

0
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Code is well written and free from unnecessary
complexity or redundancy

3

2

1

0

Programmer defined symbol names are reasonable
(variable names, class names, function names, etc...)

3

2

1

0

The user interface is accurate and is free from
misspelled words and bad grammar

3

2

1

0

Total Points out of 30:
Comments:

Design computer algorithms to solve problems (reinforced)
1. State output for the following:
int fun3(int a[], int b[], int cnt);
int main(void) {
const int TOP = 3;
int x[TOP] = {5, 3, 2};
int y[TOP] = {1, 4, 3};
int val;
val = fun3(x, y, TOP);
for(int i=0; i<TOP; i++)
cout << x[i] << ", ";
cout << endl << val;
}
int fun3(int a[], int b[], int cnt)
{
int val=0;
for(int i=0; i<cnt; i++)
{
if(b[i] > a[i])
a[i] = b[i];
val += a[i];
}
return val;
}
A. 5, 4, 3, 12
B. 5, 4, 3,
12
C. 5, 4,
3, 12
D. 5, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3

2.

Which of the following code will correctly begin a linked list to hold a double?
A.
struct ListNode
{
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double value;
struct ListNode *next;
};
ListNode head;
B.
struct ListNode
{
double value;
struct ListNode *next;
};
ListNode *head;
C.
struct ListNode
{
double value;
struct ListNode next;
};
ListNode *head;
D. None of these answers are correct

3.

Which of the following code will correctly append an element into a linked list?
A. void NumberList::appendNode(double num)
{
ListNode newNode;
ListNode nodePtr;
newNode = new ListNode;
newNode->value = num;
newNode->next = NULL;
if (!head)
head = *newNode;
else
{
nodePtr = head;
while (nodePtr->next)
nodePtr = nodePtr->next;
nodePtr->next = newNode;
}
}
B. void NumberList::appendNode(double num)
{
ListNode *newNode;
ListNode *nodePtr;
newNode = new ListNode;
newNode->value = num;
newNode->next = NULL;
if (!head)
head = newNode;
else
{
nodePtr = head;
while (**nodePtr)
nodePtr = *next;
**next = *newNode;
}
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}
C. void NumberList::appendNode(double num)
{
ListNode *newNode;
ListNode *nodePtr;
newNode = new ListNode;
newNode->value = num;
newNode->next = NULL;
if (!head)
head = newNode;
else
{
nodePtr = head;
while (nodePtr->next)
nodePtr = nodePtr->next;
nodePtr->next = newNode;
}
}
D. None of these answers is correct

4. Given the following output:
enter an integer 10
that value doubled is 20
Which of the following programs below produces the above output?
A. void getNumber(int *input)
{
cout << “enter an integer ” ;
cin >> *input;
}
void doubleValue(int *val)
{
*val *= 2;
}
void main()
{
int number = 0;
getNumber(&number);
doublevalue(&number);
cout << “that value doubled is “ << number << endl;
}
B. void getNumber(int *input)
{
cout << “enter an integer ” ;
cin >> input;
}
void doubleValue(int *val)
{
val *= 2;
}
void main()
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{
int number = 0;
getNumber(&number);
doublevalue(&number);
cout << “that value doubled is “ << number << endl;
}
C. void getNumber(int input)
{
cout << “enter an integer ” ;
cin >> input;
}
void doubleValue(int val)
{
val *= 2;
}
void main()
{
int number = 0;
getNumber(number);
cout << “that value doubled is “ << number << endl;
}
D. None of these answers are correct.

Apply computer algorithms to solve problems (introduced)
1.Which algorithm is shown below?
int func(const int array[], int size, int value)
{
int index = 0;
int position = -1;
bool found = false;
while (index < size && !found)
{
if (array[index] == value)
{
found = true;
position = index;
}
index++;
}
return position;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
2.

linear search
bubble sort
binary search
selection sort

which algorithm is shown below?
void func(int array[], int size)
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{
bool swap;
int temp;
do
{
swap = false;
for (int count = 0; count < (size - 1); count++)
{
if (array[count] > array[count + 1])
{
temp = array[count];
array[count] = array[count + 1];
array[count + 1] = temp;
swap = true;
}
}
} while (swap);
}
a)
b)
c)
d)

bubble sort
binary search
selection sort
linear search

3. Which algorithm is shown below?
void func(int array[], int size)
{
int startScan, minIndex, minValue;
for (startScan = 0; startScan < (size - 1); startScan++)
{
minIndex = startScan;
minValue = array[startScan];
for(int index = startScan + 1; index < size; index++)
{
if (array[index] < minValue)
{
minValue = array[index];
minIndex = index;
}
}
array[minIndex] = array[startScan];
array[startScan] = minValue;
}
}
a)
b)
c)
d)

selection sort
binary search
bubble sort
linear search

4. Which algorithm is shown below?
int func(const int array[], int size, int value)
{
int first = 0,
last = size - 1,
middle ,
position = -1;
bool found = false;
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while (!found && first <= last)
{
middle = (first + last ) / 2;
if (array[middle] == value)
{
found = true;
position = middle;
}
else if (array[middle] > value)
last = middle -1;
else
first = middle +1;
}
return position;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)

binary search
selection sort
bubble sort
linear search

5. Which algorithm is shown below?
int func(int arr[], int l, int r, int x)
{
if (r >= l) {
int mid = l + (r - l) / 2;
if (arr[mid] == x)
return mid;
if (arr[mid] > x)
return func(arr, l, mid - 1, x);
return func(arr, mid + 1, r, x);
}
return -1;
}
a) binary search
b) selection sort
c) bubble sort
d) linear search
CS 3033: Object Oriented Programming
Program in two or more computer languages (mastered)
Programmer(s)
_________________________________________________________________________
Program Assessment
3 = Good
2 = Average

1 = Below Average

Criteria

0 = Not gradable
Comments

Points

The program fully implements the solution to the
given problem

3

2

1

0

The solution produces the correct result

3

2

1

0

The program runs without error, has reasonable
error checking and exception handling

3

2

1

0

The user is prompted for input when required

3

2

1

0
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The user is presented with appropriate feedback
as to the results of an operation

3

2

1

0

All project files and source code required to build
and execute are submitted

3

2

1

0

Code is properly indented, and adequately
commented

3

2

1

0

Code is well written and free from unnecessary
complexity or redundancy

3

2

1

0

Programmer defined symbol names are
reasonable (variable names, class names,
function names, etc...)

3

2

1

0

The user interface is accurate and is free from
misspelled words and bad grammar

3

2

1

0

Total Points out of 30:
Comments:

Design computer algorithms to solve problems (mastered)
1. Consider the program below:
public class Test
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
int[] a;
a = new int[10];
for (int i = 0; i < a.length; i++)
a[i] = i + 2;
int result = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < a.length; i++)
result += a[i];
System.out.printf("Result is: %d%n", result);
}
}
The output of this program will be:
a) Result is: 62.
b) Result is: 64.
c) Result is: 65.
d) Result is: 67.
2. Assume class Book has been declared. Which set of statements creates an array of Books?
a.
Book[] books;
books = new Book[numberElements];
b.
Book[] books];
books = new Book()[numberElements];
c.
new Book() books[];
books = new Book[numberElements];
d.
All of the above.
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3. Which of the following class members should usually be private?
a) Methods.
b) Constructors.
c) Variables (or fields).
d) All of the above.
4. Static class variables:
a) are final.
b) are public.
c) are private.
d) are shared by all objects of a class.
5. Which of the following statement displays Hello World?
a) System.out.printf( "%2s", "Hello " "World" );
b) System.out.printf( "%s %s", "Hello", "World" );
c) System.out.printf( "%s%s", "Hello, World" );
d) System.out.printf( "s% s%", "Hello", "World" );
6. Which of the following statements is true?
a) Local variables are automatically initialized.
b) Every instance variable has a default initial value—a value provided by Java when you do not
specify the instance variable’s initial value.
c) The default value for an instance variable of type String is void.
d) The argument types in the method call must be identical to the types of the corresponding
parameters in the method’s declaration.
7. When must a program explicitly use the this reference?
a) Accessing a private variable.
b) Accessing a public variable.
c) Accessing a local variable.
d) Accessing an instance variable that is shadowed by a local variable.
8. A constructor cannot:
a) be overloaded.
b) initialize variables to their defaults.
c) specify return types or return values.
d) have the same name as the class.
9. Which superclass members are inherited by all subclasses of that superclass?
a) private instance variables and methods.
b) protected instance variables and methods.
c) private constructors.
d) protected constructors.
10. Overriding a method differs from overloading a method because:
a) Overloaded methods have the same signature.
b) Overridden methods have the same signature.
c) Overridden methods must have different signatures
d) Neither of the above.

Apply computer algorithms to solve problems (reinforced)
1.Which algorithm is shown below?
public static int func(int arr[], int x)
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{
int n = arr.length;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
if(arr[i] == x)
return i;
}
return -1;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

2.Which algorithm is shown below?
public static int func(int arr[], int l, int r, int x)
{
if (r >= l) {
int mid = l + (r - l) / 2;
if (arr[mid] == x)
return mid;
if (arr[mid] > x)
return func(arr, l, mid - 1, x);
return func(arr, mid + 1, r, x);
}
return -1;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

3.Which algorithm is shown below?
static int func(int x)
{
int lo = 0, hi = (arr.length - 1);
while (lo <= hi && x >= arr[lo] && x <= arr[hi])
{
if (lo == hi)
{
if (arr[lo] == x) return lo;
return -1;
}
int pos = lo + (((hi-lo) /
(arr[hi]-arr[lo]))*(x - arr[lo]));
if (arr[pos] == x)
return pos;
if (arr[pos] < x)
lo = pos + 1;
else
hi = pos - 1;
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}
return -1;
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

4.Which algorithm is shown below?
void func(int arr[])
{
int n = arr.length;
for (int i = 0; i < n-1; i++)
{
int min_idx = i;
for (int j = i+1; j < n; j++)
if (arr[j] < arr[min_idx])
min_idx = j;
int temp = arr[min_idx];
arr[min_idx] = arr[i];
arr[i] = temp;
}
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

5.Which algorithm is shown below?
void func(int arr[])
{
int n = arr.length;
for (int i = 0; i < n-1; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < n-i-1; j++)
if (arr[j] > arr[j+1])
{
int temp = arr[j];
arr[j] = arr[j+1];
arr[j+1] = temp;
}
}
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort
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6.Which algorithm is shown below?
void func1(int arr[], int l, int m, int r)
{
int n1 = m - l + 1;
int n2 = r - m;
int L[] = new int[n1];
int R[] = new int[n2];
for (int i = 0; i < n1; ++i)
L[i] = arr[l + i];
for (int j = 0; j < n2; ++j)
R[j] = arr[m + 1 + j];
int i = 0, j = 0;
int k = l;
while (i < n1 && j < n2) {
if (L[i] <= R[j]) {
arr[k] = L[i];
i++;
}
else {
arr[k] = R[j];
j++;
}
k++;
}
while (i < n1) {
arr[k] = L[i];
i++;
k++;
}
while (j < n2) {
arr[k] = R[j];
j++;
k++;
}
}

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

void func2(int arr[], int l, int r)
{
if (l < r) {
int m = (l + r) / 2;
func2(arr, l, m);
func2(arr, m + 1, r);
func1(arr, l, m, r);
}
}
linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

7.Which algorithm is shown below?
int func1(int arr[], int low, int high)
{
int pivot = arr[high];
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int i = (low-1);
for (int j=low; j<high; j++)
{
if (arr[j] < pivot)
{
i++;
int temp = arr[i];
arr[i] = arr[j];
arr[j] = temp;
}
}
int temp = arr[i+1];
arr[i+1] = arr[high];
arr[high] = temp;
return i+1;

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

}
void func2(int arr[], int low, int high)
{
if (low < high)
{
int pi = func1(arr, low, high);
func2(arr, low, pi-1);
func2(arr, pi+1, high);
}
}
linear search
binary search
interpolation search
selection sort
bubble sort
merge sort
quick sort

CS 3173: Basic Computer Architecture
Collaborate as a member of a team (introduced)
Do some class activities as groups. For instance, breakout rooms in Zoom or discussing a list of
potential test questions in a group. At the end of the semester, include the following questions as part
of final exam. Students will score themselves (self-evaluation). Answers will not be scored for
correctness, but they will need to answer all questions to get the points (10% of final exam score).
Work-Related Interactions with Others (self-evaluation)
Score yourself on your participation in the breakout rooms/ group discussions during the course.
There are no right or wrong answers, but you do have to answer all questions.
a. Collaboration: How well did you cooperatively work with others? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4
good – 5 excellent)
b. Participation: How well did you contribute your “fair share” to the tasks? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3
average – 4 good – 5 excellent)
c. Attitude1: How positive was your approach doing the tasks? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good
– 5 excellent)
d. Attitude2: How well did you make constructive comments? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good –
5 excellent)
e. Communication: How clearly did you express your thoughts? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good
– 5 excellent)
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Responsiveness: How sensitively did you respond to verbal and nonverbal cues of other team
members? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good – 5 excellent)
Future (essay): What single thing will you try to do better in the future when working in groups?

Explain core elements of computer science theory (reinforced)
1. If a digital thermometer measures between - 100 and +300 degrees, and the digital readout is
0110 1100 (8 bit), what is the analog value being measured?
a) 127.11
b) 84.71
c) 69.41
d) 172.95
2. What is the hexadecimal value for a binary unsigned integer of 0011 1001?
a) 57
b) 39
c) 1100 0111
d) does not exist
3. What is the binary two's complement for 1011 1011?
a) 0100 0101
b) 0100 0100
c) BB
d) does not exist
4 The
a)
b)
c)
d)

binary two's complement 1011 0111 has a decimal value of:
183
73
-37
-73

5. An 8-bit value has a minimum of -1,023 and a maximum of + 1,023. The number is a(n)
a) binary coded decimal
b) unsigned integer
c) two's complement
d) signed integer
6. The
a)
b)
c)
d)

32-bit binary float of 1100 1000 0101 1111 0101 1100 1001 0000 has a decimal value of:
-1.8*2^-17
+1.8*2^-17
-1.8*2^17
+1.8*2^17

7. The
a)
b)
c)
d)

subnet for the IP address 108.235.251.35/22 ranges from:
108.235.251.1 - 108.235.251.254
108.235.248.1 - 108.235.251.254
108.235.251.1 - 108.235.252.254
108.235.251.1 - 108.235.254.254

8. The datastream 10110101000 is converted to a Hamming code and arrives as 001101000101000.
Which bit of the original data stream was corrupted?
a) the sixth bit
b) the fifth bit
c) the fourth bit
d) there was no corruption
9. What is the chip select for a memory device with a low hexadecimal address of D8000 and a high
hexadecimal address of DBFFF?
a) 11011011
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b) 1101
c) 1101101
d) 110110
52. What best describes the difference between Dynamic RAM (DRAM) and Static RAM (SRAM)?
a) SRAM is faster and cheaper
b) SRAM is faster and DRAM is cheaper
c) DRAM is faster and SRAM is cheaper
d) DRAM is faster and cheaper
CS 3343 Computer Operating Systems
Explain core elements of computer science theory (mastered)
1. _________ involves moving all or part of a process from main memory to disk.
a) Swapping
b) Relocating
c) Suspending
d) Blocking
2. The portion of the operating system that selects the next process to run is called the _________
a) program status word
b) trace
c) process control block
d) dispatcher
3. A situation in which a runnable process is overlooked indefinitely by the scheduler, although it can
proceed, is _________
a) mutual exclusion
b) starvation
c) deadlock
d) livelock
4. The requirement that when one process is in a critical section that accesses shared resources, no
other process may be in a critical section that accesses any of those shared resources is ________ .
a) atomic operation
b) critical section
c) livelock
d) mutual exclusion
5. A _________ is an integer value used for signaling among processes.
a) message
b) mutex
c) semaphore
d) atomic operation
6. The _________ condition can be prevented by requiring that a process request all its required
resources at one time and blocking the process until all requests can be granted simultaneously.
a) no preemption
b) mutual exclusion
c) circular wait
d) hold and wait

7. A _________ is issued if a desired page is not in main memory.
a) page fault
b) paging error
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c) page re-placement policy
d) page placement policy
8. Which of the following scheduling policies allow the O/S to interrupt the currently running process
and move it to the Ready state?
a) Non-preemptive
b) Preemptive
c) First In First Out
d) First Come First Serve
9. __________ is a technique that smoothes out peaks in I/O demand.
a) Buffering
b) Blocking
c) Smoothing
d) Tracking
10. The
a)
b)
c)
d)

most common form of file structure is __________
the pile
the indexed file
the sequential file
the indexed sequential file

CS 3403: Data Structures
Apply computer algorithms to solve problems (mastered)
1. Which of the below given sorting techniques has the highest best-case runtime complexity?
a) Quick Sort
b) Selection Sort
c) Insertion Sort
d) Bubble Sort
2 The
a)
b)
c)
d)

time required to merge two sorted lists of size m and n, is
Ο(m + n)
Ο(m | n)
Ο(m log n)
Ο(n log m)

3. What is the worst case time complexity of the linear search algorithm?
a) Ο(n^2)
b) Ο(1)
c) Ο(log n)
d) Ο(n)
4. Which of the following searching techniques do not require the data to be in sorted form?
a) Interpolation Search
b) Binary Search
c) Linear Search
d) All the other answers
5. On
a)
b)
c)
d)

which principle does the stack work?
Shortest Process Next
First Come First Serve
First In First Out
First In Last Out

6. In AVL trees, the fastest operation is __________.
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insertion
deletion
retrieval
updating

7. Which of the following linked lists below have the last node of the list pointing to the first node?
a) circular linked list
b) circular doubly linked list
c) circular singly linked list
d) doubly linked list
8. In a heap, the element with the greatest key is always in the ___________
a) first node of right sub tree
b) leaf node
c) first node of left sub tree
d) root node
9. Which of the following ways is a pre-order traversal?
a) Root->left sub tree-> right sub tree
b) Root->right sub tree-> left sub tree
c) right sub tree-> left sub tree->Root
d) left sub tree-> right sub tree->Root
10. A full binary tree with n leaves contains ___________ nodes.
a) N
b) n^ 2
c) Log n^2
d) 2n –1
11. What is the average time complexity of the heap sort?
a) O(n^2)
b) O(n log n)
c) O(log n)
d) O(n)

CS 4203: Software Engineering
Create software using software engineering principles (mastered)
1. Does
a)
b)
c)
d)
2. How
a)
b)
c)
d)

software suffer from "wearing out"? Give the best answer
yes, instructions deteriorate over time
yes, due to changing requirements
yes, but you can just reinstall it
no, but we do have spikes in software failures when new features are introduced
is most software built?
custom-built
constructed from components
by combining different software packages
from bits and bytes
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3. This
a)
b)
c)
d)

picture shows the ______________ (model)
waterfall model
incremental model
spiral model
concurrent model

4. This
a)
b)
c)
d)

picture shows a(n) ________________ (diagram)
activity diagram
activity diagram with swim lanes
state diagram
use-case diagram
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September 2022

5. What is the most important rule for use case diagrams?
a) for the use case circle, use a verb and noun(s)
b) only people are external to the system
c) each use case is connected to at least two external entities
d) each external entity is connected to at least two use cases

6. Which type of diagram is shown in this picture?
a) state diagram
b) activity diagram
c) class diagram
d) sequence diagram
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7. What are the two major ways to PERMANENTLY store data?
a) flat files and databases
b) variables and objects
c) arrays and lists
d) CDROM and DVD
8. If you refactor code, and you try to reduce redundancy, how can you do that?
a) creating functions that can be called repeatedly from multiple places
b) use global variables
c) use constants
d) include more libraries
9. If you refactor code, and you want to remove unused design elements, how can you typically spot
them?
a) they are underlined with a green squiggly line
b) they are underlined with a red squiggly line
c) debugging stops and the line with the unused element is highlighted red
d) use Debug / Refactoring / Redundancy
10. In
a)
b)
c)
d)

cohesion and coupling, we want .......
tight cohesion and loose coupling
tight cohesion and tight coupling
loose cohesion and loose coupling
loose cohesion and tight coupling

Collaborate as a member of a team (mastered)
Do some class activities as groups. For instance, breakout rooms in Zoom or discussing a list of
potential questions on the test. At the end of the semester,l include the following questions as part of
final exam. Students will score themselves (self-evaluation). Answers will not be scored for
correctness, but they will need to answer all questions to get the points (10% of final exam score).
Work-Related Interactions with Others (self-evaluation)
Score yourself on your participation in the breakout rooms/ group discussions during the course.
There are no right or wrong answers, but you do have to answer all questions.
a. Collaboration: How well did you cooperatively work with others? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4
good – 5 excellent)
b. Participation: How well did you contribute your “fair share” to the tasks? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3
average – 4 good – 5 excellent)
c. Attitude1: How positive was your approach doing the tasks? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good
– 5 excellent)
d. Attitude2: How well did you make constructive comments? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good –
5 excellent)
e. Communication: How clearly did you express your thoughts? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good
– 5 excellent)
f. Responsiveness: How sensitively did you respond to verbal and nonverbal cues of other team
members? (1 poor – 2 fair – 3 average – 4 good – 5 excellent)
• Future (essay): What single thing will you try to do better in the future when working in groups?
Solve problems by applying the software development process (reinforced)
1. The best strategy to follow when developing software that consists of many modules is to?
a) Test each code module separately then link all modules together and test the software as a
whole
b) Combine unit and integration testing
c) Test the software product only once, at the end of the software development
d) All of the above
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2. A high level of cohesion is an indication that a module?
a) Can be written more compactly
b) Focuses on just one function
c) Interacts with many modules
d) Can perform variety of functions
3. Which of the following are your best choice for developing Test cases derived from “Equivalence
classes and boundary value analysis.” for the following scenario: The daily discount must be in the
range between and including $0.00 and $100.00.
a) Testing the values: $0.00, $11.01, $59.31, $82.02, $100.00
b) Testing the values: -$1.00, $0.00, $1.00, $50.00, $99.00, $100.00, $101.00
c) Testing the values: $0.00, $11.21, $21.11, 28.82, $82.28, $100.00, $000.01
d) Random Testing of at least 10% of the values in the range between and including $0.00 and
$100.00
4. All else being equal, which is more desirable?
a) Higher cohesion and higher coupling
b) Higher cohesion and lower coupling
c) Lower cohesion and lower coupling
d) Lower cohesion and higher coupling
5.

More time and money are spent in the ___________ phase than any other phase.
a) Requirements
b) Analysis
c) Maintenance
d) Implementation
CS 4233: Professional Development in CS
Communicate technical ideas both orally and in writing (mastered)

1(Unacceptable)

2 (Marginal)

3 (Good)

4 (Excellent)

Body
Language

No movement or
descriptive
gestures.

Very little
movement or
descriptive
gestures.

Movements or
gestures
enhance
articulation.

Movements
seemed fluid and
helped the
audience
visualize.

Eye Contact

No eye contact
with audience.

Minimal eye
contact with
audience.

Consistent use
of direct eye
contact with
some
audience.

Holds attention of
entire audience
with the use of
direct eye
contact.

Speaking
Skills

▪ inaudible or too
loud
▪ rate too
slow/fast
▪ speaker seemed
uninterested
and used
monotone voice

▪ some
mumbling
▪ uneven rate
▪ little or no
expression

Clear
articulation
but not as
polished

▪ Poised, clear
articulation
▪ proper volume
▪ steady rate
▪ good posture
▪ enthusiasm
▪ confidence

Organization ▪ displays neither
clear

▪ displays
some level of

▪ displays
introductory
or closing

▪ delivers clear
opening and
closing
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introductory nor
closing remarks
▪ does not present
the segments
of the body of the
presentation in
a coherent
manner
▪ irrelevant
statements are
made
▪ leaves the
audience
wondering
where the
presentation is
headed.

organization
with
discernible
theme, but
the
presentation
is not
organized
clearly or in a
coherent
manner.
▪ introductory
and closing
remarks
are missing.

remarks, but
segments of
the body
of the
presentation
are not
presented in a
coherent
manner.
▪ presents the
segments of
the
body of the
presentation
in a
coherent
manner, but
introductory
or closing
remarks are
missing.

remarks that
capture the
attention of the
audience and set
the mood
▪ provides a “road
map” for the
audience
▪ each segment
relates to the
others
according to a
carefully planned
framework

Voice

Consistently uses
a monotone
voice

Displays some
level of
inflection
throughout
delivery.

Satisfactory
use of
inflection, but
does not
consistently
use fluid
speech.

Use of fluid
speech and
inflection
maintains the
interest of the
audience.

Visuals

Used no visuals.

▪ ran too
quickly
through
visuals
and spoke
more to the
screen than
to the
audience
▪ visuals did
not detract
from the
presentation.

▪ gave
audience
almost
enough
time to absorb
material, but
occasionally
read the slide
▪ visuals
added to the
presentation.

▪ gave audience
ample time to
absorb
information on
visual
▪ spoke to the
audience, not the
screen
▪ visuals greatly
enhanced
presentation.

Language

Multiple grammar
errors and use
of inappropriate
vocabulary.

▪ one or two
minor
grammar
errors.
▪ vocabulary
use is too
elementary
or not
effective

▪ correct
grammar
▪ vocabulary
mostly
appropriate
for
the purpose
and the
audience

▪ correct use of
grammar
▪ use of some
advanced
language
▪ effective use of
appropriate
vocabulary for the
purpose and for
the
audience

Totals
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Solve problems by applying the software development process (mastered)
Student(s):
_________________________________________________________________________
Capstone Assessment
3 = Good
2 = Average

1 = Below Average

Criteria

0 = Not gradable
Comments

The project includes a clearly defined problem
or need
The student provided sufficiently frequent
status updates
The project includes modeling diagrams that
accurately describe the context
All project files and source code required to
build and execute are submitted
The software runs without error, and has
reasonable error checking and exception
handling
The interfaces have a professional appearance
The project includes a comprehensive test plan
The project includes documentation for
installation and operation

Points
3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

Total Points out of 24:
Comments:

CS 4343: Database Management Systems
Create software using software engineering principles (reinforced)
1. One
a)
b)
c)
d)

disadvantage of spreadsheet in comparison to database management systems is:
reduced data duplication.
program-data independence.
limited data sharing.
enforcement of integrity constraints.

2. A join that keeps unmatched rows from one or both tables is called a(n):
a) equi-join.
b) outer join.
c) multivariate join.
d) inner join.
3. List the types of database applications. (Please feel free to choose more than one correct answer.)
a) PC databases
b) workgroup databases
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c) dept databases
d) enterprise databases
e) all of above
4. In term of relational database, Conceptual schema includes:
a) Conceptual design
b) Description of data requirements
c) Includes detailed descriptions of the entity types, relationships, and constraints
d) Transformed from high-level data model into implementation data model
e) All of above
5. Which of the following is not a component of ER models?
a) Entities
b) Relationships
c) Attributes
d) Store procedures
6. The
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

CARTESIAN PRODUCT (Cross product) operation: Choose all that are true.
useful when followed by a selection that matches values of attributes
denoted by x
unary set operation
relations do not have to be union compatible
A, B, D

7. Match the following with each statement
Data definition language (DDL)
Storage Definition language (SDL)
View Definition Language (VDL)
Data Manipulation Language (DML)
a)
b)
c)
d)

allows retrieval, insertion, deletion, modification
specifies the internal schemas
defines both schemas
Specifies user views/mappings to conceptual schema
MATH 3023: Discrete Mathematics

1. Add the following binary numbers
10101111
+11000011
a)
b)
c)
d)

101110010
01110010
111110010
None of these answers is correct

2. Add the following hexadecimal numbers
ABC
+ DEF
a)
b)
c)
d)

18AB
24AB
181B
182B

3. Add the following hexadecimal numbers
BAA
+ AAA
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1FFD
16FE
1120
1654

4. Given that p and q are false and r is true, evaluate the proposition
(q → r) → (r → p )
a)
b)
c)
d)

FALSE
TRUE
UNKNOWN
None of these answers is correct

5. Given that p and q are false and r is true, evaluate the proposition
(r  p)
 (p→q)
a) FALSE
b) TRUE
c) UNKNOWN
d) None of these answers is correct
6. In how many ways can we select a committee of 3 women and 3 men from a group of 5 distinct
women and 7 distinct men?
a) 45
b) 350
c) 140
d) None of these answers is correct
7. How
a)
b)
c)
d)

many strings can be formed using the letters
34650
11!
11
None of these answers is correct

M I S S I S S I P P I ?

8. Given the sets A = {1, 3, 5, 9}, B={1, 2, 3, 5, 8}, C = {2, 4, 6, 10}, U = {1,2,3,…,10}, list the
elements that result from the following set operation:
(B – C ) – A
a) {9}
b) {1,3,5,8}
c) The empty set
d) None of these answers is correct
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Appendix E – Programming Assignments
Programmer(s)
_________________________________________________________________________
3 = Good

Program Assessment
2 = Average
1 = Below Average

Criteria

0 = Not gradable

Comments

Points
3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

5. The user is presented with appropriate
feedback as to the results of an operation

3

2

1

0

6. All project files and source code required to
build and execute are submitted

3

2

1

0

7. Code is properly indented, and adequately
commented

3

2

1

0

8. Code is well written and free from unnecessary
complexity or redundancy

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

1. The program fully implements the solution to
the given problem

2. The solution produces the correct result
3. The program runs without error, has
reasonable error checking and exception
handling
4. The user is prompted for input when required

9. Programmer defined symbol names are
reasonable (variable names, class names,
function names, etc...)
10. The user interface is accurate and is free from
misspelled words and bad grammar

Total Points out of 30:
Comments:
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Abstract
The end of the COVID-19 pandemic is in sight, but it brought tremendous challenges and opportunities
to academia. This paper analyzes the equilibrium between teaching laxity and strictness and
corresponding outcomes through the lens of the approach-avoidance framework. On one side,
instructors are likely to allow flexibility in course policies and procedures, given the learners’ difficulties
amid the pandemic. On the other hand, however, this intention could lead to a lack of control in class
and eventually jeopardize academic integrity and rigor. Therefore, we explicate the motivation
mechanism and the adverse effects of teaching laxity. Furthermore, a portfolio of teaching methods and
mapping based on psychological distance and behavioral control theories is presented. This research
contributes to a further understanding of pedagogical innovations in the Information Systems (IS)
domain in the unprecedented crisis.
Keywords: COVID-19, IS Education, Laxity and Strictness, Academic Integrity and Rigor, ApproachAvoidance
followed states on lifting mask mandates, while
1. INTRODUCTION
some others will remain in place as a pandemic
precaution (Moody, 2022). Meanwhile, the school
The end of the COVID-19 pandemic is near, but it
administration offers instructors more autonomy
has profoundly changed academia. Colleges and
and flexibility than before in adjusting
their stakeholders learned and grew from the
instructional activities and learning assessments.
challenges and difficulties caused by the global
For example, many school administrators
pandemic while gradually adopting the “new
recommended choosing asynchronous lectures
normal”(Barnes, 2020; Carroll & Conboy, 2020;
and system-embedded proctoring plugins rather
Nah & Siau, 2020). Many universities have
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This type of flexibility is in recognition that
students may be ill, providing care for family
members who are ill, or they may not have
exclusive access to a computer and Internet
service at the scheduled time. Besides, many
students lost their part-time work on campus and
in restaurants and struggled with personal
financial difficulties (Brewster, 2020). Due to the
infection
dynamics
and
public
policy
uncertainties, school policies and procedures
adapting to the epidemic are possibly inconsistent
and delayed, leading to instructors’ fears,
confusion, and frustrations amid teaching from
home. The instructor laxity could arise as
instructors
are
disoriented
or
cannot
expeditiously adjust themselves to the new
teaching situation. In this sense, instructors may
loosen the assessment rules while providing
convenience
for
both
sides.
While
we
acknowledge the importance of flexibility (c.f.
Americans with Disabilities Act or ADA in higher
education) for accommodating students with
disabilities, we argue that this born-in-thepandemic flexibility may implicitly “support and
satisfy” students who attempt to avoid heavy
lectures and workload. A critical problem suffices
– academic integrity and rigor can be impaired
while the school’s academic reputation can be
challenged if the laxity in teaching and learning
spreads and the pandemic.
In the following section, our discussion will
revolve around a possible explanation of
instructor laxity in teaching from home, drawing
on the theoretical framework of approachavoidance dynamics. More importantly, a
portfolio of methods based on psychological
distance and behavioral control theories will be
introduced to mitigate the adverse effects of
instructor and student laxity. Relevant teaching
experience and examples will be illustrated, as
well.
2. APPROACH-AVOIDANCE DYNAMICS IN
TEACHING FROM HOME
The approach-avoidance dynamics have been
recognized as a fundamental framework in
motivation and decision theories (Carver & White,
1994; Elliot, 2006; Liang & Xue, 2009; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1992). The term “approach” refers to
moving near towards something, whereas “avoid”
means keeping away from something. As shown
in Figure 1, this research adopts the approachavoidance dynamics in the context of teaching
from home.

Student
Strictness
Student
Laxity

Instructor
Strictness
Complete
Rigor
Discontinue
d Rigor

Table 1: The Matrix of Instructor-Student
Rigor and Laxity
There are two competing forces of positive and
negative valence that act on an instructor
simultaneously. On one side, instructors have to
accomplish additional work, as most face-to-face
courses have been interrupted and changed into
an online model. For example, instructors have to
reorganize learning resources, record videos,
deliver virtual lectures, and set up virtual office
hours. On the other side, instructors need to help
address students’ personal issues (e.g., illness,
technical issues, or other pandemic-relevant
instances),
possible
infection
issues
for
themselves, and domestic distractions and
interruptions (Myers et al. 2020). As such, some
instructors may tend to choose a temporary, easy
teaching model, such as reducing student
workloads and offering grade leniency. Saliently,
instructor-student
interactions
have
been
reduced because of reduced mandatory tasks
(e.g., face-to-face office hours and class
activities) and increased leeway for virtual
activities (e.g., virtual office hours and class
activities). From this, instructor laxity can
undermine teaching quality while hindering
students’ motivation in pursuing academic rigor
with enthusiasm amid the pandemic.
As illustrated in Table 1, we propose a
classification of laxity and rigor based on the
interactions between instructors and students.
Arbitrary laxity is formulated as the instructor
would pursue ease and convenience in teaching
from home, despite that some students would like
to
keep
strict
class
requirements
and
assessments. In contrast, instructor laxity can
often lead to collusive laxity - when laxity exists
in both teaching and learning. Students can do
less or avoid work with minor or minimal
punishment (e.g., lower course grades and
course failures) because of loosened course
policies implemented by instructors. Indeed,
complete rigor cannot be achieved without either
instructor consent and student support – if
instructors adhere to strict and rigorous learning
requirements and assessments, students may
avoid them by using the pandemic as an excuse,
then ensuring the academic rigor is likely to
discontinue (discontinued rigor).
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situation). For example, talking to yourself –
“Cyberloafing to me is relatively meaningless as
a responsible professor who loves his or her
career and students,” “I’m an educator who
adheres to his or her teaching philosophy and
principles.”

Figure 1: The Approach-Avoidance
Dynamics in Teaching from Home (Adapted
from Miller, 1944)
Whereas instructors may give academic laxity
and excessive “flexibility,” most instructors, or
instructors most of the time, we believe, are
dedicated to their career since teaching is not
only a knowledge-intensive, sophisticated job but
a prestigious profession that aims at instructing,
inspiring, and illuminating students, even in
difficult times like the present. While it is not
mandatory, many instructors assume more roles
and shoulder more responsibilities in supporting
students to face challenges while maintaining the
rigor of the learning community. Instructors have
a solid intention to approach challenging but
meaningful work while being distracted by
“flexible” teaching at the cost of academic rigor.
Indeed, instructors are experiencing a conflict
between approaching academic rigor (i.e.,
avoiding laxity) and avoiding arduous work (i.e.,
approaching laxity).
In this approach-avoidance conflict, one needs to
recognize that as the psychological distance
extends (i.e., the degree to which people feel
removed from a phenomenon or an object, see
Figure 1), the slope of avoidance becomes steep,
indicating the tendency to be lax is diminished. In
contrast, the slope of avoidance will move slowly,
as the tendency to be strict with academic
requirements is strengthened or strictness
becomes easier to achieve. Further, in this case,
we would see when approach (strictness and
rigor) is more robust than avoidance, eventually.
To that end, two approaches can be used to
promote the advancement of rigor rather than
laxity. The first method is to devalue the valence
of laxity. For instructors, it can be intervened by
a series of self-consciousness and self-suggestion
when instructors are conscious of their
environment (e.g., how the pandemic influences
the learning context and learners) and of
themselves (e.g., how should we adapt to this

Another method – extending the psychological
distance, includes more practical strategies and
tactics. For instance, Rebecca Hamilton (2015)
illustrated three aspects that people can adjust
the distance in the workplace. Likewise, in
work/teaching from home, we can apply these
good practices. First, instructors can manage the
hypothetical distance, imagining that an event is
likely or unlikely. For instance, if one wanted to
become a responsible and respected professor
among students – high teaching evaluations,
good
word-of-mouth,
and
self-value
actualization, then he or she would avoid laxity
while moving toward strictness with extra efforts.
The unlikely circumstances, such as failure to gain
tenure or cutoff, will drive an instructor to pursue
a high quality of instruction.
Also, we can “manually” gear the temporal and
spatial distances toward strictness rather than
laxity. For example, using self-imposed deadlines
and schedules, i.e., in the weekly announcement,
informing students that you will post a video
about the special topic about forecast methods
and COVID-19 infection cases, or there is a virtual
Q&A session you will be there, at least. From this,
instructors can visualize future events and
detailed procedures to accomplish the goal. As for
spatial distance, an excellent way to manipulate
it is to choose a suitable place to focus on the
teaching – e.g., your study room in the early
morning or evening, when and where you can
avoid domestic influence and interruptions. Social
distance (not to be confused with public health
social distance for reducing virus spread) can be
utilized to increase virtual communications and
interactions with your students, colleagues, and
other stakeholders in the learning community.
Sharing is a good thing; information, knowledge,
feelings, ideas, thoughts, and, more importantly,
support are all encouraged. The potential benefits
of social distance are experience and skills to
promote teaching from home and psychological
well-being.
3. THREE METHODS TO MITIGATE THE
LAXITY IN TEACHING
This distance manipulation can be replaced with
each other or applied in a portfolio. Hence, we
synopsize and suggest three practical methods
(3S methods) to mitigate laxity while improving
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academic strictness and rigor – the self method,
the solid method, and the systematic method
(Table 2). One stream of literature is the
behavioral control theory extensively applied in
Information Systems studies (e.g., Jaworski,
1988; Kirsch, 1997; Choudhury & Sabherwal,
2003; Soh et al., 2011). Briefly stated, the self
method is based on an instructor’s responsibility
and self-control. Besides estimating the likelihood
of an event occurring (e.g., furloughs, layoff,
tenure, promotion), one’s rumination and
reflection on their career pursuit largely
determine their approach-avoidance intention.
For that, a self method can be a good starting
point for instructors to change the prior
equilibrium of acceptance and avoidance.
Instead, the solid method relies on fixed and
established rules and procedures in the teaching
at home. It can be directed by the school
administrator or self-imposed. It is fixed
schedules, timelines, and “places” to meet, rather
than a flexible manner that an instructor can
arbitrarily modify or cancel. Hence, managing
temporal and special distances is essential in this
method.
Lastly, the systematic method is a social solution
to engage with significant stakeholders in the
learning system. With that, each member can be
mutually supported and monitored. Also, this
method embodies the spirit of learner-based
instruction, as shown in many pedagogy studies
(e.g., Barr & Tagg, 1995; Landry et al., 2008;
Saulnier et al., 2008; Weimer, 2002). In this
method, instructors need to leverage social
distance management.
4. CASE ANALYSIS AND COURSE MAPPING
This section provides a course mapping for the
Information Systems discipline to discuss the
challenges, teaching practices, and methods
applied.
Principles of IS/IT Management
Course Description
This course mainly provides a solid foundation
and overview of information systems in business
and emphasizes how competitive strategies for
companies are formulated and implemented
using a combination of information technologies.
Challenge
As an entry-level IS course, one of the biggest
challenges is the large number of topics and
concepts related to information systems, IT
strategies, and emerging technologies to be
taught.
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The Self Method (Responsibility-based)
Actors
Activities

Instructors – the re-designers of course
policies and procedures
Instructors perform their roles and
responsibilities in adapting to teaching
from home through practicing selfsuggestion and self-control. The goal of
the activities here is to address the
instructor’s laxity.

“Self-Control”
Psy.
Hypothetical distances, e.g., “I will make
Distance
a good teacher.”
Adjust.
The Solid Method (Rule-based)
Actors
Activities

Instructors and students – the strict
implementers of the updated course
policies and procedures
Instructors self-impose fixed schedules
and deadlines to promote the
accomplishment of teaching and
learning tasks

“Structural and Process Control”
Temporal
distances
and
spatial
distances, e.g., “I have virtual office
hours from 2 PM to 4 PM to meet with
my students.”
The Systematic Method (Relationship-based)
Psy.
Distance
Adjust.

Actors

Instructors and students (i.e., colearners) – the re-developer of course
policies and procedures

Activities

Instructors work with students, as well
as other stakeholders in the learning
community to share knowledge,
feelings, thoughts while mitigating the
laxity and inefficient learning

Psy.
Distance
Adjust.

“Social Control”
Social distances, e.g., “I learned a lot
about
online
teaching
from
my
colleagues
from
virtual
seminars,
workshops, meetings, and interactions
with my students in discussion forums.”

Table 2: Descriptions for Three Teaching
Methods from Home
In addition, there are some unique challenges in
teaching entry levels courses. For example, a
considerable number of business students whose
major is not CIS/MIS/IS/IT will also need to take
this course. Hence, teaching the course entirely
online might not be the best option during the
pandemic.
Teaching Practice
It would be helpful to include emerging
technologies, especially technologies playing an
essential role during the pandemic, such as
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machine learning for detection and diagnosis, big
data
analytics
for
tracking,
supporting
infrastructure, and blockchain technologies in
business (He et al., 2021). Students will then
have a better appreciation of how information
systems can support and sharpen the business
process. Additionally, faculty can take this
opportunity to record a short video for each of the
upper IS courses they are teaching.
Method Applied
The Solid Method. As a foundational course, it is
appropriate to adopt the self method with fixed
schedules and deadlines to promote instructors’
teaching and learning tasks.
Business Data Networks & Security
Course Description
This course introduces networks and data
communications,
including
the
design,
administration, and theory of local and wide area
network systems. Students will learn to plan and
design computer networks based on their
understanding and lab practices using various
network
software.
Topics
include
data
communication
technologies,
network
architectures, internetworking, protocols for data
link, network, transport, and application layers,
effective
network
design,
planning,
implementation, wireless technologies, network
management, and security.
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methodology,
modeling,
design,
database
administration, structured query language (SQL),
data preparation for analysis, and current
innovations and trends in the corporate
environment (e.g., NoSQL, distributed data
storage, blockchain).
Challenge
It is challenging to show students how to run SQL
code without a lab setting.
Teaching Practice
Similar to the network course, it will be helpful to
add virtual machines to students so that an online
lab can be created. It will be beneficial to students
to learn database management in a standard
environment.
Method Applied
The Self Method. Again, in this course, instructors
should perform their roles and responsibilities in
adapting to teaching from home through
practicing self-suggestion and self-control while
going above and beyond their roles to support
students in difficult times.

Challenge
It is challenging to show network models entirely
online. Many of the activities designed for a lab
environment will have to be converted online.
This challenge dramatically increases the
workload of faculty to convert lab-related
materials online.

Systems Analysis & Design
Course Description
This
course
provides
a
comprehensive
introduction to the strategies and technologies for
building information systems in organizations.
The course covers a general process for
information system development such as
analysis, design, development, implementation,
and maintenance. Systems analysis and design
tools will be used to understand information
system issues and design the information
systems that address the issues.

Teaching Practice
It will be helpful to include some hands-on
activities online. Faculty may also incorporate
small group projects into online activities.

Challenge
It is challenging to explain different diagrams
online. Also, it may be challenging to explain
information systems-related issues online.

Method Applied
The Self Method. In this course, instructors
should perform their roles and responsibilities in
adapting to teaching from home through
practicing self-suggestion and self-control – that
means, they need to do some extra work to set
up the “virtual lab” for students, including seeking
appropriate virtual software for students and
troubleshoot their problems, often.

Teaching Practice
It will be helpful to pre-record some of the cases
and then ask students to work as smaller teams
to understand further the crucial steps and roles
in the system analysis and design.

Database Management
Course Description
This course teaches students how to use data to
stay competitive in a changing business
environment. Topics include relational database

Method Applied
The Self Method. Like foundational and
concepts-based courses, it will be important for
faculty to be strict in implementing the updated
course policies and procedures.
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Cybersecurity Management
Course Description
This course focuses on the broad areas of
descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analyses
to gain insight into an organization’s functioning,
make predictions, and prescribe courses of
action. In addition, students learn to utilize
contemporary analytics software and collect data
from various sources.
Challenge
Like the network and database course, many
activities designed for a lab environment will have
to be converted online. This situation dramatically
increases the workload on faculty to develop a
virtual lab while moving learning resources and
materials online.
Teaching Practice
It will be helpful to include some of the most
recent cases related to cybersecurity so that
students can develop a better understanding of
the critical role of cybersecurity in the modern
business world. Some special topics related to
cybersecurity and privacy during the pandemic
would be relevant and engaging for students who
need to understand real-world examples.
Method Applied
The Self, Solid, Systematic Method. The reason is
the hybrid nature of security courses in the IS
domain – behavioral, managerial, and technical
aspects. On the one hand, instructors need to
reorganize and revamp the learning materials for
behavioral and managerial security knowledge.
On the other hand, instructors need to set up a
“virtual lab” to help students achieve these
technical learning outcomes. The systematic
method is also appropriate for cybersecurity
courses. Through this method, the instructors will
need to work with students and other
stakeholders to redesign the course. It is
important as knowledge and trends in
cybersecurity are constantly changing. Notably,
COVID-19 brings additional challenges to
cybersecurity. Thus, it will be helpful to be more
flexible in this course.
Business Analytics
Course Description
This course focuses on the broad areas of
descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analyses
to gain insight into an organization’s functioning,
make predictions, and prescribe courses of
action. Students learn to utilize contemporary
analytics software and collect data from a variety
of sources.
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Challenge
Students may need additional support in
understanding the technical aspect of business
analytics.
Without
face-to-face
hands-on
experiences, it is hard to learn the technical
components online.
Teaching Practice
Instructors should convert some of the materials
online and update some case analyses related to
COVID, e.g., forecast analyses using confirmed
cases data and vacation data from these public
health agencies.
Method Applied
The Self Method. As the content is relatively
stable during the pandemic. It would be
reasonable to let instructors impose fixed
schedules and deadlines to promote teaching
and learning tasks.
IS/IT Capstone
Course Description
Using a team concept, students will analyze,
design, create and implement a working
information system for a public or private
organization. Emphasis will be placed on IT
project
management,
rapid
application
development,
quality
assurance,
and
implementation of the system.
Challenge
It is hard for students to accomplish projects in a
virtual team.
Teaching Practice
Faculty could help students find potential
clients/sponsors off-campus. Also, faculty can
consider working with other departments on
campus and find internal projects that can fulfill
the requirements of the project.
Method Applied
The Systematic Method. It is clear that flexibility
should be provided in the course activities. Also,
instructors should ardently work with students
and external clients to identify a project that can
serve the purpose of the capstone.
5. DISCUSSIONS
Like many other studies, this study has several
limitations that can be used for future research.
First, while this study includes both instructors’
and students’ laxity and strictness in its
framework, it can shed light on more details
about the interaction between instructors and
students while coping with the laxity caused by
the pandemic and other contingent factors. In
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addition to the three control methods, we
proposed for the instructors, they should also be
applicable to students. Nevertheless, the effects
of the proposed methods on students may be
different from that of instructors, particularly the
self method and the solid method. Therefore, we
would argue the critical role of instructors in
promoting control for students, for example,
enforcing the specific rules and learning goals for
students at early stages while encouraging
students to redesign the methods on their own.
Taken together, the last method – the systematic
method, should be the most efficient way to
achieve complete rigor and mitigate collusive
laxity since instructors and students can monitor,
support, and encourage each other in maintaining
the rigor of teaching and learning, toward a
collaborative learning community. Second, this
study relies heavily on a conceptual framework
based on the approach-avoidance model and the
teaching experience of several IS faculty
contributed to this article. Hence, it is worthwhile
to further theorize and examine the dynamics and
driving factors of the classified rigor and laxity
with empirical evidence. Lastly, while our study is
situated in the context of the pandemic, future
studies can look into instructors’ and students’
laxity and rigor during the normal time.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we acknowledge that instructor
laxity, in the guise of flexibility, has been a
popular excuse for avoiding adequate course
preparation and design (possibly including extra
and redundant workloads) in adapting to the
interruptions due to the COVID-19 epidemic from
our teaching experience. Such laxity should be
mitigated and reduced in that this could hurt our
professional standards and performance, school
reputation
and
enrollments,
and,
more
importantly, our students’ motivation to learn at
this challenging time. Also, flexibility should be
accommodated and given to our colleagues and
students with disabilities and real needs. Inspired
by
the
approach-avoidance
conflict
and
behavioral control theories, we propose three
methods for bridging the psychological distance
in teaching from home and hope these teaching
tips will be helpful in our community.
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Abstract
Governments, businesses, and educational institutions need to collaborate and make significant
investments in order to address the growing digital skills crisis. In Europe, hundreds of digital skills
initiatives have been launched with different forms of government and private industry support in the
last five years alone. Consequently, digital skills initiatives have come to encompass a wide array of
interventions. In this context, this paper proposes a typology of digital skills initiatives that was
developed based on the analysis of over 300 initiatives listed in the European Commission's repository
of best digital skills initiatives. The proposed typology consists of four categories: target group, digital
skills, learning format, and sponsoring organization. In terms of target group, digital skills initiatives
tend to target one or more of five distinct groups: the general public, educators, adults, seniors and
youth. In terms of digital skills, digital skills initiatives tend to focus on general digital skills or specialized
digital skills. In terms of learning format, digital skills initiatives tend to offer training and/or a learning
resource. In terms of sponsoring organization, the initiatives tend to be sponsored by organizations that
are either affiliated or unaffiliated with a technology vendor. The typology is followed by a presentation
of mini cases, which highlight different archetypes of the proposed typology. The paper closes with a
discussion of practical implications for policy makers, administrators, and scholars interested in digital
skills initiatives and the future of work.
Keywords: future of work, digital skills, digital skills gap, digital skills initiatives, typology
1. INTRODUCTION
Technological
advancements
and
digital
transformation require the society to adapt digital
experiences and acquire digital skills. Digital
transformation powered by digital and AI
technologies and accelerated by the COVID-19
pandemic, influences individual, organizational,
and societal levels. Thus, the development of
digital skills has become a focal point on the
agenda of policymakers, practitioners, and
scholars to empower citizens to fully participate
in the increasingly digitized world (Iordache et al.,
2017).

Digital skills are dynamic and evolving skills
necessary to use software or operate a digital
device (van Laar et al., 2020). The future of work
depends
on
digital
skills.
Governments,
businesses, and educational institutions need to
collaborate and make significant investments to
address the digital skills crisis, which is a gap
between necessary digital skills and available
digital skills. Approximately 90% of jobs in
developed economies require some level of digital
skills, while one third of the labor force has a
limited ability to use digital skills productively
(Broadband
Commission
for
Sustainable
Development, 2017). This digital skills gap
negatively affects all industries, workers, and
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societies and is projected to grow in the
foreseeable future. In Europe, hundreds of digital
skills initiatives have been launched with different
forms
of
government,
academic
and
organizational support in the last five years alone.
Consequently, digital skills initiatives have come
to encompass a wide array of actions and
offerings.

2020), although there is an improvement year
over year in terms of basic internet user skills and
advanced
information
and
communication
technology (ICT) skills, there remains a shortage
of ICT specialists. In fact, 64% of large
enterprises and 56% of small and medium
enterprises reported difficulties in filling vacancies
for ICT specialists in 2018.

The goal of this paper is to advance the
development of digital skills initiatives by creating
a typology based on the analysis of existing digital
skills initiatives. A typology is a classification of
practice that is used to extract complex data via
unearthing key categories (Nind & Lewthwaite,
2020). As such, the proposed typology is useful
both as a descriptive tool and as a thinking tool.
The complexity of digital transformation brings
challenges, which in turn make a typology a
valuable tool for policymakers, practitioners, and
scholars. Specifically, this paper addresses the
following research question: What categories can
be used to classify digital skills initiatives? The
proposed typology, which consists of four
categories, has been developed by analyzing the
European Commission’s Digital Skills & Jobs
Coalition
Initiatives
Repository
(European
Commission, n.d.). The European Commission, in
collaboration with European Union (EU) member
states, identified over 300 best digital skills
initiatives in Europe, and created a public
repository with detailed information about each
initiative (European Commission, n.d.), which
served as the data source for the present study.

Prior research suggests that the divide between
digital skills adoption depends on demographic
and socio-economic factors such as age, gender,
education, income, and employment status
(DiMaggio et al., 2004; Iordache et al., 2017).
Digital skills are a prerequisite for the general
public to be able to access government related
information, participate in online banking, obtain
telehealth treatments, consume information, and
communicate online. Unfortunately, only 58% of
citizens in the EU had basic digital skills in 2019
(DESI, 2020). Despite the attention given to
bridging the digital divide, there is a growing
concern that the digital divide may have been
deepening because of unequal distribution of
digital skills and access to digital media (van Dijk
& van Deursen, 2014). The unequal access can be
generation based. For example, senior citizens
are on the lower spectrum of internet adoption,
and significant efforts are required to provide
basic digital skills to this demographic group
(Blažič & Blažič, 2020). On the other side of the
spectrum are young adopters of technology.
Technology skills among youth are important for
the future of work as the new economy requires
reskilling with a focus on digital solutions, with an
expected doubling of digital labor demand by
2030 (Bughin et al., 2017). Moreover, digital
technologies increasingly provide access to
communication,
entertainment,
creativity,
citizenship, and civic participation (Donoso et al.,
2020). Educators play a significant role in
bringing technology skills to the lives of younger
individuals via the use of e-learning tools and ICT
(Leahy & Wilson, 2014).

The paper is structured as follows: The next
section presents an overview of related literature.
Section three describes the methodology used to
develop the typology. Section four presents the
proposed typology, including its four categories.
Section five summarizes mini cases that
represent archetypes, or typical examples of
digital skills initiatives. Finally, the last section
discusses practical implications for policy makers,
practitioners, and scholars.
2. RELATED LITERATURE
Digital skills are a key to a successful information
society. A recent report by the European
Commission (2021) suggests that digital skills are
required in all types of jobs, including those that
are not directly associated with digitization
including farming, construction, and vocational
skills. Digital skills are necessary to use software
and enable people to use digital services, engage
in online activities, consume information, and
communicate online. According to the latest
Digital Economy and Society Index report (DESI,

Digital skills can be characterized as general and
specialized. General skills are non-specialized,
generic skills (Lintzeris & Karalis 2020). In the
context of digital skills, they include basic
functional digital skills necessary for social
inclusion and participation in modern day-to-day
life, such as access to the Internet, understanding
social and digital media, and accessing services
online (Broadband Commission for Sustainable
Development, 2017). Specialized digital skills are
a prerequisite for digital transformation and are
necessary to create competitive business models
and demonstrate profitability and sustainability.
Specialized skills are particularly in high demand
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among organizations and include mobile
technologies, data analytics, cloud computing,
and the Internet of things (Krcmar et al., 2017).
Post-pandemic trends accelerate the need for
reskilling and upskilling for adults. Some of the
trends include the ability of employees to fully
operate in a remote world while being productive
within the company’s ecosystem that includes
clients,
partners,
suppliers,
and
public
authorities. This includes not only moving to a
more technology and data-enabled model, but
also a basic understanding of critical technology
and data concepts including coding, robotics, 3D
printing, cybersecurity, data visualization, applied
machine learning, and advanced analytics,
among others (Agrawal et al., 2020).
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on methods that have been used in practice is
considered
important
research
(Nind
&
Lewthwaite, 2020). In this respect, our study fills
an important research gap by offering a typology
of existing digital skills initiatives. In addition,
prior research considered the demand side,
mainly focusing on necessary digital skills for a
consumer (e.g., Lintzeris & Karalis, 2020; van
Laar et al., 2020). The focus of this research is on
the supply side, with a focus on the evaluation of
existing resources while providing a framework to
assess and develop digital skills initiatives. Based
on our knowledge, this is the first paper to
analyze different initiatives related to the
development of digital skills.
3. METHODOLOGY

To bridge the gap and transform the digital
profiles of their countries, many governments
spearheaded policy interventions and digital skills
initiatives. For example, the Institute of Coding is
a £40m initiative of the UK government to
transform the digital skills of the country
(Davenport et al., 2020). The government of
France designated one billion euros for digital
education development (Broadband Commission
for Sustainable Development, 2017). At the same
time, there is interest in increasing the level of
digital skills from the private industry. Microsoft
launched a global skills initiative aimed at
bringing digital skills to 25 million people globally
by combining resources from LinkedIn, GitHub,
and Microsoft (Smith, 2020). Amazon Web
Services (AWS) stated that by 2025, they will
provide free cloud computing skills training to 29
million people worldwide (Carlson, 2020).
Prior research focused on the origins and
concepts of digital literacy (Bawden, 2008),
covered models of constructing a modern and
comprehensive skills classification that includes
digital
skills
along
with
information,
communication, collaboration, critical thinking,
creativity, and problem-solving skills (Lintzeris &
Karalis, 2020; van Laar et al., 2020). Instruments
have been developed to measure digital skills
related to the internet and web (Hargittai & Hsieh,
2012; Van Deursen et al., 2016). The assessment
of digital competencies was conducted in schools
(Calvani, 2008) and workplaces (Vieru et al.,
2015).
While previous studies provided a thorough
overview of digital skills and some of the
applications, there has been no systematic effort
to classify digital skills initiatives. In addition,
there has been a lack of studies with a cross-case
approach to existing digital skills initiatives. The
cross-case approach to creating a typology based

The typology was developed using an inductive
strategy (Bailey, 1994) by analyzing data from
the Digital Skills & Jobs Coalition Initiatives
Repository of the European Commission (n.d.).
The repository contains 312 digital skills
initiatives which the EU considers to be the best
digital skills initiatives in Europe. The data
included detailed descriptions for each digital
skills initiative. The descriptions were iteratively
analyzed: Starting without any preconceived
categories, the authors first independently
identified recurring categories in about 50
initiatives, before collaboratively agreeing on a
set of categories. The categories were chosen to
form groups of digital skills initiatives that are
internally homogenous but distinct from each
other (Bailey, 1994). Subsequently, the authors
independently re-analyzed all previously analyzed
initiatives along with the next set of 50 initiatives.
Afterwards the authors collaboratively revised the
categories, as needed, to derive a set of
categories that maximize both homogeneity
within groups and heterogeneity between groups
(Bailey, 1994). This process was repeated until all
digital skills initiatives were analyzed. For
example, after reading the descriptions of the first
50 digital skills initiatives, one of the authors
noticed that digital skills initiatives are sponsored
by an organization which is either affiliated with a
technology vendor or not affiliated with a
technology vendor. After discussing the initial
finding with the other author, both authors then
independently analyzed the next 50 digital skills
initiatives with regards to the vendor affiliation of
the sponsor. Afterwards both authors agreed that
vendor affiliation of the sponsor can be used to
separate digital skills initiatives into two roughly
equal-sized groups. A shared Google Doc was
used to record observations, markup the
descriptions, and assign categories. Finally, the
authors jointly selected archetypes, or typical
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examples, for the proposed typology as described
in section 5.

and/or specialized digital skills such as coding,
robotics, 3D printing, etc.

4. PROPOSED TYPOLOGY

Learning Format
This category addresses the question “how are
digital skills improved?”. Digital skills initiatives
tend to offer training such as classes, workshops,
summer camps, etc., and/or learning resources
such as e-books, websites, videos, games, etc.

The analysis revealed a large variety of digital
skills initiatives with different and evolving
concepts. To bring order into this complexity, we
introduce a typology based on four overarching
categories.
Each
category
addresses
a
fundamental question behind digital skills
initiatives. Figure 1 depicts the proposed
typology, showing the four categories in onionlike layers with the target group at the center,
surrounded by the digital skills, learning format,
and ultimately the sponsor.

Figure 1: Proposed typology of digital skills
initiatives
The following sections describe each of the four
categories of the proposed typology in greater
detail.
Target Group
This category addresses the question “whose
digital skills are improved?”. Digital skills
initiatives tend to target one or more of five
distinct groups: the general public, educators
(such as K-12 teachers, vocational school
instructors, university professors, etc.), adults
(such as professionals wishing to reskill or upskill,
veterans, the unemployed or underemployed,
women, disadvantaged groups, etc.), seniors,
and youth (such as children, students, young
adults, young refugees, etc.).

Sponsor
This category addresses the question “how is the
digital skills initiative funded?”. Digital skills
initiatives require scaling up that necessitate an
investment, particularly from governments and
the industry (Broadband Commission for
Sustainable Development, 2017) and may include
monetary investments, donations or loans of
hardware and software, and volunteer work. As a
result, digital skills initiatives tend to be
sponsored by organizations that are vendoraffiliated or vendor-unaffiliated. Here, vendor
affiliation refers to the relationship between the
sponsoring organization and a technology vendor
(i.e. an organization that sells products or
services
related
to
digital
technology).
Technology vendor affiliation is relevant to the
sponsoring of digital skills initiatives since they
have the potential to increase the demand for
certain digital products or services in the future.
The proposed typology consisting of four
categories is as simple as possible and as complex
as necessary to classify the variety of existing
digital skills initiatives. The following section
elucidates the usefulness of the proposed
typology by presenting archetypes, or typical
examples.
5. ARCHETYPES
Theoretically, there are 40 different combinations
of target group, digital skills, learning format, and
sponsor possible. We have selected one
archetype, or typical example (Bailey, 1994),
from the Digital Skills & Jobs Coalition Initiatives
Repository of the European Commission (n.d.) for
each target group. We chose the target group as
the defining category for the archetypes, as the
needs and characteristics of the target group
should be at the center of any digital skills
initiative. Table 1 summarizes the resulting five
archetypes.

Digital Skills
This category addresses the question “what
digital skills are improved?”. Digital skills
initiatives tend to focus on general digital skills
such as Internet usage, word processing, etc.,
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Archetype

Target
Group

Digital
Skills

Learning
Format

Sponsor

1

General
public

General

Resource

VendorUnaffiliated

2

Educators

Specialized

Training

VendorAffiliated

3

Adults

Specialized

Training

VendorAffiliated

4

Seniors

General

Training

VendorUnaffiliated

5

Youth

Specialized

Training

VendorUnaffiliated

Table 1: Overview of Archetypes
The aim of the following sections is to highlight
the similarities and differences across a wide
range of digital skills initiatives, thereby
showcasing the appropriateness of the proposed
typology.
Archetype 1: Digital Duel (Belgium)
The first archetype represents digital skills
initiatives that provide the general public with
general digital skills by offering a resource while
being sponsored by a vendor-unaffiliated
organization. Figure 2 depicts archetype 1.
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Digital Duel is an online game. It consists of ten
interactive challenges which require participants
to apply their digital skills. For example, instead
of asking participants to rate their ability to
conduct online searches, participants have to
actually conduct an online search in order to
complete a challenge in the game. After
completing the ten challenges, participants can
see their level of digital skills in each of the five
key areas. Finally, participants are given access
to free online courses to improve their digital
skills in the identified areas. Thus, the learning
format offered by Digital Duel is that of a
resource.
Digital Duel is sponsored by Federal Public Service
Economy, a federal government agency tasked
with ensuring Belgium’s competitiveness in the
international economy. Thus, the sponsor of
Digital Duel is vendor-unaffiliated.
Archetype 2: Informatica365 (Romania)
The second archetype represents digital skills
initiatives that provide educators with specialized
digital skills by offering training while being
sponsored by a vendor-affiliated organization.
Figure 3 depicts archetype 2.

Figure 2: Depiction of Archetype 1
An illustrative example of a digital skills initiative
in archetype 1 is Digital Duel. Digital Duel is a
digital skills initiative that targets citizens in
Belgium. It has been designed to enable all
Belgian citizens to become active members of the
digital society. Thus, the target group of Digital
Duel is the general public.
Digital Duel aims to help citizens assess and
improve their digital skills in five key areas:
information processing, communication, content
creation, safety, and problem solving. Thus, the
digital skills provided by Digital Duel are general
in nature.

Figure 3: Depiction of Archetype 2
An illustrative example of a digital skills initiative
in archetype 2 is Informatica365. Informatica365
is a digital skills initiative that targets middle
school teachers in Romania. The initiative aims to
train teachers so that they can teach computer
science (CS) to middle school students. Thus, the
target group of Informatica365 is educators.
Informatica365 aims to help teachers acquire the
knowledge necessary to teach CS at grades 5-8
(ages 11-15). Topics covered include algorithms,
sequencing, loops, conditionals, operators,
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events, variables, and functions. The topics are
taught in a middle school appropriate context
using Microsoft Minecraft Education Edition.
Microsoft Minecraft Education Edition is a version
of the popular Minecraft game with additional
education-specific features. The curriculum is
aligned with the CS curriculum standards by the
International Society for Technology in Education
and the Computer Science Teachers Association.
Thus, the digital skills provided by Informatica365
are specialized in nature.
Informatica365 consists of 42 hours of face-toface teacher training, which has been accredited
by Romania’s National Center for Teacher
Training. Selected teachers received additional
training to become master trainers, who can then
train other teachers. In addition, lesson plans and
other teacher training materials have been
developed or translated to Romanian. Thus, the
learning format offered by Informatica365 is that
of training.
Informatica365 is sponsored by Microsoft
Philanthropies. Microsoft Philanthropies is part of
Microsoft’s
corporate
social
responsibility
initiative and aims to increase access to digital
skills and CS education for youth around the
globe. Thus, the sponsor of Informatica365 is
vendor-affiliated.
Archetype 3: AWS re:Start (UK)
The third archetype represents digital skills
initiatives that provide adults with specialized
digital skills by offering training while being
sponsored by a vendor-affiliated organization.
Figure 4 depicts archetype 3.
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re:Start. AWS re:Start targets adults in the UK
who are under the age of 30 and not in
employment, education, or training (so called
NEETs), as well as military veterans, members of
the military reserve, those leaving the Armed
Forces, and service spouses in the UK. Thus, the
target group of AWS re:Start is adults.
AWS re:Start teaches participants how to
architect, design, and develop cloud-based
applications using AWS. Specifically, participants
learn about agile and software modelling
techniques, multi-tier architectures, application
programming interfaces, and micro services. The
curriculum has been designed to accommodate
participants
without
any
prior
technical
knowledge. After completing AWS re:Start,
participants are eligible for technical positions
such as help desk support, IT support analyst,
software developer, IT support technician,
network engineer, IT recruitment consultant, and
IT sales roles. Thus, the digital skills provided by
AWS re:Start are specialized in nature.
AWS re:Start consists of a four-week technical
training provided in-person. Before beginning the
training, potential participants attend a taster day
at Amazon offices, where they learn about the
program and can assess their desire to work in
the industry. After completing the four-week
technical training, participants gain practical
experience during three months of on-the-job
training with one of over 100 AWS customers and
partner organizations. Finally, participants are
given employability workshops to help them
secure full-time positions – potentially with the
organization that provided them the on-the-job
training. Thus, the learning format offered by
AWS re:Start is training.
AWS re:Start is sponsored by Amazon as part of
its effort to bridge the digital skills gap in Europe.
Thus, the sponsor of AWS re:Start is vendoraffiliated.
Archetype 4: Connect Seniors to the Digital
World
(Germany,
Lithuania,
Romania,
Spain)
The fourth archetype represents digital skills
initiatives that provide seniors with general digital
skills by offering training while being sponsored
by a vendor-unaffiliated organization. Figure 5
depicts archetype 4.

Figure 4: Depiction of Archetype 3
An illustrative example of a digital skills initiative
in archetype 3 is Amazon Web Services (AWS)
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patronage of the German Federal Ministry of
Economics and Energy and the German Federal
Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women and Youth. Thus, CSDW is sponsored by
a vendor-unaffiliated organization.
Archetype 5: Code+Create (Greece)
The fifth archetype represents digital skills
initiatives that provide youth with specialized
digital skills by offering training while being
sponsored by a vendor-unaffiliated organization.
Figure 6 depicts archetype 5.

Figure 5: Depiction of Archetype 4
An illustrative example of a digital skills initiative
in archetype 4 is Connect Seniors to the Digital
World (CSDW). CSDW is a digital skills initiative
that targets senior citizens living in retirement
homes or frequenting libraries in parts of
Germany, Lithuania, Romania, and Spain. Thus,
the target group of CSDW is seniors.
CSDW teaches seniors to use tablet computers to
become digitally active citizens. This includes
such tasks as using video conferencing software
to speak with family (for example Skype),
scanning QR codes in museums, and borrowing
ebooks from the library. Thus, the digital skills
provided by CSDW are general in nature.
CSDW consists of a two-step process. In a first
step, CSDW provides an online course to so-called
multipliers, who are individuals wanting to
become trainers, such as social workers or staff
members in libraries or retirement homes. The
online course is self-paced and consists of
technical instructions on how to use a tablet
computer (including handouts to provide to
seniors) as well as pedagogical methods for
training seniors. It is assumed that potential
multipliers are proficient in using personal
computers. To support adoption and localization
in various countries, the online course has been
developed in English. The multipliers then provide
in-person training to seniors in libraries and
retirement homes. Thus, the learning format
provided by CSDW is training.
CSDW is sponsored by the Digital Opportunities
Foundation, a German nonprofit organization that
researches
the
social
consequences
of
digitization, advocates for equal access to the
Internet for all people, and promotes digital skills.
The Digital Opportunities Foundation is under the

Figure 6: Depiction of Archetype 5.
An illustrative example of a digital skills initiative
in archetype 5 is Code+Create. Code+Create is a
digital skills initiative that targets Greek
adolescents and adolescent refugees. Thus,
Code+Create targets youth.
Code+Create teaches web development (using
HTML, CSS, JS, Git, Node, Angular, Bootstrap),
3D printing, robotics, Internet of Things (IoT)
applications, Python programming, and office
automation using LibreOffice. Thus, Code+Create
teaches digital skills that are specialized in
nature.
Code+Create operates two learning spaces in
Athens which are fully equipped with tech tools
such as Raspberry Pis, NodeMCU IoT kits, Edison
robots, Ultimaker 3D printers, projectors, and
Linux laptops for participants. Classes last three
hours and take place in-person two to three times
a week. The program’s duration is eight weeks.
Classes are held weekdays and weekends. Every
class is run by two instructors with the aid of a
teaching
assistant.
Instruction
and
all
instructional materials are in English. Moreover,
all instructional materials are openly licensed and
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made available online for free. Thus, the learning
format offered by Code+Create is training.
Code+Create is sponsored by The Organization of
Open Technologies in Greece, which aims to
promote the development of open standards, free
software, open content, open data, and open
architecture in the areas of education, the public
sector, business, and the economy in Greece.
Thus, Code+Create is sponsored by a vendorunaffiliated organization.
6. DISCUSSION
This study aims to answer the question “what
categories can be used to classify digital skills
initiatives?”. To this end, a typology consisting of
four categories (i.e. target group, digital skills,
learning format, and sponsor) has been proposed
and five archetypes, or typical examples, of
digital skills initiatives were presented.
As the five archetypes have shown, there exists a
great variety of different digital skills initiatives
across a range of countries. As mentioned
previously, a total of 40 different combinations of
target group, digital skills, learning format, and
sponsor are theoretically possible. However, a
closer analysis of the archetype for each target
group reveals that certain combinations are more
likely to occur in practice.
For example, as shown in archetype 1, the
general public can be relatively easily introduced
to general digital skills using a resource – an
online game, as in the example of Digital Duel.
While it is certainly possible to provide the
general public with specialized digital skills, it
seems likely that there is a lesser need for
specialized digital skills in the general public than
in other target groups, such as adults or youth.
The same applies to archetype 4, which targets
seniors. General digital skills could be more
needed than specialized digital skills among
seniors. However, in contrast to seniors, who are
probably more prone to respond to training than
a resource, the general public can most likely be
approached with a resource and training alike.
Similarly, archetypes 2, 3, and 5, which target
educators, adults, and youth, respectively,
provide specialized digital skills using training.
There should be additional digital skills initiatives
available for each of the three target groups to
provide them with general digital skills, as
needed. This could probably be accomplished
equally well through training or a resource. Given
the potential for demand generation in the three
target groups, it seems more likely to find
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vendor-affiliated organizations willing to sponsor
digital skills initiatives for these target groups
than for the general public or seniors.
In summary, the general public and seniors
appear to lend themselves to be taught general
digital skills using training and/or learning
resources from a vendor-unaffiliated sponsoring
organization. In contrast, educators, adults, and
youth are more prone to be taught specialized
digital skills using training and/or learning
resources from a vendor-affiliated sponsoring
organization.
Contributions
The contribution of this research to practice and
theory is three-fold. First, the proposed typology
provides a common reference for researchers,
practitioners, and policymakers when talking
about digital skills initiatives. Up until this point,
there has been no systematic effort to classify
digital skills initiatives. The present work provides
a valuable tool that can be easily used to classify
digital skills initiatives and thereby make it clearer
what one means when they talk about digital
skills initiatives.
Second, the typology can be leveraged to
encourage the development of new digital skills
initiatives in so-called white spots. In this context,
white spots are combinations of the categories in
the typology that are currently missing from the
landscape of digital skills initiatives in a given
country or region. Policymakers could use the
typology to identify such white spots and
encourage the development of new digital skills
initiatives by providing funding or other
interventions.
Third, the typology lends itself to be used for the
systematic evaluation of existing digital skills
initiatives. One of the key prerequisites to a
proper evaluation study is the definition of the
scope of interventions to evaluate. The typology
can be easily used to define what types of digital
skills initiatives to include in a particular
evaluation study. This, in turn, will enable
researchers and policymakers to conduct
evaluation studies and ultimately increase the
understanding of ‘what works when’ in relation to
digital skills initiatives.
Limitations
Despite its significant contributions, the present
study is not without limitations. Specifically, the
typology was developed based on an iterative
content analysis conducted by the two authors. It
is possible that another typology with different
categories could be developed using a different
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methodology. Likewise, the typology and its
archetypes were developed based on an analysis
of the over 300 initiatives listed in the repository
of the European Commission (n.d.). While this
should provide a good basis for insights into
digital skills initiatives in Europe, it is also a
shortcoming as there might be other digital skills
initiatives in Europe or in other regions with
different
political
and
socio-economic
environments that would have led to the
development of different categories and possibly
a different typology.
Future Research
Future research may wish to repeat the present
study using the same data but a different
methodology in order to establish whether or how
a different typology might emerge. In addition,
future research could identify other repositories
of digital skills initiatives, preferably in countries
that are different to the EU, and use these digital
skills initiatives to refine or extend the typology
and its archetypes. Lastly, the proposed typology
should be used to guide the development of new
digital skills initiatives or evaluation studies and
thereby assess the usefulness of the proposed
typology in the field.
7. CONCLUSION
The growing digital skills gap negatively affects all
industries, workers, and societies. In response,
hundreds of different digital skills initiatives have
been launched in Europe in the past five years
alone. The present study is the first to propose a
typology of digital skills initiatives, which has
been developed based on an analysis of over 300
digital skills initiatives listed in a comprehensive
repository of the best digital skills initiatives as
maintained by the European Commission. The
proposed typology consists of four categories:
target group (general public, educators, adults,
seniors, youth), digital skills (general vs.
specialized), learning format (training vs.
resource), and sponsor (vendor-affiliated vs.
vendor-unaffiliated). A subsequent analysis of
five archetypes of the typology revealed that
certain combinations of the four categories might
be more likely to occur in practice. The proposed
typology can be used by researchers and
policymakers as a common reference when
evaluating existing or developing new digital skills
initiatives.
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